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CHAPTER I 
DEVELOP :fi!JENT OF GENERAL EDUCATION IN THE AMERICAN COLLIDE 
Beginnings of Higher Education 
About 450 - 400 B.C. under Socrates and the Sophists, 
I 
I something approaching higher education developed. However 
this was on an entirely unorganized level. Oratory, history, 
ethics, logic, science and divinity were discussed in a 
vague and unsystematic way according to the fancy of the 
itinerant orator, philosopher or lawyer. As these wanderers 
began to settle down in fixed places, schools were gradually 
established. Plato was the first to give a continuous course 
over several years in a regular place, the Acaderrw. The 
group which met in Plato's private house nearby may be 
thought of as the first endowed college, for Plato bequeathed 
house and garden to his successor. This institution flour-
1 i shed and lasted until the time of Justinian, 529 A.D. 
II 
I 
I 
Aristotle, Plato's pupil for 20 years, set up his own 
school in the Lyceum. There followed other rhetorical and 
philosophical schools from which emerged the University of 
Athens about 200 B.C., with higher education then spreading 
to Alexandria and other places. 
Roman education was an adaptation of the Greek ~stem. 
In Rome, higher education was devoted to the st?dY of the 
later named Seven Liberal Arts, classified in the medieval 
1' 
I 
II 
=-~-----
times as the Quadrivium (arithmetic, music, geometry and as-
tronorrw) and the Trivium (grammar, logic and rhetoric). 
The Aristotelian division consisted of three philoso-
phies: natural (the physical sciences), moral (politics and 
ethics) and mental (metaphysics). The tendency to emphasize 
the empirical, or to be scientific rather than metaphysical 
met with some opposition from ecclesiastical authorities. 
Not until Thomas Aquinas reconciled Aristotle's _principles 
with church dogma did Scholasticism reach its full glory. 
In the middle ages the churches were the centers of 
learning, and reason was subject to authority. Education vlas 
primarily vocational in nature, with professional instruction 
I given in law, medicine and theology. With the waning of 
il Scholasticism and its failure to stand up as both philosophy 
1 and theology, the period o:t' the Renaissance was ushered in. 
I 
I 
I 
Before the Renaissance, however, many scholars had begun 
to hold classes with small groups of students. As these 
groups increased in size, more teachers were needed, and these 
groups gradually grew into the studia generalia with guilds 
being formed by teachers and students for their mutual advan-
tage. 
With the Renaissance came a struggle for secular control 
of higher education. This is marked by a revival of interest 
in the classics, first witnessed in the Italian universities 
of Pavia, Padua, Florence and Rome. 
The peri~d of the Reformation brought about a return of 
religious influence to education, the German universities 
L 
2 
I 
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being especially affected. A liberal education at that time 
meant that a student was conversant with Latin, Greek, math-
e matics, and philosophy. In England higher education was re-
served for the aristocracy. Generally speaking similar es-
tablishment of a class system became fixed in Europe. 
In the late 17th century and early 18th century came the 
sci enti fi c movement with Bacon, New·ton and Descartes re-
placing Aristotle. This movement was particularly notable in 
Germany, although reforms in England, France and Holland were 
also effected. The founding of the universities at Halle 
and Gottingen was in the spirit of the new science and math-
ematics and in protest at the narrowness of the older univer-
si ties. 
German reforms in the 19th century led to a revolution-
ary new concept of the university, with original research 
the ideal. Laboratory inve stigation, the doctorate and 
academic freedom in teaching and study have been among the 
I by-products. 
I 
I 
Higher Education in the United States 
. I In 1636 Harvard College was founded for the training of 
clergy. The curriculum here was closely patterned after that 
' of the English uni versi ties. By the time of the Revolution 
there were nine other colleges in existence, and 29 more were 
founded .by 1820. 
Evidences already of democratization of higher education 
may be found. Though Dunster was the first president of 
-- ---=====~==~~~ 
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, Harvard, Comenius was chosen to head the college. Had he 
accepted, the conception of broad universal training might 
well have blossomed earlier. Even so the strictly religious 
emphasis was waning, and in 1753 - 1755 came what is now the 
University of Pennsylvania. This institution provided col-
lege training for the commercial and civic usefulness of the 
many as well as the religious and civic leadership of the few. 
The founding of the University of Virginia in 1819 was 
a notable step; and by the end oi the next six years there 
were also state universities in North Carolina, South Caro-
lina, Georgia, Indiana, and :Michigan, some of these predating 
Virginia. The Federal government made land grants to each 
new western state for a university. Although the development 
was mainly after 1860, eventually all these states had a 
state university. 
Jefferson proposed that the University of Virginia should 
provide training for practical, scientific and scholastic pur-
suits as well as for political leadership. Here may be seen 
the beginnings of the elective system. Eliot of Harvard was 
1! one of the strong advocates of the elective system. Under 
1 his leadership Harvard. turned to the total elective system. 
I Yale at the same time stayed with a prescribed curriculum of 
classical studies, supposedly for mental discipline. With 
these trends the emphasis in liberal education changed from 
the classical studies to the study of English, modern 
languages, physical and social sciences. The so-called 
11 cul tural 11 studies were increasingly replaced by scientific 
-=-- ----- -=-- -==-- -=-- --==--=-= =-===--'=~ =-=-~-
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and technical subjects in preparation for specialized careers. 
The e mphasis upon graduate vvork became more prevalent after 
the opening of Johns Hopkins in 1876. As ti me passed t he ex-
treme specialization in graduate courses required greater and 
greater speci alization in undergraduate courses. 
Th e elective s.yste m, however, was a sign of the trend 
toward universal education rather than the limitation of 
higher traini ng to an aristocracy. 
Reforms of the Elective System 
Even though the elective system brought about certain 
desirable changes, it was felt by many educators that over-
specialization _had caused a lack of broad diversity in the 
prog rams of study attempted. Numerous attempts have been 
made to combat this weakness. Butts, 1 classifies these ef-
forts under three main headings: 
1. Administrative Shuffling of Course Requirements. 
This device has probably been more widely used than any other. 
The plan requires courses to be taken in several fields with 
concentration in one or two. Thus theoretically the desired 
diversity can be achieved and over-specialization reduced. 
Unfortunately, in many instances, the courses taken for dis-
tribution purposes tend to be narrow subject matter courses 
which lay the foundations for specialization in another field 
but do little to improve the insight of the non-specialist in 
the area concerned. 
lR. Freeman Butts, A Cultural History of Education, 
Me G_!'a_w:,H_i~~ ' New York, _l947, pg s 651 ~655. _-===-- ___ _ 
( 
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2. Individualized Instruction 
In keeping with the methods of the progressive education 
movement, several colleges have attempted a program which 
takes its form according to the needs, interests and abilities 
of the individual student. These colleges have also aimed 
to prepare each student for active and intelligent participa-
tion as a member of our society. Benezet1 has described 
three different institutions which attempt this solution. 
(B~d, Bennington and Sarah Lawrence) 
While possessing many virtues, there are practical dif-
!1 ficulties in such a plan which rather generally confine it to 
institutions with relatively small enrollments and a favor-
able student-teacher ratio. 
3· Greater Prescription 
As students became required to take prescribed courses in 
various fields, it was soon evident that elementary courses, 
taught by specialists, were inadequate. The advent of survey 
courses, popular as they have been, did not answer the prob-
1, lem of educating the average student. Ordinarily such vast 
arrays of facts have been presented that no real understanding 
of the subject has been accomplished. 
Hence there have been devised "... several kinds of new 
prescribed courses, designed to break down the customary nar-
row divisions of subject matter, to provide a more integrated 
1 Louis T. Benezet, General Education in the Progressive 
College, Contributions to Education no. 884, Teachers College, 
Columbia University, New York, 1943, 
I 
I 
I 
alike. "1 
"It (General Education) is used to indicate that part of 
a student's whole education which looks first of all to his 
life as a responsible human being and citizen; while special 
education indicates that part which looks to the student's 
competence in some occupation. " 2 
It can easily be seen from these statements that neither 
specialized courses nor survey courses in any subject or 
group of subjects will satisfy the aims of general education 
as stated. 
In further confirmation of this statement, the Presi-
dent's Commission on Higher Education for American Democracy 
asserted in its report3 that "present college programs are 
I not contributing adequately to the quality of students' adult 
lives either as workers or citizens." In addition it stated 
that general education was not to be thought of "in terms of 
mastering particular bodies of knowledge," but rather ''in 
terms of performance." The report also stated: "If the col-
leges are to educate the great body of American youth, they 
must provide programs for the development of other abilities 
1T. R. McConnell, "General Education: An Analysis," 
j1 General Education, N.s.s.E. 51st yearbook Part I, University 
I 
of Chicago Press, Chicago, 1952, pg . 4. 
2General Education in a Free Society, Report of the Har-! vard Committee, Harvard University Press, Cambridge, 1945, 
pg . 51. 
3president' s Commission on Higher Education, Higher 
Education for American Democracy, Harper and Bros., New York, 
I 1947, I, 32. 
\ 
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than those involved in academic aptitude, and they ca~~ot 
continue to concentrate on students with one type of intelli-
gence to the neglect of youth ivith other talents." The 
Commission1 states its objectives in the following terms: 
1. 
2. 
3· 
To develop for the regulation of one's personal and 
civic life a code of behavior based on ethical 
principles consistent with democratic ideals. 
To participate actively as an informed and respon-
sible citizen in solving the social, economic and 
political problems of one's community, state, and 
nation. 
To recognize the interdependence of the different 
peoples of the world and one's personal responsi-
bility for fostering international understanding 
and peace. 
4. To understand the common phenomena in one's physical 
environment, to apply habits of scientific thought 
to both personal and civic problems, and to appre-
ciate the implications of scientific discoveries 
for human welfare. 
5· To understand the ideas of others and to express 
one's own effectively. 
6. To attain a satisfactory emotional and social ad-
justment. 
1. To maintain and improve his own health and to co-
operate actively and intelligently in solving com-
munity health problems. 
8. To understand and enjoy literature, art, music and 
other cultural activities as expressions of personal 
and social experience and to participate to some 
extent in some form of creative activity. 
9. To acquire the knowledge and attitudes basic to a 
satisfying family life. 
10. To choose a socially useful and personally sati s-
fying vocation that will permit one to use to the 
full his particular interests and abilities. 
1 Ibid., pg. 47. 
<7 
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11. To acquire and use the a~ills and habits involved 
in critical and constructive thinking. 
The California colleges have listed a similar set of ob-
jectives: 
The general education program aims to help each 
student to increase his competence in: 
1. Exercising the privileges and responsibilities of 
democratic citizenShip. 
2. Developing a set of sound moral and spiritual values 
by which he guides his life. 
3· Expressing his thoughts clearly in speaking and 
writing, and in reading and listening with under-
standing. 
4. Using the basic mathematical and mechanical skills 
necessary in everyday life. 
5. Using methods of critical thinking for the solution 
of problems and for the di scrirnination of values. 
6. Understanding his cultural heritage so that he may 
gain a perspective of his time and place in the 
world. 
7. Understanding his interaction with his biologi cal 
and physical environment so that he may adjust to 
and improve that environment. 
8. I~intaining good mental and physical health for him-
self, his family, and his community. 
9. Developing a balanqed personal and social adjust-
ment. 
10. Sharing in the development of a satisfactory home 
and family life. 
11. Achieving a satisfactory vocational adjustment. 
12. Taking part in some form of satisfying creative ac-
tivity and 1in appreciating the creative activities of others. 
1 Johnson, op. cit., pg. 2. 
= 
Hook1 has stated in quite concise form the fundamental 
ideas underlying such statements with: "What is being asserted 
is that the materials and methods that are relevant to the 
intelligent determination of a social philosophy for our age 
should pervade the curriculum, that the education of citizens 
of a democracy requires, not exclusive, but central emphasis 
on focal problems of our culture and the intellectual skills 
and moral habits with which to cope with them. nl 
\Vhile there is a certain amount of agreement on aims and 
objectives, there are widely varying opinions on the means 
for the implementation of these purposes. Ordinarily, how-
ever, there is a common feeling that much of the general 
education work should come in the first two years of college 
work to provide a background for later specialization. For 
example, at the University of Chicago, students are required 
1 to pass comprehensive examinations in the humanities, the 
social sciences, the physical sciences, and the biological 
sciences before they are permitted to specialize.2 
II 
Harvard's plan requires each graduate to have completed 
at least one course in each of the fields of humanities, 
social science and natural science out of the several courses 
offered in each field. It is expected that this work will 
1 Sidney Hook, Education For V~dern ~~n, The Dial Press, 
New York, 1946, pg. 66. 
2The Idea and Practice of General Education, by Present 
and Former P~mbers of the Faculty, University of Chicago 
Press, Chicago, 1950. 
j_j_ 
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usually be completed by the end of the sophomore year. 1 
There is no reason to believe that general education 
courses need be less valuable for the specialist in a given 
field than for the non-specialist. In fact a true perspec-
tive of several fields may well aid the student in choosing 
among areas of potential specialization. For example 
Tiffney points out that the general education course in 
science is useful for the potential science major. 
First it deals with the social impacts and responsi-
bilities of science, an increasingly important point 
of view which is almost wholly absent in standard 
science curricula. Second it deals with all the 
sciences, and so gives the prospective scientist a 
complete, rounded, well balanced background in science 
itself, a result which the system of free electives 
which permitted too early and too narrow specializa-
tion within a single branch of science frequently 
failed to achieve.2 
Patterns of Approaches to General Education 
As previously mentioned there is little difference of 
opinion about the need for more programs of general educa-
tion. Where the differences come are either in terms of 
educational method and administrative procedure or else in 
basic philosophy. The authors of the Harvard Report have 
distinguished five types of general education which are 
classified as: "(1) di atribution requirements, (2) comprehen-
sive survey courses, (3) functional courses, (4) the 
1 Harvard Report, op. cit., passim. 
~lesley N. Tiffney, "The Science Program in The Boston 
University General College," Science in General Education, 
W.C. Brown Co., Dubuque, 1948, pg. 175. 
-=-- - ---=-
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great-books curriculum and (5) individual guidance. "1 Ac-
tually this is a slightly more detailed restatement of the 
1 breakdo~~ made by Butts referring to the reforms of the elec-
1 tive $YStem. Also there is a certain amount of overlapping . 
II 
' 
I 
!I 
For example, comprehensive survey courses may well be used to 
satisfy distribution requirements, and there are certainly 
cases where the great-books curriculum resembles a survey 
course in the humanities. 
Taylor has classified the philosophical principles into 
three g eneral divisions of thought: 
first, the philosophy of rationalism, represented in 
its purest form in the Roman Catholic institutions and 
at St. Johns College, Annapolis; second, the philosophy 
of nee-humanism or eclecticism, represented by the pro-
gram of general education at Harvard College and Columbia 
College; third, the philosophy of naturalism or, more 
specifically, instrumentalism, represented by Antioch 
Colleg e, Sarah Lawrence College, Bennington, the ex-
perimental colleges, and various other experiments within 
the state universities, notably, the University of 
Minnesota. The concept of the community college, as 
proposed by the President's Commission on Higher Educa-
tion bears a close relation to this philosophy.2 
Rationalism is described as a return to the classical 
unity of the university in order to discover the principles of 
thought and morality which may be applied to all events, re-
lations and objects of the external world. In this philosophy, 
cultivation of man's reason is the sole aim of education, if 
not of life itself. Values and truths are universal, and a 
1Report of the Harvard Committee, op. cit., pg . 181. 
2Harold Taylor, "The Philosophical Foundations of General 
Education," General Education, N.S.S.E. 51st yearbook, Part I, 
University of Chicago Press, Chicago, 1952, pg . 26. 
- - --
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serious study of the past (great-books for example) is val id 
for all students at all ti mes. The social philosophy herein 
contained is i mplicitly the maintenance and protection of a n 
orderly society, controlled by intellectually elite. 
Neo-humanism or eclecticism differs from rationalism in 
refusing to state a specific philosophy to which all should 
1 be committed. The adherents of this way of thinking work 
within the European academic tradition, accepting the notion 
that t h ere is a dualism between mind and body and that there 
I 
II 
are proper subjects for the training of the mind but that 
there is no specific philosophical system supporting their 
advocated program. They feel it necessary to include in the 
g eneral education program those subjects which can be dis-
tinguished fro~ others by having no immediate, direct, voca-
tional values. The ideas discovered in a study of literature, 
philosophy, science and arts will provide a common background 
of knowledge and value for all college students. The reforms 
II of the movement are almost entirely i n t h e subject matter 
fiel d , and hence e motional and social development 1rust be as-
sumed to occur normally as an effect of academic study. There 
is, hO"t'l)'ever, no direct connection bet,:,reen the educational pro-
gra~ and a social philosophy. Nee-humanism would seem to be 
the most co mmon philosophy in general education today. 
Instru mentalism lays its chief e mphasis on t h e uses . of 
knowledge. The truth is in process of being created from 
moment to moment, and there are no absolute truths or values. 
Instead t here are v arying degrees of certainty. Aims and 
14 
I
I principles are to be defined in terms of the growth of ma-
11 turity and of personal qualities within the student and not 
in terms of an intellectual discipline for training the reason. 
The instrumentalist chooses to deal more directly with the 
problems and issues in contemporary life and thus to illumin-
ate the every day experience of the student. The social 
philosophy inextricably wound in with this philosophy is dem-
ocracy, since instrumen talism militates against a rigid class 
structure and emphasizes the need for an educational system 
vlhich vlill serve as an agent of social transition. The desire 
is to teach the arts and sciences to enrich the quality of hu-
ID9.n life, by relating the knowledge to be used to the stage of' 
development which the students have reached. 
General Education at Boston University 
From 1937 to 1946 the Scho,ol of Education at Boston 
University offered a core curriculum in ~\merican culture. 
This was variously named the New Two-year Curriculum, the 
New College Curriculum, the Two-year Curriculum and. the 
~~ ~ erican Civilization Curriculum. Admission to this program 
was limited for reasons of experimentation. 
I 
Students whos e academic preparation did not warrant 
admission to the College of Liberal Arts but who shO'i'led 
! promise of being able to handle college level work were se-
\ lected. Those whose performance was creditable were able 
I 
!to transfer with advanced standing to other schools and 
jcolleges within the University. 
'I 
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Individual guidance was a feature of this program. 
Each student carried six hours of credit each semester de-
signed to meet his own individual needs and interests in 
addition to the core curriculum of ten hours. These addi-
tional hours were available not only in other schools and 
colleges within the University but also in cooperating 
institutions outside Boston University. 
This curriculum described in the catalogue as: 
American Civilization - Each semester 10 hours 
including an integrated course in American history, 
literature, art, music, philosophy; the influences of 
the sciences, our economic and social growth, and the 
contribution of other times and peoples to our cul-
ture. Continues two years.l 
was under the coordination of Professor Franklin Roberts . 
The program, while offered under the auspices of the School 
of Education, vias generously supported by members of other 
faculties. The focus upon American civilization caused the 
breaking do1vn of conventional subject matter barriers and 
was designed to g ive the student a true perspective of the 
society in which he lived. 
The following description of the curriculum is pro-
vided by the kindness of Professor Roberts from his personal 
papers. 
A~erican Civilization is a core curriculum that under-
takes to tell the story of how present-day America has 
come to be. While the main thread is necessarily 
A~erican history, no field is neglected that has a 
contribution to make to the record of the development 
of American culture. Geography is studied to show hov; 
lBoston University Bulletin, Boston. 
If; 
16 
ll 
man has adapted himself to his physical environment 
on the American continent. Literature relates the 
story of the yearnings, aspirations, and ideals that 
have motivated t he American people in their forward 
rrovements. Music is called upon to reveal the moods 
of .Ameri ca at various periods. The study of art s hows 
that America has moved forv;ard from a slavish devotion 
to the forms and techniques of Europe to where a dis-
tinctly American art is coming to the forefront. The 
course shmvs that without the applications of the la'llS 
of biology , modern Amer:l.can cities l'lould be impossible. 
Chemistry explains .the steady progress of .. runerican 
manufacturing , agriculture, medicine, and similar fie lds 
of applied science. Physics points out how modern sky-
scrapers , improved transportation and communication as 
vJel l as more comfortable homes have been achieved. 
Sociology describes the nature of the problems growing 
aut of living together in large groups and how these 
problems have been solved and are being treated. 
EConomics points out the reasons for the ruthless 
exploitation of America's great natural resources and 
the need for conservation; the makeup of the money 
probl em; the strue;gl es between capital and labor; the 
nature of American capitalism; and the evaluation of 
various schemes of economic reform . :Philosophy and 
religion r eveal the attempts of the American people to 
usher in a more moral and humane \vorld. All these 
many and varied contributions are integrated into a 
whole which is the story of t he life and culture of 
the American nation. 
The success and popularity of the American Civilization 
~rriculum were so great that Dean Durrell of the School of 
Blucation recommended to President Marsh the establishment 
of a new college . 
In 1946, the General College (name changed to College 
of General Education in 1951) was formed and Professor 
J . R. Butler appointed as Dean. The purpose of this new 
colleg e was to foster the aims of general education and t o 
direct t h e student tovrard: 
Congruity of Thought and Action 
Critical and Constructive Thinking 
Social Responsibility 
The World of Science 
A Spirit of Inquiry 
\ 
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Effective Expression 
Tolerance 
Emotional I~turi ty 
Social Adjustment 
Appreciation of Art, MUsic, and Literature 
(as an integral part of life) 
Satisfying Family Life 
Occupational Orientation 
A Philosophy of Lifel 
The program of study is composed of the more or less 
conventional divisions of the social science~, the natural 
sciences and humanities. However, the primary distinction 
,I 
,I of the program is in its "total integration." All departments 
I 
I 
l1 
'I I 
cooperate so closely that the end result is one single two-
year course with cross-references and interrelationships be-
ing pointed out wherever they exist. The unified course con-
si st s of units or blocks of study. Each block is treated by 
all departments concurrently, whenever feasible. For ex-
ample, in learning about himself, the student studies the 
biology of man (science), he learns about the place of the 
individual in society (human relations), he studies psychology 
and considers the choice of his vocation (guidance), and he 
writes an autobiography (humanities). All of this is to help 
the student understand himself and strive to take his place 
in a free society. 
The search is for interrelationships wherever they 
II 
1 naturally exist and where they will aid in understanding and 
lj 
I 
I dealing 1>1i th the everyday affairs of life. Facts, rules, 
scientific laws and principles are of the most use when 
1 Boston University Bulletin~ Boston, June 6, 1951, XL 
(8), 13. 
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applied to practical problems through the consideration of 
certain basic concepts. As Donham says: "So far as possible, 
' factual information a~ould be acquired by the student as an 
incident to intellectual processes and responsible judgments, 
I because the student 1vi shes to use it for his own well under-
., 
1
1 stood purposes, rather than as disassociated information. 11 1 
The philosophy underlying the program is instrumentalism. 
While this may seem inconsistent, since all students are sub-
jected to the same curriculum; nevertheless the point of 
focus is on the individual student. The emphasis on the dis-
cussion method in section meeting helps the student to apply 
knowledge gained in lecture and study to problems of everyday 
living, and the breadth of the program in guidance assists 
the student to make a realistic appraisal of his own talents 
and potentialities. The encouragement of the student to par-
ticipate actively in music and painting would be ordinarily 
considered extracurricular in a rationalist or neo-humani st 
approach. vfuat is central and important is that the major 
goals of general education cannot be treated as mutually 
exclusive but that they are all differing aspects of one in-
clusive desi gn, with each goal a complementary rather than a 
competing element. 
1Wallace B. Donham, Education For Responsible Living, 
Harvard University Press, Cambridge, 1946, pg. 301. 
I 
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The Junior College and the Communications Program 
Three years after the founding of the College of General 
Education, a functional general education program was adapted 
to the needs of students whose academic backgrounds did not 
permit admission to the regular program. This was known as 
the Junior Division. Among students admitted to the new pro-
gram were those whose reading skills were not up to the level 
of their potential academic ability or those i'lho se secondary 
school work might not have met the formal requirements for 
college entrance. 
Under the direction of the Guidance department there was 
established a reading and study program to assist these stu-
dents in making a proper adjustment to the demands of college 
work. ¥any students were able to overcome deficiencies and 
transfer to the college of General Education and go on to a 
four year college course. 
In the fall of 1952, the Junior College became a sep-
11 arate entity and nov-1 has independent status among the colleges 
of Boston University. Beside serving the needs of the stu-
dents referred to in the previous two paragraphs, it is adap-
ted to the requirements of terminal students, combining gen-
eral education and vocational courses of study. 
Explicit in any statement of the objectives of general 
education is competency in communication. Frequently this 
aim is sought by the infusion method. However, experience 
with the College of General Education, particularly in the 
Junior Division, had suggested that lack of skill in reading 
----t--==--- --
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was frequently a major factor in failure. The reading and 
study program had appeared useful with Junior Division stu-
dents, and since entrance requirements were less stringent 
for the new group, it was felt that the basic slcill s of read-
ing, writing , speaking and listening would need formal atten-
tion. Therefore, with the opening of the Junior College, a 
department of Communications was established. 
The major aims of instruction in the communications 
program are to help the student: 
1. achieve academically at the highest possible 
level in relation to his potential; 
2. acquire a means for effectively continuing the 
educative process without formal supervision; 
3· develop greater ability to use language as a 
tool for thinking. 
4. gain proficiency in those skills and. techniques 
of communication fundamental to successful 
living ••• 
To meet the needs of the Junior College student the 
Communications Program offers instruction in two phases 
of languag e development: (1) those skills and abilities 
related to the interpretation of printed materials and 
oral ·presentations, and (2) those skills and abilities 
related to the expression of one's own ideas in speech 
and writing . 
The function of instruction in the interpretative 
phase of the program is: (a) to provide experiences and 
training in those reading and listening skills and 
abilities that will enable the student not only to un-
derstand and interpret printed material and oral pre-
sentations, but also to make intelligent use of reading 
and listening in all possible situations; and (b) to pro-
vide experiences and training in those study skills and 
abilities related to the recording, organizing, and re-
calling of ideas and concepts. 
The major objectives of the interpretative phase 
of the program are to help the student: 
1. comprehend reading material with speed and ac-
curacy (this objective includes also the compre-
hension of material presented orally); 
II 
I 
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2. locate information from various sources; 
3. select and critically evaluate materials; 
4. acquire greater proficiency in organizing ideas 
and concepts obtained through reading and 
listening; 
5. decide which ideas and concepts are important 
and how to recall them. 
The function of instruction in the expressive phase 
of the prog ram is: (a) to provide experiences and train-
ing in the use of lan6uage to convey meaning and as a 
tool for thinking; (b) to insure the use of correct 
language and the use of those social amenities that con-
stitute consideration for other people during the act of 
communication with them; and (c) to provide experiences 
and training (beyond those listed above) in the speaking 
situation in order that the student may develop ease, 
poise, and confidence. 
The major objectives of the expressive phase of the 
program are to help the student: 
1. acquire the ability to select a definite purpose 
for writing and speaking; 
2. develop the ability to acquire and choose clear 
and exact vocabulary; 
3· develop the ability to write and to speak in 
clear sentences; 
4. develop the ability to select and to organize 
appropriate ~etail s in the light of the defin-
ite purpose. 
The communications program endeavors to assist in the 
total integration of the program and in the guidance of the 
individual student. One part of the instruction vrhich car-
ries over fro m the interpretative phase to the expressive 
' phase is to assist the student in developing the ability to 
recognize, understand, define, and apply the technical 
1Boston University Bulletin, Boston, May 26~ 1952, XII, 
(14)' 24.25. 
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vocabulary met in his reading and study at the Junior College. 
, Previous experience has shown that technical vocabulary has 
contributed to the difficulties of comprehending, evaluating 
and organizing the reading material when students have failed 
to recognize or understand terms peculiar to the subject 
undertaken. ObviouSly the higher order skills of definition 
and application are necessary in the expressive phase but 
they are dependent upon the lower order skills of recognition 
and understanding and are developed successively. 
Therefore the search for a means of diagnosing areas of 
1 weakness and strength to aid in the instruction and guidance 
of the student and to assist faculty members in predicting 
the academic success or failure of their students has 
I 
II 
II 
I 
prompted this study. 
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CHAPTER II 
PROGNOSIS OF ACADEMIC SUCCESS I N COLLEGE 
Introduction 
The literature is filled with studies on the impor-
tance of various factors in predicting the ultimate success 
or failure of student s prior to their matriculation in 
college. Most of them involve the evaluation of one or 
more tests in relation to the criterion of college marks. 
A complete survey of these studies seems neither 
feasible nor desirable. Many of the studies attack highly 
specialized areas or are of purely local interest. In 
addition there are available numerous reviews of the lit-
erature of prognosis. 
While it is not intended to belittle work seriously 
undertaken, it is difficult to comprehend how certain studies 
would aid other institutions in the admission and placement 
of their students. Information bearing on such attributes 
as personal beauty or color blindness is rarely available to 
directors of admission. Surveys of smoking habits conducted 
between 1920 and 1930 may seem of limited value in the 
1950's. Subsequent investigations confirmine; or denying t h e 
conclusions drawn would seem to be lacking. Therefore there 
may be some question as to the selection of t he previou s 
material selected as appropriate in this study. 
~---- -'------
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Traversl pointed out in 1949 that in the preceding fif-
teen years over a thou sand studies had been made atte.mpting to 
establish the merits of various tests for predictive purposes. 
It is his contention that altogether too much attention has 
been paid to this issue and not enough to commonly occurring 
variations in the environment of the students which affect the 
achievement of various desired outcomes. 
However, it would seem that each institution must dis-
cover for itself the most efficacious combination of predictive 
elements applicable in its own situation. To accomplish this 
the investigator must attempt to review '\'Tork done in situations 
which resemble the conditions under which his school operates. 
1 For example, Douglass2 points out that at the University of 
l~nnesota no variable used in a regression equation is of much 
importance in predicting success in all the schools or colleges 
of the university. Segel3 like'\'li se mentions that reliability 
I 
of prediction varies with the sample tested, the tests used 
and the college for which the prediction is made. Butsch4 on 
the same subject says:"The variation for schools of Business, 
1R. M. W. Travers, "Good Prediction of Scholastic Success," 
School and Society, 1949, 70:293-294. 
2H.R. Douglass, "Different Levels and Patterns of Ability 
Necessary for Success in College, 11 Occupations, 1943, 22:182-186. 
3David Segel, "Prediction of Success in College, 11 U.s. Of-
fice of Education, Bulletin no. 15, Washington, 1934. 
4R.L. C. Butsch, "Improving the Prediction of Academic Suc-
cess through Differential Vfeighting, 11 Journal of Educational 
Psychology, 1939, 30:401-420. 
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Engineering, Journalism, and Liberal Art~ is so wide that a 
particular section which furnishes the best single predictor 
for one college may be entirely negligible in its contribution 
for another." 
Hence in this study no effort will be made to summarize 
' completely the literature bearing on prognosis, but an attempt 
will be made to select certain studies having particular 
reference to special problems. Table 1 contains a list of im-
portant reviews of the literature on prognosis. 
--.;;: 
Investigations may be roughly classified as involving the 
examination of: 
1. Objective Measures of Scholastic Aptitude 
2. Previous Scholastic Record 
3· Achievement Tests of Various Sorts 
4. Personality Factors 
5· Personal Details and Background 
6. Combinations of two or more of the above 
Even ignoring the combinations, 1 t is obvious there is some 
overlapping in this categorization of separate measures. 
TABLE 1 
REVI~/S OF LITERATURE OF COLLEGE PROGNOSIS 
Date Investigator 
1928 Symondsl 
1931 Harris2 
1931 Douglass3 
1932 Kinney4 
1934 Segel5 
1934 vlagner6 
----
--- -
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1940 Harris7 
1942 Emme 8 
1943 Durflinger9 
1949 Garrett10 
1950 Cain, Mtf~aeli a and 
Eurich 
1 P .1-I. Symonds, :Measurement in Secondary Education, New 
York, 'rhe Yac:n.1111an Co., 1928. 
2n. Harris, "The Relation to _ College Grades of Some Fac-
tors Other Than Intelligence, n Archives of Psycholog.y, New 
York, 1931, 20 no. 131~ 
~.R. Douglass, "The Relation of High School Preparation 
and Certain Other Factors to Academic Success at the University 
of Oregon," University of Oregon Publication, Education Series, 
Vol. 3 no. 1, Eugene, University of Oregon Press, 1931. 
4L.B. Kinney, "A Summary of the Literature on the Use of 
Intelligence Tests in Colleges and Universities, 11 University of 
Minnesota Committee on Educational Research, Minneapolis, Uni-
versity of ~anneaota Press, 1932. 
5
segel, op. cit. 
6 M.E. Wagner, "A Survey of the Literature on College Per-
formance Prediction, 11 Studies in Articulation of High School 
and College, Buffalo, University of Buffalo Press, 1934. 
7 D. Harris, "Freshman Success in College," Psychological 
Bulletin, 1940, 37:125-166. 
8 E. E. Emme, "Predicting College Success," Journal of 
Higher Education, 1942, 13:263-267. 
a 
""'G.W. Durflinger, "Prediction of College Success, 11 American 
Association of College Registrars Journal, 1943, 19:68-78. 
10H.F. Garrett, ''A Revi~w and Interpretation of Investiga-
tions ·or Factors Related to Scholastic Success in Colleges of 
Arts and Science and Teachers Colleges," Journal of Experimen-
tal Education, 1949, 19:91 .. 138. 
11L. F. Cain, J. V. Mi chaeli s, and A. C • . Eurich, "Progno si s, 11 
Encyclopedia of Educational Research, . R~vi sed Edition, The 1vJa.c-
I"fi.llan Co., _ N.!::w Yol?k!.:_ 1950. __ . _ . 
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ObJective ¥~asures of Scholastic Aptitude 
The first use of the psychological test for entrance pur-
poses is reported to have been at Columbia in 1919. Today it 
seems a routine matter for each student to have some measure 
of scholastic aptitude on record at the time of matriculation, 
and very frequently admission is contingent upon the student 
" surpassing some arbitrarily established cut-off point. Among 
commonly used tests may be mentioned the Scholastic Aptitude 
Test of the College Entrance Examination Board, the American 
Council on Education Psychological Examination and the Ohio 
' State University Psychological Examination. Each of the first 
I 
two has separate linguistic and quantitative sub-scores con-
sidered by many as desirable for differential prediction. 
Opinion varies as to the comparative excellence of these in-
struments, and there seems to be no clear cut evidence that 
any one of these is superior, generally speaking, to the others 
or indeed to a sizeable number of other excellent tests. itl11at 
, does seem to be true is that a reasonable estimate of potential 
capacity for doing acceptable college work may be made from a 
1 good test and that this factor Should ordinarily be considered 
in assessing the comparative merits of various candidates. 
Hartson and Sprow1 find that measurements made in secon-
dary school by different tests predict college marks better 
1L.D. Hartson and A..J. Sprow, ''The Value ..of Intelligence 
Quotients Obtained in Secondary School for Predicting College 
Scholarship," Educational and Psychological . Measurement, 1941, 
1:387-398. 
than high school marks and are better for the Freshman year 
1 than for total college performance. Byrns and Henmon1 con-
clude that the results of an intelligence test given as early 
as the 4th grade can in combination with lOth grade scholastic 
averag e give acceptable predictions of college performance. 
In the summaries by Douglass, 2 Kinney, 3 Segel4 and 
1 Wagner5 there seemed to be a fairly consistent central ten-
dency (either mean or median) for a correlation of .45 between 
measures of scholastic aptitude and college scholar&~ip. 
6 Durfli nger noted a somewhat higher figure, a median of .52, 
1
1 but suggested that this was perhaps because of the s maller num-
1 ber of investigations reviewed in his study. Since Garrett? 
If 
in his later summary arrives at a median figure of .47, it 
mi ght appear plausible that the true relationship has remained 
quite stable. Perhaps as is suggested by Borow8 improved ac-
curacy of prediction may be explained by more efficient and 
precise instru ments resulting fro m refinements in test 
1 R.K. Byrns and V .A. C. Henmon, "Long-Range Prediction of 
College Achievement, 11 School and Society, 1935, 41:877-880. 
2H.R. Douglass, "The Relation of High School Preparation 
and Certain Other Factors to Academic Success at the University 
of Oregon," Universi.ty of Oregon Publication, Education Series, 
': Vol. 3 no. 1, Eugene, University of Oregon Press, 1931. 
1j 3Kinney, op. cit. 
' 4seg el, op. cit. 
5wagner, op. cit. 
6nurflinger, op. cit. 
7Garrett, op. cit. 
8H. Borow, "Current Problems in Prediction," American As-
sociation of College Registrars Journal, 1946, 22:14-26. 
.k 
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development, new statistical techniques and more objective and 
reliable grading systems in college. Influences in the op-
posite direction which may tend to counteract these improve-
. ment s are mentioned by Feder1 who states that the influence 
of improved instructional methods and guidance should logically 
be expected to reduce predictive relationships and Williamson2 
who makes the same point about instruction and guidance with 
special reference to improvement of reading and study methods 
and also raises the question as to how a college faculty ad-
justs to a changing student body. In case of improvement or 
, deterioration in the quality of the student if there is a re-
vision of standards, there will be a corresponding fluctuation 
in the correla tiona obtained because of' the change in the 
character of the criterion. It would, however, seem that the 
correlation coefficients could change in either direction. 
The Fredericksen and Schrader3 report in 1952 found the 
median correlation of the American Council on Education P~cho­
logical Test with first year college grades to be .47. In 
their study the veteran group tended to be a little higher and 
the non-veteran group somewhat lower. 
ln. D. Fed~r, . "Evaluation of Some Problems in Prediction," 
Journal of Educational Psvchology, 1935, 26:597-603. 
2E.G. Williaii}son, nThe Decreasing _ Accuracy of Scholastic 
Predictions," Journal of Educational Psychology, 1937, 28:1-16. 
3N. Fredericksen and W.E. Schrader, "A.C.E. Psychological 
Examination .and High School Standing as Predictors of College 
Success," Journal of Applied Psychology, 1952, 36:261-265. 
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It i'iould seem that Freeman ' s1 remark of 1931 still 
true today . That is: "It must be said that mental tests 
!I 
holds ,
1 
are I 
I 
Lnadequate as selective instruments at the college level, just 
I as any other single criterion is inadequate, yet t hey have a 
I contribution to make; and on that basis their employment is 
justifiable . 11 
Previous Scholastic Record 
By all accounts and with practically no exception s the 
1 single predictor which produces the highest correlation with 
col l ege marks is some statement of hi gh school scholarsh ip . 
To.ere is some dispute as to whether average mark or rank is 
th e more effective expression of t his predictor, and the prob-
lem of bow to equate the ratings of various schools from col-
lege to college is an acute one . For these reason s achieve-
ment tests of various sorts are frequently used as well as or 
~stead of t he high school record. However, there are advo-
cates of weighing psycholog i cal test and h i gh sc hool record 
equally as t he sole basis of selection . 
Smith2 su ggests that the high school record reduced to a 
summary score is as useful a measure as any 
ter and !-'IcGinnis3 conclude t ha t the record 
I 
for predic tion. Car- ll 
of hi5h school marks I 
1F. :· . Freeman, "Pr edicting Academic Survival, 11 Journal of 11 
lill.ucational Rese§_~ch, 1931, 23: 113-123 . .. - ·---- 11 
2F . F. Smith, 11 Use of Previous Record in Estimating Col- 'I 
1 leg e Suc cess, 11 Journal of Educational PsycholoF,y:, 1945, 36 :167-176. : 
3H.L. Carter and D.J. IJicGinnis, 11 Some Fa c t ors 1,"ib.ich Dif-
1 fer entia te College Fre shmen Having the I:.oi-vest and Highest Point 
-Hov-r Ratios," Journal of Educatic;mal Research, 1952, 46:219-226. 
7 wagner, op. cit. 
:sl. 
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il plus principal's estimate with negative weighting for units 
!' failed in high school work will help to differentiate between 
I the superior and inferior college student. Jones and la·ss1lettl 
! maintain that college success depends upon ability and indus-
try and that the best possible estimate of industry is con-
tained within the high school academic record. Landry2 says 
that the best element for general prediction is the mean of a 
student's secondary school grade. Johnston's3 comment is: 
nThe high school rating and the intelligence rating supplement 
each other so that an error in prediction based upon one is 
corrected by the other." 
Various summaries report as follows: Garrett, 4 a median of 
.56 for coefficients of correlation between high school and 
college averages with one case reported as high as .83; 
Douglass, 5 a median of .53; and Symonds, 6 a median of .47. 
Wagner7 say a: "Of those investigators who compare prediction 
1G.A. Jones and H.R. Lasslet, "Prediction of Scholastic 
Success," Journal of Educational Research, 1935, 29:266-271. 
I 
2H.A. Landry, ''Relative Predictive Value, 11 Journal of Ex-
perimental Education, 1937, 5:256-260. 
I 3J .B. Johnston, "Predicting Success or Failure in College 
at the Time of Entrance," School and Society, 1924, 19:772-776; 
20:27-32· 
4Garrett, op. cit. 
I 5H.R. Douglass, "The Relation of High School Preparation I and Certain Other Factors to Academic Success at the University 
II of Oregon," University of Oregon Publication, Education Series, 
Vol. 3 no. 1, Eugene, University of Oregon Press, 1931. 
6 Symonds, op. cit., p. 413. 
7wagner, op. cit. 
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criteria, the vast majority feel that the high school record 
is more closely related to success than any other single cri-
terion which they have studied." Segel1 mentions the correla-
tions of high school marks with the criterion of college 
scholarship as more variable than those observed when psycho-
Il logical tests are employed, and quotes relationships varying 
1 
from • 29 to • 77 with a median of • 545. 
II 
I 
II 
Y~ny investigators stress the importance of the college 
reduci ng various high school records to a comparable form. 
Crawford2 maintains that an adjusted school grade taking into 
' account both the student's rank in school and the rank of that 
school a mong others is necessary. Garrett3 twenty years later, 
points out that the records of grades of any particular secon-
dary school show a closer correlation with this group's later 
success in one or many colleges than do the records of stu-
dents fro m several high schools with their later colleges, and 
that future correlations may be expected to ri s.e in proportion 
to the improvement in techniques of reducing separate high 
school and college systems to a more comparable basis. Cohen4 
testifies that schools with an extremely low certification 
'I 1 Segel, op. cit. 
2A.B. Crawford, "Forecasting Certain College Aptitudes, 11 
Personnel Journal, 1932, 11:160-168. 
I 3 Garrett, op. cit. 
4L. Cohen, "Predicting Academic Success in an Engineering 
College and Suggestions for an Objective Evaluation of High 
11 School 1-1arks," Journal of Educational Psychology, 1946, 37: 
381-384. 
II 
:I II 
averae;e tend to allow high school grades to be too high; 
versely , \'ihere a very high average is necessary fo r certif ica -
tion gr a des need to be revised upwards for su c cessful pr edic-
tion . Bi xler1 also calls for a comparative rating of t he h i g h 
schools involved. Harris2 states that where schools send a 
larg e p roportion of their students the correlation s are lower 
t han i n institutions where only a select few are chosen to go 
to college. 
Some studies have been concerned with the size or loca-
tion of the high school . Harris3 suggests that no conclusive 
studies are found and thinks that slightly better prediction 
may be possible in larger schools from the stabilizing effect 
II of larger numbers . Garrett4 also mentions that the size of the 
11 
hi gh school has very little if any relationship to colleg e 
, schola rship. 
II For years colleges virtual l y dictated the curriculum of 
1, schools preparing students for college . While t h is tendency 
to demand certain patterns of courses has by no means dis-
, 
1
'. appeared, there seems much evidence available that nor:: special 
curriculum has great advantages over any other. Ross? in 1931 
I 
I 
I 
1R. itl. Bixler, 11 Ra tine; the College Entrant, 11 Journal of 
Higher Education, 1932, 3:361-365. 
!' 2n. Harris, "Freshman Success in College, 11 Psycholor;ical I fulletin, 1940, 37 :125-166. 
jl 
II and 
I 
3 I bid. 
h. 
'Garrett, 212..!__£i t . 
5c. F. Ross, 11A 1vfethod of Forecasting Success, 11 School 
Society, 1931, 34:20-22. 
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does maintain that the greater the number of units in foreign 
languages the more likely is a student to succeed; the same 
holds true of mathematics and the reverse of social and natural 
sciences. He explains, however, that in his opiv~on the less 
intelligent and particularly the less industrious student be-
lieves that science and social science are easier than lanePases 
or mathematics and hence rushes to take the reputedly easier 
courses. 
Douglass1 says: "The number of units taken in any one 
subject matter field does not furniSh any useful basis for pre-
dicting college success, all coefficients except that of for-
eign languages being practically zero and that exception (.17) 
not being sufficiently great to be of any significance." 
Likewise Byrns and Henmon2 make this statement: 
The pragmatic sanction may justify the belief that 
foreign languages and mathematics are valuable instru-
ments of instruction, but the evidence does not indicate 
that they are sancrosanct. They have .probably been val-
ued out of proportion to their significance for success 
in college. Their prominence both in high school cur-
riculum and in college entrance requirements must be justified on some grounds other than mental training, 
for the facts seem to show that these subjects do not 
develop a student's capacity for successful work. 
A study most influential in discouraging rigid patterns 
of preparation was reported by A1ken3 who says in his 
1H.R. Douglass, "The Relation of High School Preparation 
' and Certain Other Factors to Academic Success at the University 
1 of Oregon," University of Oregon Publication, Education Series, 
I Vol. 3 no. 1, Eugene, University of Oregon Press, 1931. 
1 2Byrnes and Henmon, op. cit. 
3w. M. Aikin, The Story of the Eight Year StudY, Harper, 
NewYork, 1942, p. 117. 
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, concluding remarks: 
First, the graduates of the thirty schools were not 
handicapped in their college work. Second, departures 
from the prescribed pattern of subjects and units did 
not lessen the student's readiness for the responsibil-
ities of college. Third, students from the participating 
schools which made the most fundamental curriculum re-
vision achieved in college distinctly higher standing 
than that of students of equal ability with whom they 
were compared. 
Vaughan1 sums up this point of view pretty well by his 
" statement: "To date we have found no study that supports the 
' thesis that the so-called '"academic subjects' constitute a 
1 'significantly' better preparation for entrance to college 
than the non-academic subjects." 
Achievement Tests 
Achievement tests have a useful place in prognosis, 
whether they be in the subject matter areas or are teats of 
certain skills. Cain, }ftchaelis and Eurich2 state that various 
investigators have found the relationship between college En-
l trance Examination Board Tests and general scholarship to 
range from .39 to .864. 
- Crawford3 mentions three factors as being needed for suc-
cessful college work. These are potential ability as measured 
I by a scholastic aptitude test, seriousness of purpose to be 
1w.H. Vaughan, ''Are Academic Subjects in Hi~ School the 
Y~st .Desirable Preparation for College Entrance? Peabody 
1 J"ournal of Education, 1947, 25:94-99. 
2Cain, Michaelis, and Eurich, op. cit. 
3A.B. Crawford, "Forecasting Freshman Achievement," School 
and Society, 1930, 31:125-132. 
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demonstrated by the high school record and adequacy of prepara-
tion as shown by performance on a series of achievement tests. 
A year later, however, the same author in collaboration with 
Burnb.an?- suggests that the College Board tests are most bene-
' 11 ficial in their indirect influence on school standard.s. 
I USAFI tests of General Educational Development were wide-
u ly used just after World War II to evaluate the records of 
I 
I 
veterans whose high school records were incomplete or spotty. 
I In some instances substantial degree credit was allowed. There 
I 
1 would appear to be greater justification for this method than 
I for the custom of allowing one academic year of credit for War 
I 
II 
' Service in vogue after World War I. 
There is evidently some overlapping in measures of 
i scholastic aptitude, records of previous progress and estimates 
of proficiency in certain content areas. A trend to combine 
the first with one or the other of the second and third vari-
ables is noticeable. The improvement in a regression equation 
l by adding third and fourth variables frequently does not justi-
1 fy the additional labor required. Where relatively large num-
1bers of students and schools are involved, it is often more 
11 convenient to substitute achievement tests than attempt to 
equate high school records. Again where measures of scholastic 
1 aptitude and high school records are used, the content achieve-
,! 
ment test is useful for placement. 
1A.B. Crawford and P.S. Burnham, "Entrance Examinations 
and College Achievement," School and Society, 1932, 36:344-
352; 378-384. 
Durflinger1 contends that many high school students who 
make good college material are not prepared in one or two 
phases of high school achievement. He explains this by saying 
that most high schools now accept the principle that patterns 
of study need not be rigidly fixed. 
Garrett2 mentions that achievement test scores tend to 
correlate lower with college averages in the more recent 
studies than in the earlier ones. He offers as a possible 
explanation the shift in emphasis in the high school from the 
learning of facts to general education with the measuring in-
1 strument continuing to measure mainly factual knowledge. He 
I 
:1 also observes that it would seem unjust to use the achievement 
J test as the sole criterion of admission. 
Harris3 states that tests of reading and English usage 
alone have proven of value. This statement is confirmed by 
studies such as Glatfelter4 and Smith5. Landry6 extols the 
mer1 t s of the Cooperative Tests of reading and usage, while 
Carter and McGinnis7 insist that reading and certain language 
1Durflinger, op. cit. 
2 Garrett, op. cit. 
3D. Harris, nFreshman Success in College," Psy chological 
Bulletin, 1940, 37:125-166. 
4M.E. Glatfelter, "The Value of the Cooperative English 
1 Test in Prediction for Success in College," School and Society, 
1936, 44:383-384. 
5smi th, .2:2.!. cit. 
6Landry, op. cit. 
7carter and McGinnis, op. cit. 
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skills are critical. Garrett1 mentions the Nelson-Denny Read-
ing Test as giving a good indication of probable success and 
the Cross EngliSh Test as being most useful. He goes on to 
• say, however, that vocabulary is a better indicator of college 
success than knowledge of grammatical forms and rules. Votaw2 
in a combination of a scholastic aptitude. test, a reading test 
and a test of library skills found that the best results came 
I from the heaviest weighting being assigned to the test of 
library skills. This is in disagreement with the findings of 
: an earlier study by Loutti t and Patrick3 and it may be \ii se to 
I 
be cautious about this finding. 
Tests of vocabulary are mentioned frequently and of course 
usually give subscores within intelligence, reading or English 
tests. Cuff4 covers this point with: 
It is evident that vocabulary mastery is very 
important. Success in all school subjects depends 
to some extent on this factor. Vocabulary is in-
dicative of skill in reading and of high intelli-
gence in general. 
Templeman5 gives a great deal of emphasis to a 29-word 
lGarrett, op. cit. 
2David F. Votaw, "A Comparison of Test Scores of Entering 
College Freshmen as Instruments for Predicting Subsequent 
ScholarShip," Journal of Educational Research, 1946, 40:215-218. 
3c.M. Louttit and J.R. Patrick, "A Study of Students' 
' Knowledge of the Use of the Library," Journal of Applied Psychd-
' .QEY., 1932, 16:475-484. 
\1 4 ·, 
N.B. Cuff, "Prognosis and Diagnosis," Journal of Applied 
'· 
Psychology, 1930, 14:612-619. 
5w. D. Templeman, "Vocabulary and Success in College, 11 
School and Society, 1940, 51:221-224. 
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vocabulary test which he believes to be the best single in-
dicator of college success in his study at the University of 
Illinois. Though the experiment is reported in two other 
articles, very few details are given. Wallace1 finds tests of 
technical terms in Social Science and Science doing a rather 
. good job of differential prediction. Jex and Sorenson2 find 
1 
the General Ability Test Battery economical in time and p·rom-
,j ising for college prediction. 
I The question of prediction of certain specific areas is 
generally thought to be most effectively accomplished by 
special tests. Feder3 for example believes that prognostic 
tests designed to meet certain subject matter requirements 
II have more power for such prediction than do tests of general 
ability. Hurd4 states: ''The thesis of this discussion, there-
11 
fore is that prediction tests intended for prediction alone 
should be of the same~ and in the same field as the 
achievement which 1 s being predicted." 
It is hoped that there may be a logical justification, 
therefore, for a test sampling important technical terms in 
q broad areas of general education having possibilities of some 
1w .L. Wallace, "Prediction of Grades in Specific College 
Courses,n Journal of Educational Research, 1951, 44:587-597. 
2F.B. Jex and A.G. Sorenson, "G.A.T.B. Scores as Predic-
tors of College Grades," Personnel and Guidance Journal, 1953, 
31:295-297. 
3 .. Feder, op. cit. 
4A. W. _Hurd, "The Problem of the Prediction of College Suc-
cess," Journal of Educational Research, 1944, 38:211-219. 
~ 
I 
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'1 power in differential prediction among the areas. 
Personality Factors 
I 
Due to difficulties in agreeing upon precise defini tiona, 
!i objective measures of personality factors are difficult to 
1 find. The reliability of tests and inventories which may be 
11 classified under this category leaves much to be desired. 
I 
I 
Little attention is paid in this study to work that has been 
II done in this field except to note that perhaps the best way to 
'I reach conclusions on admittedly important decisions is by some 
11 consideration of non-test techniques. These might include 
II 
ratings, interviews and examination of personal documents such 
as autobiographies and compositions. 
It is evident that non-intellective factors play an im-
portant role, and while test techniques, even including those 
' of factor analysis, cannot yet produce an answer, research 
still continues. Prescott and Garretson1 have shown that 
I 
I rating scales including such items which call for judgment on 
I so.cial maturity, stUdiousness persistence, conscientiou sne as, 
li 
1 ability and general estimate of success have distinct promise. 
I Likewise the principaXs estimate is almost always considered 
j by arry admissions body. Borow2 finds inventories concerning 
1---
1 
1A. C. Prescott and O.K. Garretson, "Teachers r Estimates 
I and Success in College, n School Review, 1940, 4.3: 278-284. 
'II 2H. Borow, ."The Measurement of Academic Adjustment,'' 
I A~erican Association of College Registrars' Journal, 1946, 22: 
274-286. 
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adjustment useful as a guidance tool after the student has 
matriculated but of doubtful value before. 
!' ful for the guidance of the pupil after entrance than in the 
selective process. 
Carter and MCGinnis1 mention that definite vocational 
choice is related to success, though this does not hold true 
for students of physical education. They suggest that employ-
ment does not discriminate unless more than four hours a day 
are involved, and that commuting, age and languages spoken in 
the home do not discriminate. 
Several studies maintain that younger students tend to do 
better but it would appear that when intelligence is held con-
stant, the difference is not significant. Dwyer2 urges the 
use of grouping and implies that otherwise regression is non-
linear. 
Ma.ney3 demonstrates that sex-bias appears to be a factor 
interfering with the objectivity of college marking, but he 
also points out that the variation is w1 thin individuals and 
1carter and MCGinnis, op. cit. 
2P.S. Dwyer, 11 The Correlation Between Age at Entrance and 
Success in College," Journal of Educational Psychology, 1939, 
30:251-263. 
3c.A. Maney, "Sex-Bias in College Marking, 11 Journa.l of 
LHigher Education, 1933, 4:29-31. 
l"l. A.Lexanaer ana rt.c.J. wooaruii, ·· .ue-.errru.rmrn:.s u.1. vu.J...J..t3tst: 
II Success, 11 Journal of Higher Education, 1940, 11:479-485. 
1 3carrie M. Scott, ''Background and Personal Data as Factors 
I
, in the Prediction of Scholastic Success in College," Journal of 
1 Applied Pgychology, 1938, 22:42-49. 
l 
II 
4R.K. Byrne, "Scholastic Aptitude and Freshman Achieve-
ment," School and Society, 1932, 35:713-718. 
not systematic. 1 Abel son shows that girls are more easily pre-
dieted than boys and that w1 th high school grades singly or in 
! combination errors in prediction are significantly lower for 
I girls. Predictions based on aptitude tests only showed no sig-
1 nificant difference. Alexander and Woodruff2 report a finding 
I that outside employment hurts the chances of scholastic suc-
j cess for women but not for men. 
Scott3 suggests that while background data have a bearing 
on freshman achievement, the improvement in a regression 
equation is not sufficient to justify their inclus~on. 
Combinations of Different Measures 
Some mention of combination has already been necessary in 
the previous di scu.ssion. As already suggested, it may seem 
desirable for each admitting unit to develop its own group of 
predictive measures. Generalizations which appear reasonable 
are that multiple correlations seem to have more stability 
from year to year than zero-order correlations arid that fail-
ure is easier to predict than success. As Byrns4 says, the 
1R.P. Abel son, "Sex Differences in Predictability of Col-
lege Grades," Educational and Psychological Measurement, 1952, 
12:638-644. 
2N. Alexander and R.J. Woodruff, "Determinants of College 
Success," Journal of Higher Education, 1940, 11:479-485. 
3carrie M. Scott, "Background and Personal Data as Factors 
in the Prediction of Scholastic Success in College," Journal of , 
Applied Pgychology, 1938, 22:42-49. 
4R.K. Byrns, "Scholastic Aptitude and Freshman Achieve-
ment," School and Society, 1932, 35=713-718. 
I 
I ~
individual with a real lack of ability usually does not make 
up for this lack with other characteristics enabling him to do 
successful college work. 1 Harris agrees and says that it is 
hard to remedy a lack and eas.y to neglect an ability. 
A certain ceiling of predictive efficiency seems to be 
I present. Reasonable agreement as to the size is evident, but 
the explanations vary greatly. 
I Huffaker2 maintains that nothing can correlate higher 
' 
with any variable than the square root of its reliability co-
efficient. Assuming a reliability of .75 for the criterion of 
I 
marks, the maximum zero-order correlation would be .866. This 
correlation coefficient is unlikely to be surpassed in combina-
tion. 
Borow3 says: "The most efficaeiou s combination of intel-
ligence test content examination and high school record rarely 
I produces a multiple correlation exceeding • 75. 11 
Charters4 suggests also that the predictive measures are 
good but that the standards of reference are at fault, main-
taining that there is no evidence that teachers use standards 
1 _ 
1 D. Harris, "Freshman Success in College," Psychological 
~ Bulletin, 1940, 37:125~166. 
_ 
2c.L. Huffaker, "The Predictive Significance of 'r', n 
Journal of Educational Research, 1930, 21:46-48. 
1 3r!. Borow, "Current Problems in Prediction," American As-
sociation of College Registrara Journal, 1946, 22:14-26. 
4 W. W. Charters, "Predieti ve lvieasures," Journal of Higher 
Education, 1938, 9:167-168. 
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~fficiently alike to admit of exact comparison. 
Easly1 in the only study discovered giving an estimate 
of the reliability of college grades, by a split-half tech-
nique computed an estimate of .78 for a year grade. Pre-
~mably a semester grade would be of lower reliability. 
Douglass2 estimated that his combinations would yield 
a maximum multiple correlation of .70 and felt that little 
vras to be gained in adding even a third or fourth predictor. 
Garrett3 confirms the latter finding. 
Of some interest to the population with which this study 
is concerned are reports by Johnston and Williamson4 and 
r.:: 
Feterson:J both showing low predictive relationships for a 
group transferring to a four year college where the group i n-
vol ved had originally been denied admission and 11ere permit ted 
to mak e the transfer after doing acceptable junior college 
ivork. 
cess, 11 
1 H. Easly, "On the Limits of Predicting Scholastic Sue-
Journal of Exuer imental Education, 1933, 1:272-276. 
2H.R. Douglass, 11 The Relation of High School Preparation 
I 
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i•.·l and Certain Other Factors to Academic Success at the University 
of Oregon, 11 University of Oregon Publication, Education Ser ies, I\ 
Vol. 3 no ... 1, Eu gene, University of Oregon Press, 1931. 
7 
~Garr~tt, op. cit. 
4J. B. Johnston and E. G. Vfilliarnson, 11A Follow- Up Study 
of Early Scholastic Predictions in the University of Minnesota, 11 
School and Society, 1934, 40:730-738. · :1 
i1 5B.H. Peterson, 11 Can You Predict i:'fho'll Be Able to do 
II College vlork ? 11 School Executive, 1941, 61 no. 3:26-27. 
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CHAPTER III 
DEVELO~~T OF THE GENERAL EDUCATION VOCABULARY TEST 
Earlier Tests 
In working with students in remedial reading, the need 
for a vocabulary test dealing with technical terms was felt. I 
&lch tests as the Cooperative English Test, the Cooperative I 
I Vocabulary Test, and the T·ests of General Educational Develop-
ment seemed to be sampling words which may be found in the 
ordinary test of scholastic aptitude . The Cooperative 
General Achievement tests in Social Sciences, Mathematics and 
Natural Sciences while dealing with technical terms included 
many fields in which there was no special interest for 
the . Junior College student . The Inglis Vocabulary tests 
were quite unsuitable. The Michigan Vocabulary Profile 
contained much material that was useful, but there were parts 
whic h were not appropriate. Administering several different 
tests witb varying and inconvenient time limits caused a 
~ience and Social Science. A series of tests intended for 
this purpose were designed to give sub-scores in the three 
broad fields as well as a total score. 
One of this series (here called the General College 
"17 
46 
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li 
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Vocabulary Test) was used with the group of students volun-
teering for help \vi th their study skills in the college year 
1949-1950. Analysis of results in this group led to the 
accidental discovery that almost all the students who scored 
higher than a raw score of 40 on the test were doing honor 
work in the Junior Division of the College of General 
::EBucation. The interest invoked by this evidence prompted 
the computation of the intercorrelations shown in Table 2 
using all Junior Division students whose records were com-
plete. By this time, of course, the test bad been given to a 
large group who were not enlisted in the reading and study 
program. 
Examination of the intercorrelations given in Table 2 
show that the non-language part of the California Mental 
~Rturity Test exhibited the lowest correlations with the 
combination of the first two parts of the o.s.u. and with 
the G.C.V.T. It will be noted that the Q portion of the 
A.C.E. was less closely related to the same pair than to any 
other variable observed in tbe table. Since previous experi-
ence had su ggested that these particular measures of non-
language factors had negligible relationships with achieve-
ment, it was decided to investigate the relationship of 
various tests with Grade point quotients, In Table 3 are 
shown the results. 
Enough interest in the G.C.V.T. was shown by the 
Guidance Department to include the test in a battery given 
I 
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TABLE 2 
INTERCORqELATIONS OF CERTAIN TESTS 
CMM CMM ACE ACE osu osu COOP GCVT 
NL L Q L ASO RC T T 
A B c D E F G H 
CMM 
NL .493 ·959 .412 .117 -331 .431 -135 
A. 
CMM 
L .472 -706 .742 .454 .658 .621 
B 
ACE 
:Q 
.479 .283 . 562 
·377 .275 
c 
ACE 
L 
D 
osu 
ASO 
E 
osu 
RC 
F 
COOP 
T 
G 
GCVT 
H 
LEGEND 
A-California Mental Maturity 
Test Non-Language 
B-California Mental Maturity 
Test Language 
C-American Council on 
Education Psychological 
Test Linguistic 
D-American Council on Edu-
cation Psychological 
Test Quantitative 
.408 .505 .781 
-596 
.527 . 531 .575 
-505 .401 
.586 
N 
c200 
School Year 1950 
- 1951 
E-Ohio State University Psycho-
logical Test (B.U. Edition) I 
Analogies plus Same Opposites :1 
F-Ohio State University Psycho-
logical Test Reading Compre- : 
hension 
G-Cooperative Reading Test C2T 
H-General College Vocabulary 
Test 
I 
I 
·I 
I 
I 
I 
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TABLE 3 
RELATIONSHIPS OF SEVER4L TESTS WITH 
GRADE POINT QUOTIENTS 
A B c D E F G H I J K 
CMM CMM ACE ACE osu osu COOP COOP COOP GCVT GPQ 
NL D Q L ASO RC v SP LC T 
A • 095 • 489 -D37 .158 .095-.019 .417 .101 .073 .042 
B .232 ·361 .273 ·320 ·387 ·332 .295 .502 ·329 
c .147 .082 • 333 -. 259 .172 .091 .071 -.005 
D .453 • 346 ·352 .403 ·364 .427 .255 
E .465 ·530 .288 .262 ·515 .273 
F .278 .409 .419 ·319 .227 
G .400 ·379 ·380 .243 
H .791 .273 .254 
I .279 .293 
J 
·332 
K Random Sample School Year 1951-1952 NclOO 
1 LEGEND 
1 A-California Mental Maturity 
1 B-cai~;~r~~~-i:~~~g~turity 
' Test Language -
IC-American Council on Educa-
tion Psychological Test 
Quanti ta ti v e 
D-American Council on Educa-
1 tion Psychological Test 
, Linguistic 
IE-Ohio State University Psychological Test 
I 
(B.U. Edition) Analogies 
plus Same-Opposites 
F-o.s.u. Psychological Test 
B.U. Edition Reading Com-
prehension 
G-Cooperative Reading Test 
C2T Vocabulary 
H-Cooperative Reading Test 
C2T Speed 
!-Cooperative Reading Test 
C2T Level 
J-General College Vocabulary 
Test Total 
K-Grade Point Quotient 
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to entering freshmen and used by the guidance counsellors 
when advising their students. 
Item analysis of the G.C.V.T. had pointed up a suffi-
cient number of poor items to make revision of the test de-
sirable. More items were prepared and tried out, but the 
selection of these new questions was somewhat haphazard. 
H3nce it Ttlas decided to make a systematic listing of terms 
vrhich students in a t\vo year course in General Education 
might r easonably be expected to meet, to have these terms 
judged for importan ce, and to select items for the test from 
a pool of terms '\'lhich v1ere a greed upon by competent judges 
as important. In the selection of items for the final test, 
separate tests in eac h of the three areas were constructed 
for tryout purposes. 
Construction of the Humanities Test 
In March 1951 at the meeting of the Cooperative Study 
of Evaluation of the American Council of Education in 
~-iichigan, Humanities representatives agreed upon a list of 
231 terms considered to be essential in this area . Members 
of the committee included representatives from Col gate 
Uhiversity, Boston University, Kansas State University, 
Kansas State Teachers Colles e, University of Florida, 
Florida State University, Colorado State College of Educa-
tion , Wright Junior College, Michigan State University and 
Etlucational Testing Service. This meeting carne after a 
year's intensive study of terms and concepts in general use 
~aston Universl~~ 
School of f.ctucu. -~ - . 
Libral'Y 
G-Q. 
s- 1 
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1n Humanities courses in General Education. A master list 
was drawn up by a sub-committee, each member of which sub-
mitted lists of important words taught in his course. The 
In9.ster list 1tras submitted to all representatives vlho com-
mented on the items and added new terms. .A new revised 
master list was then submitted. Representatives of nine 
institutions voted. in March 1951. Items considered impor-
tant by seven or more were categor i zed as s hown in Table 4. 
The list of terms is g iven in Table 5. 
TABLE 4 
CATEGORIZATION OF fill!~~ITIES TERMS 
CATEGORY NUMBER 
Philosophy 42 
Literature 49 
Music 49 
Plastic · Arts 51 
Combined Arts 15 
General 
Humanities Terms 25 
Total 231 
PERCENT CONTRIBUTION 
TO TOTAL POOL 
18 
21 
21 
22 
7 
11 
100 
ITEMS USED 1 
I N TEST 
18 
21 
21 
22 
7 
11 
100 
·- -·- ---·~= --=-==--- =----=-=- ~ ~-===-- --~ ·-
.. U ·ver~1~v ! 'Boston n l . "'·· ,._, 
School of Eclucu. ~ . . · 
Library 
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Certain terms were used more than once. For example 
"rhythm" appeared under the classifications of Literature, 
MUsic and General Humanities terms. Since the definition 
of a repeating term could vary according to the specific 
category, it was decided to draw at random eighteen terms 
from philosophy, twenty-one each from Literature and Music, 
u~enty-two from Plastic Arts, seven from Combined Arts and 
eleven from General Humanities terms, with any repetition 
to be replaced from the terms in the category where the 
duplication occurred. The hundred terms selected \vere then 
combined into the Humanities Vocabulary Test. 
Construction of the Social Science Test 
The terms contained in the Social Science Test were 
selected \vi th the help and advice of the department heads 
concerned at the College of General Education. The course 
in Human Relations dravvs upon the disciplines of Anthropology, 
Sociology and Psychology. The course outlines in Human 
Relations contain an extensive glossary considered by the 
department to be exhaustive. Course outlines in Political 
Thonomy (embracing Political Science and Economics) had 
smaller glossaries; therefore supplementary terms were added 
by careful examination of the text books used in the course. 
Social Science courses in General Education vary so 
1ruch that it is extremely difficult to justify any listing 
of terms. The "block and gap 11 approach in General Education 
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TABLE 5 
POOL OF TER~~ USED TO SELECT ITEMS 
FOR THE HU¥~NITIES TEST 
Used Used Used Used 
in in No. Term in in No. Term Trial F1m.l Trl.al Flnil 
I Test Test Test Test 
I 
1 PHILOSOPHY 
I 1 aesthetic s or 37 Socratic X X 
esthetics X X 38 Stoicism 
2 a gnosticism 39 theism X X 
3 anthropo morphism 40 transcendentalism 
4 a priori 41 utilitarianism X X 
5 Ari stoteliani sm 42 value X X 
6 catharsis X X 
7 co mmunism X X 
8 deductive method X X LITERATURE 
9 d.ei sm 1 action 
10 determinism X X 2 allegory 
I 11 empirici sm X X 3 anti the si s X X 1 12 epicureanism 4 autobiog raphy 
113 epistemology 5 ballad X 
14 ethics 6 blank verse 
115 Freudism 7 catharsis (Freudianism) X X 8 characterization 
16 hedonism X X 9 classicism X X 
, 17 humanism X X 10 comedy X X 
18 idealism X X 11 denouement X X 
19 induction 12 elegy X 
I 20 inference 13 epic X 
I 21 logic 14 epigram 
22 Y1a. chiavellian 15 episode 
23 materialism X X 16 essay 
1 24 mechanistic 17 fi gure of speech 
25 metaphysics 18 foreshadowing X X 
26 mysticism 19 free verse X X 
I 27 naturalism 20 hyperbole X X 
I 28 pantheism X X 21 iambic 
29 philosophy X X 22 imag ery 
I 30 Platonism X X 23 irony 
31 positivism 24 Italian sonnet 
32 pragmatism 25 lyric X X 
1 33 rationalism 26 metaphor 
134 realism 27 metaphysical 
35 scholasticism poetry 
36 skepticism 28 meter 
~ 
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TABLE 5 (Continued) 
POOL OF TER~~ USED TO SELECT ITEMS 
FOR THE HUI~ITIES TEST 
I Used Used Used Used in in in in fu. Term Trial F.L.nal No. Term Trial F1ml I Test Test Test Test 
I 29 naturalism 17 dissonance 
30 novel 18 exposition 
31 ode X X 19 fugue X X 
32 onomatopoeia X X 20 Gregorian chant X X 
33 paradox 21 harmony 
34 pentameter X X 22 impressionism 
35 personification X X 23 leitmotiv 
36 plot 24 libretto 
I 37 protagonist X X 25 madrigal X X 
38 realism 26 major 
139 rhythm 27 Mass 40 romanticism X X 28 melody X X 
141 satire X X 29 minor 
42 si mile 30 modulation X X 
43 soliloquy X X 31 opera 
, 44 sonnet 32 oratorio X X 
,' 45 stanza 33 polyphony 
146 stream of 34 recapitulation 
consciousness X X 35 recitative X X 
1 47 style 36 rhythm X X 
148 tragedy 37 romanticism 
49 unities, the X X 38 rondo X X 
' 
39 scale X X 
I 40 scherzo 
:MUSIC 41 sonata X X 
1 absolute (pure) 42 style 
music 43 symphony 
,, 
2 aria 44 syncopation X X 
3 art song 45 tempo 
4 cadence X X 46 theme 
5 cadenza 47 timbre X X 
6 canon 48 tone poem X X 
7 cantata X 49 variation X X 
8 chamber music X X 
I 9 chorale X 
10 chord PLASTIC ARTS 
11 cod.a 1 abstract X X 
1 12 concerto X X 2 abstraction 
13 contrapuntal 3 aerial per spec-
14 counterpoint X X tive X X 
15 crescendo 4 apse 
16 development 5 arch X X 
---
---
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TABLE 5 (Continued) 
POOL OF TER~E USED TO SELECT ITE¥18 
FOR THE HU!~NITIES TEST 
Used Used Used Used 
in in Term in- in I No. Term Tr.l.al Flnal fu. 'lHa.l Fim1. 
I Test Test Test Test 6 asy mmetrical 44 res.li sm 
balance 45 relief 
I 
7 balance 46 rose wi ndo'ftr X X 
8 baroque X X 47 surrealism X X 
I 9 bas-relief 48 texture 
110 buttress X 49 transept 
1
11 cantilever X X 50 vault X X 
112 capital 51 value 13 chiaroscuro 
I 14 clerestory 
15 column X X COMB INED ARTS 
16 co mplementary 1 ballet X 
' 
colors X X 2 :~:burle sque X X 
117 composition X X 3 comedy 
18 Corinthian X X 4 denouement 
I 19 cornice X X 5 Deus ex ~achina X X 
120 cubism X X 6 epilogue 
I 21 distortion 7 leitmotiv X X 
22 do me 8 libretto X X 
I 23 Doric 9 minuet X X 
24 e ngraving 10 monologue 
25 etching 11 music drama 
26 facade 12 ~overture 
27 foreshortening 13 prelude X X 
128 fresco X X 14 recitative 
29 g enre X 15 trag edy 
30 gothic X 
131 i mp ressionism 
132 international GENERAL HUI~NITIES 
style TERlviS 
1133 Ionic X X 1 applied arts X X 
134 linea r perspec- 2 archaic X X 
tive 3 baroque 
II 35 lintel X X 4 Byz;anti ne 
I 36 lithograph X X 5 classicism 
137 mosaic 6 elements 
38 naturalism 7 Enlightenment, 
139 nave X X Age of X X 
t 40 pediment 8 expressionism X X 
1 41 persp ective 9 fantasy X 
42 pontilli sm 10 function 
1
43 post and lintel 11 functionalism X X 
- - --~- -- ----
li 
II 
II 
i 
II 
II 
I 
I 
I 
TABLE 5 (Continued) 
POOL OF TERMS USED TO SELECT ITID1S 
FOR THE HUMANITIES TEST 
Used Used 
No. Term in in Trial Final 
Test Test 
12 genre 
13 Gothic 
14 impressionism 
15 medieval 
16 medium X X 
17 Middle Ages X X 
18 neo- classicism 
19 post-impressionism 
20 realism X X 
21 renaissance X X 
22 rhythm 
23 rococo 
24 style X X 
25 surrealism 
is an impediment to using standard subject matter lists. The 
word lists used to make up the total pool of terms were 
tailor made to the College of General Education Curriculum. 
fW requiring unanimity of opinion on the part of the College 
of General Education faculty judges and employing outside 
judges, it was hoped that the pool of terms would have 
wider value than just in. the framework of Boston University's 
Gener al Education program. Table 6 shows the distribution 
II of terms by categories within the Social Science area. It 
I will be noted that the division of the items by category 
used on the test while close to the percentage of their 
contribution to the total pool is not exact. 
S7 
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TABLE 6 
CATEGORIZATION OF SOCIAL SCIENCE TERI~ 
I 
Category 
Anthropology 
Political 
Science 
Economics 
Sociology 
Psychology 
I 
Total 
Unanimously 
Chosen by 
C.G.E. Faculty 
23 
47 
49 
94 
315 
Items 
Confirmed Per Cent Used. 
by Majority of Contribution in 
Outside Judges To Total Pool Test 
22 8 10 
45 16 10 
91 32 25 
46 16 18 
79 28 37 
100 100 
The terms in Appendix A were j ud ged for impor tanc e by 
t he members of the Social Science departments at t he Colleg e 
of Gen eral Education. Table 7 shows the terms unanimou sly 
agreed upon as essen tial. Three professors at t he Boston 
lil'l ivers i t y School of Education who have expressed an i n ter est 
in Gen eral Education and are qualified in the fields concerned 11 
wer e also asked to r ate the importan ce of these terms. Those 
items marked with an asterisk in Table 7 were confi rmed by 
t he outside j ud ges as important and constitute the pool of 
t erms from which items for the test were selected at random. 
Construction of t he Science Test 
The general approach to creating the pool of items 
in Scien ce was similar in nature to the one used for Socia l 
Sc ien ce. Careful survey of the text book s used in t he 
sepa r ate disciplines of Astronomy , Biology, Geology and 
:Ehysics vm s made to list the technical terms. \1i th the aid 
of t he hea d of the Science department of the College of 
Gen eral Education, the list of terms was refined to approxi-
mte t hose terms whic h a college fres hman or sop homore might 
reasonably be expected to en counter in his science r eadin g . 
This r evised list appears as Appendix B. 
Various members of the Science department were t hen 
asked to rate t he terms for importan ce. Three judges were 
used for ea ch discipline according to their own specia li t ies 
within t he broad field of Science. Table 9 consists of 
' I 
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TABLE 7 
POOL OF TERMS USED TO SELECT ITEI-5 
FOR THE SOCIAL SCIENCE TEST 
Used Used Used Used 
No. Terms 
in in No. in in Trlal llm.l Term Trial Elna.l 
Test Test Test Test 
I ANTHROPOLOGY *12 economic dem-
*1 anthropology X X ocracy 
*2 anthropometry *13 elite 
*3 Apes *14 embargo 
~"4 basic invention ~~15 feudalism 
*5 Caucazoid stock ·n·16 g overnment (as 
~ .. 6 cephalic index agency) 
7 cranial capacity *17 government (as 
->~8 Cro-Y.Ja.gnon a process) 
~~a cultural 1 ag *18 ideology 
./ 
""10 diffusion X X 'l:·l9 individualism X X 
1·:1-11 discovery X X *20 lai ssez-faire 
-)}12 ecology X X *21 law 
*13 eoli ths X X *22 liberalism X X 
,-:l-14 fertile crescent *23 Marxism 
ll il-15 ideology X X ~~24 materialism 
·il-16 integration X X ;:-25 militarism 
-><17 invention il-26 money 
·ll-18 Yn ngoloi d race *27 monopoly 
-il-19 Negroid stock *28 myth X 
'~20 neolithic X X *29 nation X X 1 ~·21 paleolithic X X *30 nationalism 
.;:-22 survivals -11-31 neutrality 
-ll-23 universals X X il-32 panic X X 
33 parliamentary 
structure 
POLITICAL SCIENCE *34 parties 
*1 arbitration *35 patronag e 
*2 balance of power {1-36 Politi cal Scieme 
il-3 bureaucracy *37 politics 
il-4 capitalism *38 pressure g roups 
*5 coercive po\r,rers *39 proletariat X X 
-ll-6 collectivism X X *40 propaganda X 
*7 communism *41 sectionalism 
*8 community ?~42 socialism 
il-9 competition il-43 sovereignty 
(free) il-44 state X X 
*10 democracy *45 totalitarianism X X 
il-11 depression ~-46 trade unions 
---
-~- -
TABLE 7 (Continued) 
POOL OF TERMB USED TO SELECT ITEMS 
FOR THE SOCIAL SCIENCE TEST 
Used Used 
' No. Term in in 
'Itial :an:u 
Test Test 
¥.·47 trusts 
ECONOMI CS 
1 a gricultural 
economy 
*2 a gricultural 
revolution 
*3 anarchism x 
~~4 arbitration x 
~~5 bank credit 
~~6 boycott x 
it-7 business cycles 
>Jt-8 capital x 
it- 9 cap italism 
il-10 cap italization x 
i(-11 collective 
bargaining 
ii-12 co mbination 
~~13 co mpetition 
il-14 co mmo dity market 
*15 compa rative costs 
(l aw of) 
*16 conciliation x 
d(-17 consumer goods 
·•~1 8 consumption x 
i<-19 contract 
*20 control 
i~21 cooperative 
·n-22 corporation 
*23 credit x 
;~24 credit control 
1
-lt-25 credit money 
*26 currency 
*27 deflation x 
·:t-28 demand 
-r~29 depression 
*30 devaluation 
71-31 distribution 
-11-32 dollar 
*33 economics x 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
Used Used 
No. Term in in Trial fu1a.1. 
Test Test 
-:i-34 economic value 
*35 entrepreneur x 
*36 exchange 
37 exchange value 
?:·38 exports 
*39 free enterprise 
-11-40 fixed income 
71-41 gold standard 
*42 goods 
*43 government x 
71-44 holding company x 
*45 income x 
71-46 income tax 
?t-47 index number x 
it-48 individualism x 
49 industrial econ-
omy 
i:·50 industrial revo-
lution 
7~51 industrialism 
*52 inflation x 
·:<-53 installment 
buying 
*54 interdependence 
7
"'55 interest 
*56 investment 
il-57 labor 
*58 laissez-faire x 
*59 manag ed currency 
~-.·60 market 
61 marketing 
*62 market price 
il-63 market value 
71-64 Jvls.rxian social-
ism x 
*65 mediation 
-ll-66 medium of ex-
chang e 
*67 mercantilism 
it-68 merger 
69 mobility 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
I . 
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TABLE 7 (Continued) 
POOL OF TER¥£ USED TO SELECT ITEMS 
FOR THE SOCIAL SCIENCE TEST 
Used Used Used Used 
No. Term in in No. Term in in 
'Mal Enal Trial fiml 
Test Test Test Test 
*70 money X *3 atomistic family 
~~-71 money \'lag e s *4 clan X X 
~(72 monopoly X X *5 common-law 
~'t-7~ national income marriage X X I , 1!-74 parity i~6 conjugal family X X 
"*75 partnership *7 consanguinity 
*76 per capita *8 consanguinou s 
*77 planned econo!Ilf family 
{~78 political il-9 crime 
democracy ~~-10 cult X X 
*79 pools X X *11 demography X X 
-::·so price *12 denomination 
'*81 price fixing *13 discrimination X 
' "'*'82 production X X ~~14 domestic family 
11-83 productivity *15 ecology ' -~~-84 profit *16 ethnocentrism X X 
7*'85 property *17 fecundity X X 
{~86 real \>I ages *18 felony 
-l!-87 restraint of 19 homeopathic magic 
trade *20 ideology 
-ll-88 saving s 21 magic 
*89 scarcity *22 marginal man 
i~·90 speculati on *23 monism 
91 standard money *24 parole 
*92 supply *25 pathos X X 
*93 tariff X *26 polyandry 
-ll-94 taxation -~~27 polyg a!Ilf X X 
*95 technology *28 polygyny 
*96 trade a greement -~~29 prejudice 
*97 trade associ- il-30 prison X X 
ation ~*'31 probation 
*98 trusts *32 progress 
99 valuation *33 prog ressive 
*JOO value education 
~~-101 wag es "*34 race 
~~102 v1eal th X X -ll-35 recidivism X X 
-ll-36 reformatory X X 
-ll-37 religion 
SOCIOLOGY "*38 rumor 
-11-1 antipathy X X 7*'39 scapegoat X 
~:" 2 Aryan -~~40 sect X X 
----
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TABLE 7 (Continued) 
POOL OF TERMS USED TO SELECT ITEMS 
FOR THE SOCIAL SCIENCE TEST 
Used Used Used Used 
No. Term in in No. Term in in Tr1al. Bl.ml Trial llral 
Test Test Test Test 
*41 social change -11-26 dementia 
*42 Sociology X X *27 dementia praecox 
7~"43 stereotype X X ~~28 depression 
~~-44 suspended sen- *29 di spl ac ement 
tence -l!-30 drive 
-~~45 taboo X X -ll-31 emotion 
*46 tolerance *32 emotional im-
*47 trustee family maturity 
-ll-48 value -*33 environment X X 
*49 white collar *34 ethos 
II 
criminal X X -~~35 feeling X X 
*36 folki'i'ay s X X 
-)~37 frame of refer-
PSYCHOLOGY ence X X 
*1 acmmmodation -ll-38 frustration X X 
*2 acquisitiveness X X *39 function 
-lt-3 a ggression X X *40 gregariousness 
*4 alternative il-41 heredity 
il-5 ambivalence X X *42 hypothesis X X 
*6 asthenic type 43 idealism 
*7 attention X X -:1-44 identification X X 
1 *8 attitude {1-45 illusion X X 
*9 autonomic nervous *46 imitation X X 
I system *47 induction 
·*10 binocular -ll-48 insanity 
11 chance -:1-49 instinct X X 
12 communication *50 institution 
*13 compensation X X -~~51 intelligence X X 
il-14 competition il-52 Intelligence 
1*15 conditioned. re- Quotient 
flex theory 53 interest 
-ll-16 conflict X X ~~-54 intra j ection X X 
-ll-17 context -11-55 knowledge 
18 crmvd *56 learning X X 
*19 culture "~'"57 maturation X X 
20 culture area 58 meaning 
-ll-21 culture complexes 59 mob 
*22 culture pattern X X -ll-60 mores X X 
-~~ 23 culture trait X X il-61 motivation 
?~24 deduction X X *62 neurosis X X 
-ll-25 delusion X X *63 objectivity 
---- ---- -- - - ---
TABLE 7 (Continued) 
POOL OF TER!JJS USED TO SELECT ITEMS 
FOR THE SOCIAL SCIENCE TEST 
No. Term 
*64 obsession 
*65 perception 
*66 personality 
*67 primary g roups 
*68 principle · 
*69 projection 
~l-70 psychiatrist 
*71 p sy chi a try 
*72 psychology 
*73 psycho somatic medicine 
*74 rationalization 
*75 regression 
*76 reinforcement 
*77 repression 
*78 role 
"'~79 secondary groups 
*80 self-assertiveness 
81 sentiment 
*82 sensation 
.,:-83 set 
*84 society 
"'~85 status 
i~86 stereotype 
-~~87 sublimation 
*88 substitution 
*89 suggestion 
*90 syndrome 
*91 temperament 
-li-92 theory 
-l~93 unconscious 
*94 wish 
- ---"=--
Used 
in 
Mal 
Test 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
Used 
in 
Flnal 
Test 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
-----==:.. -- -
those terms which were unanimously considered important. 
During the 1952 American Council on Education confer-
ence on General Education, Science teachers in attendance 
;I were asked to rate the terms in Appendix B in the same 
I manner in the fields in vlhich they felt competent to judge. 
II The starred terms in Table 9 are those which a majority of 
the outside judges agreed upon as essential. 
Thus the terms used on the Science test were drawn 
from the pool of items marked with an asterisk in Table 9 
at random, within the percentage limits representing the 
contribution of the separate disciplines to the total pool 
as s hown in Table 8. 
Construction of Forms A and B 
The three separate tests just described were given to 
General Education students who had completed one year of the 
program at the Junior Division of the College of General 
Etlucation. An item analysis was made of the results. 
fudices of difficulty and discrimination were computed and 
a count of responses for each alternative to each item was 
, made. The item count pointed up ineffective distractors. 
Ten items at the extremes of difficulty in each test v1ere 
dropped, and many of the remaining items were altered in 
the light of criticism and item analysis. While student 
opinion was solicited, it was rather casually considered 
and used mainly to call faculty attention to possible 
ambiguities. Between eight and fifteen subject matter 
/_ ~.....­I.O v 
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Category 
Astronomy 
1 Geology 
I 
1 Physics 
II 
I 
Biology 
I 
I 
Total 
TABLE 8 
CATEGORIZATION OF SCIENCE TERI~ 
U nani mou sly 
Chosen by 
C.G.E. Faculty 
Items 
Confirmed Per Cent Used 
by ~~jority of Contribution in 
Outside Judges To Total Pool Test 
123 71 15 15 
93 37 8 8 
180 86 18 18 
365 290 59 59 
761 484 100 100 
'65 
.66 
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9" TABLE . / 
POOL OF TER~~ USED TO SELECT ITE~jg 
FOR THE SCIENCE TEST 
Used Used Used Used 
No. Term in in No. Term in in 
I Trlal F1nal Trial Final Test Test Test Test 
I ASTRONOMC -1~35 ellipse X 
1 absorption il-36 elongation 
'lE- 2 altitude 'l~'37 epicycle 
3 anomali sti c year 38 equinoctal ?, .. 4 Antarctic Circle colure 
5 apog ee -)(-39 equinox X X 
~}6 Arctic Circle -1~40 galaxy 
~i-7 atmosphere 7~41 g eocentric 
i}8 autu mnal equinox system 
9 azimuth 42 grating 
*10 base line spectre scope 
11 binary eclipsing it-43 g ravitation 
12 binary star it-44 heliocentric 
13 bolometer system I *14 celestial .,~45 horizon 
equator 46 hour angle 
* 15 celestial sphere 47 hour circle 
~"'1 6 center of 48 hyperbola 
gravity X X 49 inclination 
I 17 centripetal il-50 Keppler's laws acceleration ~~51 latitude 
I 18 cepheid variable 52 libration 
i:-19 . circumpolar 'll-53 longitude 
'l(- 20 cluster -r~54 lunar X X 
7~21 comet X X 55 mean solar 
I *22 constellation time 
23 coordinate ·)(·56 meridian X X 
->E-24 Copernican -ll-57 meteor 11 .,~ 25 system 'l:·58 meteorite corona X X *59 moment of 
26 corpuscles momentum 
I -ll-27 cycle ~~60 moon 
.,~28 declination X X -lE-61 nebulae 
I 29 deferent 62 nebulium 
I 30 descending node 63 nutation 
'll-31 diurnal 64 opposition 
it-32 eccentricity *65 orbit X X 
'l!-33 eclipse -l:·66 parallax X X 
-l~ 34 ecliptic (pole of) 67 perig ee 
------ --------
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TABLE 9 (Continued) 
POOL OF TERI~ USED TO SELECT ITE¥S 
FOR THE SCIENCE TEST 
Used Used 
in in 
Trial Flml 
Test Test 
Used Used 
No. Term 
68 perihelion 
*69 period x 
1 7~70 periodicity 
71 perturbation 
1 >.(-72 phase 
73 photosphere 
-l~74 planet 
-:c-75 planeti smal 
·:r76 planetoid 
*77 pole x 
78 precession 
79 prism x 
80 prominence 
->~81 Ptolemaic theory 
82 quadrature 
83 radial velocity 
84 rays and rills 
' -l:-85 refraction x 
~~86 retrog rade 
motion 
~'"87 revolution 
88 rei ght ascension 
89 ri gidity 
*90 rotation 
91 scintillation 
92 sidereal day 
93 sidereal time 
94 sidereal year 
1 ·::-95 solstices ?<-96 solar time 
97 spectroheliograph 
~~- 98 spectroscope 
~1-9 9 spectrum 
7~100 spiral nebulae 
' 101 spring tide 
il-102 . standard time !.~1-103 star 
?'(-104 summer solstice 
105 sunsp ot 
106 sup erior planets 
107 syzygy 
X 
X 
X 
No. Term 
~~108 telescope 
109 temporary star 
->(-11 0 tide 
111 torsion balance 
112 triangulation 
*113 Tropic of Cancer 
*114 Tropic of Cap-
ricorn 
115 tropical year 
116 Tychonic system 
117 umbra 
118 variable star 
·l(-119 vernal equinox 
120 vertical cir-
cles 
'~121 winter solstice 
in in 
'lr.t al Firal 
Test Test 
* 122 zenith x X 
123 zodiacal light 
GEOLOGY 
1 abrasion 
2 alluvial 
3 anticline 
4 antilles 
5 Appalachia 
6 aquifer 
~:-7 aridity 
-ll-8 artifact 
1
"9 basalt 
10 batholith 
11 butte 
->l-12 calcite 
13 calderas 
*14 Cambrian 
15 Cascadia 
7~'16 cast 
-ll-17 catastrophism 
18 cementati on 
-~~19 Cenozoic x 
20 cirque 
X 
r_ij7 
• 
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TABLE 9 (Continued) 
POOL OF TERNS USED TO SELECT ITE1-B 
FOR THE SCIENCE TEST 
Used Used Used Used 
No. Term in in No. Term in in TrlalFlnil Tr1al Fl:r:el 
Test Test Test Test 
*21 conformity *59 lava 
22 conglomerate 60 lignite . 
23 contact *61 limestone 
metamorphism 62 magma 
24 cordilleran 63 mantle 
25 creep *64 meander 
26 Cretaceous *65 Mesozoic 
*27 crust 66 metamorphism 
*28 crystalline 67 mold 
*29 delta 68 monadnock 
*30 divide 69 monocline 
31 drift 70 moraine 
32 drumlin 71 paleogeography 
33 elastic rebound *72 paleontology X X 
theory *73 Paleozeic 
34 embayed (coasts) 74 peneplane 
35 epicenter *75 petrification (earthquake) 76 petrology 
*36 erosion 77 Pleistocene 
*37 flora 78 scarp 
*38 fold *79 sediment X 
•*39 folded strata 80 sei smol ogy 
40 fore set *81 shale X X 
1 *41 fossil X X 82 shield 
42 geoanticline 83 sink 
43 geomorphology *84 stratification X X 
44 geosyncline 85 submergence 
*45 glaciation 86 syncline it-46 glacier 87 till 
47 ground moraine *88 topography 
48 halite *89 tributary 
*49 hunus X *90 unconformity 
50 hydro sphere 91 uniformitarian-
*51 igneous X X ism 
52 incised meander it-92 volcano 
*53 intrusive 93 volcanology 
54 isostasy 
55 joint 
56 Jurassic PHYSICS 
57 laccolith 1 absolute 
58 laminated pressure 
sediment 
-
-- --
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TABLE 9 (Continued) 
POOL OF TER ~rs USED TO SELECT ITEiviS 
_FOR THE SCIENCE TEST 
Used Used Used Used 
No. Term in in No. Term in in Tr.l.al.Flnal 'IM.alFlnal 
Test Test Test Test 
2 absolute *39 convection X X 
temperature 40 coulomb 
3 absorption 41 critical point 
-il-4 acceleration X X *42 current 
-~~-s acoustics -11-43 density X X 
6 action *44 diffusion X X 
7 adhesion 45 direct current 
8 alternator -ll-46 displacement 
9 ammeter -1(•47 distance 
I 10 ampere -ll-48 distillation 
11 amplification *49 dynamics X X 
12 amplitude ~~so efficiency {l-13 angle 51 electric field 
I 14 area ~'"52 electricity 
15 armature 53 electoly sis 
-.~16 atmosphere (unit) X X *54 electromagnetic 
*17 atom 55 electromotive 
~~-18 atomic number force 
l-l~l9 atomic weight *56 electron X X 1 -1~'20 attraction 57 electrophorus 
-ll-21 barometer 58 electro scope 
~~-22 boiling point 59 electro static 
23 British thermal -lE-60 energy 
I unit -11-61 equilibrium 
*24 buoyancy X *62 expansion 
25 calorimeter 63 flow 
-lt-26 calory X X 64 flux 
I 27 capillarity *65 foot-pound 
28 centrifugal il-66 force 
29 centripetal il-67 friction X X 
30 charge -ll-68 fulcrum 
31 circuit 69 fundamental 
32 Classical 70 fusion 
Physics 71 gauge pressure 
I 33 coefficient of 72 galvanometer 
expansion -ll-73 gas 
34 cohesion il-74 generator 
*35 color 75 gram- c enti meter 
36 conduction il-76 gravitation 
37 conductor ?1-77 gravity 
->t--38 conservation of -lt-78 heat 
energy 
---
- -- - ----
No. 
79 
80 
81 
82 
83 
84 
I 7~85 
*86 
87 
' -ll-88 
-ll-89 
90 
~*'91 
92 
*93 
•'~- 94 
-ll-95 
96 
97 
98 
-ll-99 
100 
-ll-101 
I 102 
I 
1-ll-103 
104 
I 105 
,*106 
107 
'*108 
*109 
*110 
'~111 
*112 
113 
TABLE 9 (Continued) 
POOL OF TERMS USED TO SELECT ITEI~ 
.FOR THE SCIENCE TEST 
Term 
heat of combus-
tion 
heat of fusion 
heat of vapor-
ization 
horse power 
hydrostatics 
induction 
inertia 
insulation 
insulator 
inverse 
inverse propor-
tion 
inverse square 
law 
kinetic energy 
linear expansion 
liquid 
longitudinal 
magnet 
ma gnetic de-
clination 
magnetic field 
magnetic dip 
magnetism 
manometer 
mass 
mechanical 
advantag e 
.Mechanics 
melting point 
Yndern Physics 
molecule 
mo ment 
momentum 
motion 
negative 
North 
nucleus 
nu meric 
Used Used 
in in 
Tr.tal. Final 
Test Test 
X X 
No, Term 
{l-114 object 
115 ohm 
7l-116 optics 
*117 parallel 
118 parabola 
119 parabolic 
120 pendulum 
-11-121 period 
7~"122 periodic table 
123 permeability 
124 phase 
125 photoelectric 
effect 
126 Physics 
127 pi 
128 pitch 
129 pneumatics 
-ll-130 pole 
-:1-131 positive 
*132 potential 
*133 potential en-
ergy 
*134 power 
·*135 pressure 
136 pure numeric 
137 rarifaction 
*138 ratio 
il-139 rays 
*140 reaction 
141 repulsion 
142 resistance 
143 resolution of 
forces 
.;~144 saturation 
145 series 
146 shunt 
-iE-147 solid 
-ll-148 sound 
-ll-149 South 
150 specific heat 
151 specific 
g ravity 
- - --=- __ :.;:... 
~0 
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Used Used 
in in 
Trial Final 
Test Test 
X X 
X X 
X X 
X 
--
TABLE 9 (Continued) 
POOL OF TERl~ USED TO SELECT ITEl"lS 
FOR THE SCIENCE TEST 
Used Used Used Used 
No. Term in in No. Term in in Tr1al F.l..nil MalF.inal 
Test Test Test Test 
152 specific *6 aerobe 
resistance 7 afferent 
*153 speed *8 agglutination X X 
154 standard pressure 9 albinism 
155 static alec- *10 algae 
tricity *11 alimentary tract 
156 statics *12 allelomorph 
157 strain '"13 alveolus X X 
il-158 stress *14 ameba 
*159 sum *15 amino acid 
·~160 surface tension 16 ami to sis 
*161 temperature *17 ammonia 
162 terrestrial *18 amphibian 
magnetism 19 amylase 
163 thermal 20 anwlop sin 
capacity *21 anabolism X X 
164 thermal expan- *22 anaerobe X X 
sian 23 anaphase 
1i-165 time -ll-24 anatomy 
166 transformer *25 annelid 
~:·167 transverse 26 anther 
*168 vacuum *27 anthropoid 
169 valve *28 anthropology 
' 
170 vector *29 antibody X X 
~1-171 velocity *30 antigen 
·r~172 vibration X X *31 antitoxin 
173 volt *32 anus 
174 voltaic cell il-33 aorta 
175 voltmeter *34 appendix 
*176 ve>lume · *35 arteries 
177 watt *36 arterioles 
1~178 weight X X *37 assimilation 
·l<-179 work *38 asymmetry 
*39 atom 
40 atrium 
BIOLOGY *41 atrophy X X fi-1 absorption *42 auditory 
2 accretion *43 auricle 
.;~3 adaptation 44 auriculc-
*4 adrenal ventricular 
-if'5 adrenal in *45 autonomic 
--
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TABLE 9 (Continued) 
POOL OF TERMS USED TO SELECT ITEMS 
FOR THE SCIENCE TEST 
Used Used Used Used 
No. Term in in No. Term in in Triel final Tr.l.al F.tnal 
Test Test Test Test 
46 axon *87 chromo some 
i(•47 becillus ?~88 cilia 
1 -ll-48 bacteria -ll-89 circulatory 
49 bacteriophage system 
~-so basal metoboli sm *90 cleavage 
-lt-51 bile ~-91 clot 
-ll-52 bile duct *92 cochlea X X 
I -11-53 binary fission X X "'"93 coelom X X 
""'54 biology X X 94 coe,lomate 
~~-ss bisexual · il-95 colloid 
ii-56 bladder "*'96 colon 
-:~"57 blastula X X -11-97 conditioned 
-:E-58 blood reflex 
7
' .. 59 blood plasma -~~98 congenital 
-1<-60 brain -)(•99 conifer 
-11<61 blood platelets "~'100 corpuscle 
~(·62 bronchus X X *101 corpus luteum 
63 bryophyte 102 cortex 
64 buccal *103 crustacean 
?r65 bud X X 104 cyclosis 
' ~<-66 calcareous X X *105 cytology X X 
-:<-67 calorie *106 cytoplasm X X 
·<<68 capillary *107 dendrite 
-j~69 carbohydrate *108 dermal X X 
1~70 carbon dioxide ·1(·109 dermis 
~:-71 cardiac ·:l-110 diabetes 
I il'72 cardia- -ll-111 diaphragm 
~~-73 carni verou s X X 112 diastole 
*74 catabolism X X -ll-113 diffusion 
-ll-75 catalyst X X -ll-114 dig estion 
"*'76 cell *115 dilation 
-1r77 cell membrane 116 diploblastic 
-ll-78 cellule se -ll-117 diploid 
79 ceph alic 118 de saccharide 
il-80 cerebellum il-119 ductless gland 
-ll<81 cerebrum X X 7'"120 duodenum 
-ll-82 chlorophyll il-121 ecology 
-ll-83 chloroplast il-122 ectoderm 
I *84 chordate -l\-123 ectoplasm X X 
I -ll-85 chorion X X 124 effector 
*86 chromatin 125 efferent 
- ----- --
TABLE 9 (Continued) 
POOL OF TERMS USED TO SELECT ITE¥.S 
FOR THE SCIENCE TEST 
Used Used Used Used 
in in No. in in No. Term Trial Final Term Trial Final 
Test Test Test Test 
*126 electron ~~-166 gene · x X j•:l-127 element X X it-167 genetic 
ll i'"l28 embryo ·:t-168 genital 
-!(·129 embryology ii-169 genotype 
I 130 emulsion *170 genus 
*131 endocrine *171 germ 1 i~"l32 endoderm il-172 germ layer 
! ~~133 endoplasm *173 gestation X X 
1 i~l34 enzyme X X -ll-174 gland 
'l il-135 epidermis *175 glomerulus -!~136 epiglottis ->l-176 glottis X X 
l, il-137 epithelium X *177 glucose 
, ~-138 erythrocyte X X il-178 glycogen X X 
-ll-139 esophagus ~'t-179 gonad X X 
1 140 estrus -ll-180 haploid X X 1 -~~141 Eustachian tube ' it-181 hemoglobin 
-1:·142 evolution i~"l82 . : hemophilia 
1( 143 excretion *183 hemmorrhage X X 
-ll-144 expiration *184 hepatic X X 
1 145 extensor i~185 heredity i~l46 Fallopian tube 186 heterog amy 
il-147 fauna *187 heteroz~gote 
148 Faunal succession 188 histology 
1*149 feces *189 homolog ous 
"~150 fermentation 190 homozygote 
il-151 fertilization X X iE-191 hormone 
l i~l52 fetus 7~192 hybrid X X 
lii-153 filial 193 hy droly si s ' -~~154 fission X X 194 hypophy si s 
-ll-155 flag ellum 195 ilium 
1 *156 flame cell it-196 immunity 
*157 flora ->E-197 incubation 
-ll-158 gamete X X *198 infection X X 
l -l~'l59 gametogensi s *199 ingestion 
j i~l60 gametophyte *200 iP..hibition 
lit-161 ganglion X X 201 inspiration 
il-162 ga stric 202 instinct 
*163 g astro-intestinal -11-203 insulin 
tract it-204 intestine 
-lf-164 gastrula *205 intracellular 
1 1~165 gel -11-206 invaginate X X 
__ .:;,___ 
- --- ---

I 
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TABLE 9 (Continued) 
POOL OF TER~S USED TO SELECT ITEl~ 
FOR THE SCIENCE TEST 
No. Term 
288 phylogeny 
~~"289 phylum 
~~"290 pituitary 
ii-291 placenta 
-li-292 plasma 
293 plasmolysis 
294 prophase 
1 
"'*'295 protein 
1*296 protoplasm 
. 1 7~297 protozoa 1*298 pseudopodium *299 ptyalin 
Used Used 
in in 
Tr1al F.i..na.l 
Test Test 
11 ~"300 pulmonary x 1 ~~301 pulse 
302 pyloric caecum 
303 pylorus 
304 recapitulation 
•*305 receptor 
1*306 rectal 
7~307 reflexes 
* 308 reg eneration 
~1-30 9 renal x x 
.;"310 respiration 
1·:1-311 retina 
1 ·:~312 secretin 
1 ~~·313 secretion 
' *314 segmentation 
~1-315 sodium 
11-316 soma 
-ll-317 sperm x 
*318 spinal cord 
-:1- 319 spleen 
-l<-320 spontaneous 
generation 
·1 ~1-321 spore 
11<-322 stomach 
323 sto mata 
324 suprarenal 
~"325 sympathetic ner-
vous system 
*326 synapse 
No . Term 
il-327 synapsis 
1
'"328 taxonomy 
329 telophase 
-l(-330 testis 
331 thalamus 
332 thallophyte 
333 theelin 
*334 thorax 
*335 threshold 
336 thrombin 
1
'"337 thymus 
-1:·338 thyroid 
-li-339 tissue 
~~-340 toxin-antitoxin 
341 trypsin 
-l"342 umbilical cord 
343 u mbilicus 
"'"344 urea 
*345 ureter 
il-346 urethra 
*347 urogenital 
-li-348 uterus 
*349 vacuole 
"*350 ;; agi na 
-11-351 vagus nerve 
*352 valve of heart 
.;c-353 vascular system 
354 vaso-conestric-
tion 
355 vaso-dilation 
-l!-356 vertebrae 
*357 vertebrate 
7
*'358 vestigial 
-l!-359 villus 
-)~360 visceral 
361 vitalism 
-)~362 vi tarnin 
*363 zoology 
7
"364 zy.gote 
Used Used 
in in 
Trial Final 
Test Test 
X X 
X X 
X X 
specialists criticized each individual area test. Opinions 
were solicited as to the appropriateness of definitions 
11 possible ambiguities and the desirability of the distractors. 
Although it was known that the population on which the 
tests were tried v.ras not completely representative of the 
fOpulation to which it was to be administered, there seemed 
no better method of procedure. 
The Junior College opened in September, 1952 and thus 
its Freshman class was an unknown quantity. As the mean 1 
), 
score of the C2T for the Junior Colleg e was below the I 
minimum standard required for entrance to the Junior Division I 
of t he College of General Education, the two populations 
1 
vrere obviously not comparable. For tryout purposes, the 
Jun ior Division seemed the best possible solution. The 
ni n ety items in each subdivision were split as evenl y as 
possible by difficulty indices computed from the results 
of these trial groups. Form • and B (Appendices C and D) 
each has forty-five Science, for·ty-five Humanities, and 
forty-five Social Science questions. These are the tests 
,I 
:I given to all Junior Colleg e freshmen \vho took the Guidance 
Battery in September, 1953. 
CHAPTER IV 
COLLECTION AND TREATMIDqT OF THE DATA 
Administration of the Test 
The General Education Vocabulary Test was given as part 
of the Guidance Battery in September, 1952 to all students in 
the Junior College at Boston University present at that time. 
Lack of testing time made it impossible to give both forms; 
therefore the tests were distributed alternately ~B A-B etc. 
Since makeup examinations were scheduled six weeks later, the 
late cases were not included in the study because of the fear 
that they would not be comparable. 
lthough not originally planned for the purposes of this 
study, the General Education Vocabulary Test1 was also admin-
istered to Freshmen at the College of General Education. In 
this population most of the students took Form B. 
While all the tests were corrected and tentative norms 
established for gu idance use, formal investigation was delayed 
until the first semester ended and grades were available. 
Populations Considered 
The population is made up of all those Junior College 
students who took the G.E.V.T. and whose scholastic records 
were complete at the end of the first semester. Those stu-
dents from this group who had scores available on the Ohio 
lHenceforth referred to as G.E.V.T. 
State University Psychological Test, Boston University Edition 
and The Cooperative Reading Test, 02T co~rise the reduced 
I population. 
TABLE !10 
I 
JUNIOR COLLEGE POPULATION CONSIDERED 
Total 
Pop. 
Reduced 
Pop. 
Form A Form B 
225 236 
153 143 
Other Data Collected 
Total 
461 
296 
Raw scores for the totals on the Ohio State University 
Psychological Test, Boston University Editionland the Coopera-
ll tive Readi ng Test, C2T 2were obtained from the college records 
I 
1
1 as were the academic records. Many students were ad mitted 
vii thout entrance tests, and so mewhat less than two-thirds of 
the total population had all these scores available. 
I 
1
1 Relationships Investigated 
1/ Intercorrelations between the sub-scores on the G.E.V.T. 
I were computed. Correlations between sub-scores and the cor-
1 
1 respondi ng subject grades were run. In addition, the 
I 
1Henceforth referred to as OSU. 
2 Henceforth referred to as C2T. 
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correlation between the total test and the grade total was 
obtained. Reliabili ties of Forms .A and B were check ed by the 
F~der- Richardson techniques, and an item analysis was made by 
the Davis method. 
I n addition, with the reduced population, intercorrela-
tions of the entrance battery, G.E.V.T., and the grade total 
were run for both forms. 
Wi th the College of General Education sample, relation-
ships of the various tests with grade point quotient were in-
ves tiga ted, and a multiple--correlation combining the G. E. V. T. 
and the C2T against the criterion of grade point quotient was 
computed. 
Presentation of the Data 
Consideration of Table 11 indicates that Form B is more 
difficult than Form A but somewhat less variable. In every 
i 
lj comparison both the standard deviation and the standard error 
;I of the mean is lower for Form B than for Form A. This is true ! 
II 
,, 
il 
even when the reduced population is smaller in number. Vvhile 
the difference does not seem to be significant, the trend is 
all in one direction. 
It will be noticed, however, that the variabilities of 
the sub tests seem to be following very similar patterns in 
both forms . 
It is interesting to note that reduced population with 
both forms has a lower mean and smaller variance • . 
79 
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Humanities 4-979 4.219 .275 236 
F 
0 Soc. Science 7-581 4-528 .295 236 
r 
m Science 6.258 5.127 -334 236 
B Total 18.860 10.834 . 705 236 
Total 
Reduced Pop. 17-951 9-927 .830 143 
The intercorrelations of the subtests which are shown 
in Table 12 seem to indicate a rela.tively stable relationship 
from form to form. It must be admitted that these inter-
correlations are quite substantial. However, excellence or 
deficiency in one area would by no means necessarily imply 
the same condition in the other areas. 
80 
,j 
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TABLE 12 
INTERCORREL~TIONS OF THE SUB-TESTS 
Humanities 
Form 
A Soc. Science 
N225 
Science 
Humanities 
Form 
B Soc. Science 
:N236 
Science 
Humanities Soc. Science 
.4378 
Humanities Soc. Science 
.4327 
Science 
·3302 
. 3819 
Science 
-3839 
·3979 
In Table 13 are shmvn the :relationships between the sub-
~sts and the grades received in the several areas. It would 
appear that Form A except for the Humanities is more effective 
than Form B with the total population. In this connection, 
I 
one mi ght surmise that total score rather than part score would '1 
be a more judicious basis of prediction for work in the 
H.lmani ties. It seems likely of course that fe-v,rer students 
rave really substantial backgrounds in the subject matter 
involved in Humanities than in either of the other areas. 
funce their ability to profit by experience in the other 
areas could be a better basis for prediction than their com-
petency in the field in question. 
-- ---- - ---
il 
fS" 
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TABLE 13 
PREDICTIVE RESUL·rs OF THE G. E. V. T. 
Form A Form B 
225 236 
r vest. r rest. 
Humanities Test vs. 
Grade .2502 4.801 ·3503 3 -952 
.Soc. Science Test vs. 
Grade .4053 4.378 .2746 4.354 
Science Test VB. Grade .4385 4.698 
-3187 4.859 
Total vs. Grade 
Total .4567 10.147 
-3960 9 ;949 
The two different estimates of reliability presented in 
'rable 14 \vould tend to confirm the impression that Form A 
11/as slightly more effective . than Form B. The greater diffi...; 
eulty of the latter, however, may partiall y explain the 
difference. It is quite interesting to note that the differ-
ences between the estimates of reliability is somevlha t 
greater for Form A. 
tt 
Short form+ 
Long form++ 
f ~ -
-
TABLE 14 
RELIABILITIES OF G.E.V.T. 
tv' j1::f 
'2 
( (j~ 
Form A 
-9167 
.8425 
([ -i: fpg 
'T :: ;)_ 2 + 
IT t:-
Form B 
.8551 
.8160 
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From Table 15 one will notice that both Forms A and B 
shrink in their predictive relationships when the population 
is reduced . Form .A drops from .4567 to .3268 with the stan-
dard error of estimate falling from 10.147 to 9.966. Form B 
is somevl hat less affected; the correlation between predictor 
and criterion is .3960 with the full population and .3480 with · 
the reduced. Standard error of estimate figures are respec-
ti vely 9. 949 and 9. 307. It ·wil l be noted of course that the 
ll 
•I 
I 
I 
o. S. U. relationship varies in the tl'i'O groups , as does the C2T . , 
TABLE 15 
PREDICTIVE RESULTS WITH REDUCED POPUh~TION 
Total 
G.E.V.T. vs. Total 
Grade 
o.s.u. vs. Total Grade 
C2T vs. Total Grade 
C2T plus o.s.u. vs. 
Total Grade 
C2T plus G.E.V.T. vs. 
Total Grade 
C2T vs. Total Grade 
o.s.u. vs. Total Grade 
Form A 
Nl53 
r ff' est. 
-3268 9.966 
-3777 13.266 
.5629 3-967 
R 
.5664 4.815 
.5672 4. 812 
Form B 
Nl43 
r g:est . 
-3480 9. 307 
.4590 14.452 
.5261 5-852 
R 
• 5509 4.720 
• 5409 4.756 
Total Reduced Population 
N=296 
r 
.532l 
.4181 
trest. 
S:oo5 
13-922 
C2T plus o.s.u. vs. Total Grade 
a-' est. 
4.850 
-- ·- - ~~- ---
I( 
I 
I 
I 
II 
I· 
II ,. 
I 
I 
'I 
I 
II 
I 
- --r 
Table 16 shows the intercorrelations of the entrance I 
tests, the G.E.V. T. and the Grade Point totals. The flue-
tuations are rather large. The o.s.u. would seem to be more 
effective in the B population than in the A population and 
hence in the total reduced population. 
TABLE 16 
INTERCORREL~TIONS OF TESTS ADMINISTERED AND GRADE TOTALS 
G.E.V.T . C2T o.s.u. G.P.T. 
G.E.V.T. . 6729 . 5658 ·3268 
Form 
A C2T ·7452 .5629 
Nl53 
o.s .u. 
· 3777 
G.E.V.T. .4491 .4238 .3480 
Form 
B C2T .6323 .5261 
Nl43 
o.s.u. .4590 
C2T o.s .u. G.P.T. 
Total C2T . 6740 ·5321 
Reduced 
Pop. o.s .u. .4181 
296 
' ~ '-
I 
II 
[I 
--· -
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Table 17 shows the means and standard deviations of the 
entranc e battery. Her e may be seen a tendency for population 
\1 B to show a higher mean and greater variability than popula-
tion A. Wh ile the differences are relatively smal l they 
point i n the same direction. 
TABLE 17 
I~o'IEANS AND STANDARD DEVIATIONS OF ENTR~~CE BATTERY SCORES 
o.s.u. 
A pop. B pop. Total pop . 
M 50.052 51.965 50.976 
<l 14.328 16.268 15.326 
rr:-'1 1.158 1.360 .891 
N 153 143 296 
·C2T 
A pon. B pop. Total pop. 
M 48.065 48.825 48.432 
(J 4.800 6.882 5.911 
crM .388 • 576 .344 
N 153 143 296 
'g;q 
I 
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l 
I 1 In Table 18 appear the data applying to the criterion. 
II The reduced population for each form would appear to be 
II 
1
1 
slightly inferior in attainment to the total population. 
11 Variability \vould not be greatly different. Such a judgment 
il nay possibly be fortified by recalling that Table 11 sho\'Ied 
that in both forms the reduced population had lower means and 
smaller variances. 
TABLE 18 
IVIEANS AND STANDARD DEVIATIONS OF CRITERION DATA 
A B 
A pop. reduced B pop. reduced Total 
pop. pop. pop. 
M 19.378 18.497 19.148 18.748 19.260 
fJ' 5 .857 5.843 5.647 5-655 5-752 
0,1 ·390 . 472 .368 .473 .268 
N 225 153 236 143 461 
Table 19 introduces data from a supplementary popula-
tion . It is possible that the G.E.V.T. is more properly 
applicable to a different population than the one upon which 
it is being validated. 
CJO 
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TABLE 19 
SUMMARY DATA FOR COLLEGE OF GENERAL EDUCATION 
POPULATION 
Form B only Correlations 
C2T vs. G. P.Q. r-= . 8571 
G.E.V.T. vs . G. P.Q. r-= . 6454 
o. s.u. vs. G.P. Q. r-=.5013 
C2T plus G.E.V.T. vs. G. P. Q. R= . 8654 
Means and Standard Deviations 
N=84 
G.E.V.T. o.s.u. C2T G. P.Q. 
29.642 84 . 738 59-726 210 . 095 
15.465 18.462 7.805 72.759 
1.687 2.014 .852 7-939 
In Tables 20 and 21 are shown item-analysis data for 
Forms A and B respectively. Presented are difficulty and 
discrimination indices computed by the Davis Method, 1 and 
biserial coefficients of each item against the total score 
as a criterion. 
1Frederick B. Davis, "Item-Analysis Data, 11 Harvard Edu-
cation Papers, no. 2, Graduate School of Education, Harvard 
Uhiversity, Cambridge, 1949. 
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TABLE 20 
IT~~ Al~ALYSIS FORM A 
1 Science 80 o4 
2 Humanities 37 20 
3 Soc. Sci. 86 14 
4 Hurnani ties QLI. 12 
5 Humanities 01 00 
6 Humanities 37 08 
7 Soc. Sci. 
8 Soc. Sci. 
9 Science 
10 Science 
11 Soc. Sci. 
12 Science 
13 Science 
14 Humanities 
15 Humanities 
12 -05 
21 14 
19 23 
o6 oo 
33 08 
13 02 
13 
14 -03 
o4 -12 
16 Soc. Sci. 43 26 
17 Humanities 61 20 
18 Soc. Sci. 42 32 
19 Soc. Sci. 
20 Science 
11 01 
24 18 
.07 21 Soc. Sci. 57 15 
.32 22 Soc. Sci. 45 12 
.23 23 Science 85 15 
.20 24 Soc. Sci. 09 -06 
.oo 25 Soc. Sci. 10 24 
.14 26 Soc. Sci. 26 22 
.08 27 Soc. Sci. 11 16 
.23 28 Science 29 44 
.36 29 Science 29 18 
.oo 30 Soc. Sci. 17 07 
.14 31 Science 31 08 
.04 32 Humanities 39 21 
.22 33 Science 81 47 
.05 34 Humanities 19 
.20 35 Science 42 
08 
14 
.40 36 Humanities 67 20 
.32 37 Humanities 28 11 
.48 38 Humru1ities 45 37 
.02 39 Soc. Sci. 70 24 
.29 40 Soc. Sci. 08 03 
--·-~ ----- __ _,:.__ __ --
.24 ' 
.20 
.24 
.1o ~~~ 
.38 
·35 
I 
.26 II 
.62 
.29 
.12 
.14 
II 
II 
I' 
II 
I 
I 
I 
II 
.65 
.14 11 
!. 
.23 
' 
. 32 II 
.18 ' 
I 
I 
. 55 II 
0 38 I 
. 05 
I 
I 
?7 
89 
I 
- --
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TABLE 20 (Continued) 
ITEM ANALYSIS FORM A 
Dif. Dis . Dif. Dis . 
JI Item Area Ind. Ind. Bi _r Item Area Ind. Ind. Bi _r 
11 41 Soc. Sci. 88 21 
- 34 63 Soc . Sci. 68 24 -38 
!I 
42 Soc. Sci. 29 06 • 1 0 64 Soc. Sci • 24 08 .14 
II 43 Science 78 25 
-39 65 Humanities 81 05 .08 
II 
44 Science 58 27 . 41 66 Soc. Sci . 59 31 .47 
45 Science 24 18 . 29 67 Humanities 56 37 ·55 
46 Science 40 11 .18 68 Humanities 18 22 
·35 
47 Science 23 02 . 04 69 Science 08 -03 .05 
48 Science 09 02 = • 04 70 Soc • Sci. 26 06 .10 
11-9 Science 19 11 .18 71 Science 49 25 
-39 
I 50 Humanities 41 24 .38 72 Soc. Sci. 20 14 .23 
:I 
51 Humanities 59 10 .17 73 So c. Sci. 08 37 
-55 
52 Science 05 -09 .15 74 Soc. Sci. 70 17 .27 I 
' 
il 53 Science 50 17 . 27 75 Soc . Sci . 53 20 -32 
II 54 Humanities 24 20 -32 76 Science 78 31 .47 
55 Soc . Sci. 28 08 . 14 77 Humanities 34 12 .20 
i 56 Humanities 34 18 .29 78 Science 30 16 .26 I 
II 
57 Scienc e 17 02 .04 79 Humanities 41 26 ·39 II 
58 .Soc . Sci. 16 16 • 26 80 Soc. Sci. 17 05 .08 
I 59 Humanities 27 14 .23 81 Humanities 50 12 .20 
I 60 Science 00 -07 .12 82 Science 12 08 .14 11 
61 Humanities 26 12 • 20 83 Science 57 22 ·35 
62 Soc. Sci. 69 21 
-34 84 Science 37 25 -39 
- ~..=""~__:::....--=~___..::::-"-
---= ~ -=-=--=- =-
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TABLE 20 (Continued) 
I TEiill ANALYSIS FORM A 
Dif. Dis. 
Item Area Ind. Jnd. Bi £ 
129 Soc. Sci. 11 30 .46 
130 Humanities 13 -01 .02 
131 Science 07 18 .29 
132 Humanities 41 20 ·32 
133 Soc. Sci. 18 05 .08 
134 Soc. Sci. 24 22 ·35 
135 Humanities 20 18 .29 
TABLE 21 
ITEM ANALYSIS FORI-1 B 
l item Area 
Dif. Dis. Dif. Dis . 
Ind. Ind. Bi £ Item Area Ind. Ind. Bi £ , ____ 
I 
1 Soc. Sci. 51 03 .05 10 Science 16 18 .29 
2 Humanities 04 00 .oo 11 Humanities 24 06 .10 
3 Science 11 . 35 .52 12 Humanities 16 12 .20 
4 Science 06 -02 .04 13 Science 09 20 
-32 
5 Soc. Sci. 53 24 .38 14 Soc. Sci. 11 -13 .22 
6 Science 14 11 .18 15 Science 21 18 .29 
7 Soc. Sci. 27 02 .04 16 Science 39 28 .43 
8 Humanities 18 18 .29 17 Science 17 24 
-38 
9 Soc. Sci. 28 13 .22 18 Humanities 04 04 .07 
=-=--=--~- -~~===-= ~  
TABLE 21 (Continued) 
I 'rEM ANALYSIS FOffi.i B 
Dif. Dis . Dif. Dis . 
Item Area Ind. Ind. Bi ~ Item Area Ind. Ind. Bi ~ 
1,. 
Soc. Sci. 34 12 .20 41 Science 11 32 .48 I 19 
20 Soc. Sci. 39 07 .12 42 Humanities 53 22 ·35 
21 Science 64 09 .15 43 Humanities 34 16 • 26 
22 Humanities 42 04 .07 44 Soc. Sci. 50 28 .43 
.. 23 Humanities 26 10 .17 45 Science 30 12 .20 
I 24 So c. Sci. 71 13 .22 46 Science 13 28 .43 I 
II 25 Science 20 05 .08 ~7 Soc. Sci. 51 14 
-23 
li 
lj 26 Humanities 33 20 -32 48 Soc. Sci. 26 10 .17 
II 27 Humanities 47 14 • 23 49 Soc. Sci • 73 16 • 26 
II 28 Soc. Sci. 41 -02 .04 50 Soc. Sci. 22 13 .22 
:I 29 Soc. Sci. 16 14 .23 51 Humanities 13 16 • 26 
I 30 Science 35 30 .46 52 Humanities 23 10 .17 
I 
I 45 07 I 31 Humanities .12 53 Science 19 34 .51 
l1 32 Humanities 17 35 -52 54 Science 23 20 ·32 
33 Soc. Sci. 46 36 -54 55 Humanities 21 27 .41 
34 Science 39 28 .43 56 Science 25 15 .24 
35 Science 44 10 .17 57 Soc. Sci. 31 -02 .04 
lj 
I' 36 So c. Sci. 49 07 .12 58 Science 48 21 ·34 II 37 Humanities 17 22 ·35 59 Humanities 54 20 ·32 
II 38 Soc. Sci. 18 12 .20 60 Humanities 20 05 .08 
Ill 39 Science 18 09 .15 61 Soc. Sci. 26 03 .05 
40 Science 09 10 .17 62 Science 35 27 .41 
-'P= -=--== - -_-, __ 
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TABLE 21 (Continued) 
ITEM AN.U.YSIS FOR?•'" B 
Dif. Dis. 
Item Area Ind. Ind. Bi £ Item Area 
I 63 Science 46 18 .29 85 Humanities 
64 Humanities 41 05 .08 86 Soc. Sci. 
65 Soc. Sci. 20 -03 .05 87 Science 
66 Soc. Sci. 17 08 .14 88 Humanities 
67 Hu manities 29 30 .46 89 Humanities 
68 Science 22 09 .15 90 Soc. Sci. 
69 Humanities 06 13 .22 91 Humanities 
I 70 Soc. Sci. 14 04 .07 92 Soc. Sci. 
71 Humanities 08 -08 • 14 93 Soc. Sci • 
72 Science 14 10 .17 94 Science 
73 Humanities 25 25 -39 95 Humanities 
74 Humanities 51 20 ·32 96 Science 
I 75 Soc. Sci. 19 24 -38 97 
Humanities 
·I 76 Soc. Sci. 08 16 .26 98 Soc. Sci. II I, 
I 77 Science 34 10 .17 99 Humanities 
I 78 Science 38 09 .15 100 Science 
:I 79 Soc. Sci. 20 06 .10 101 Hurnani ties 
I 
80 Humanities 47 12 .20 102 Science 
'I 81 Humanities 17 12 .20 103 Soc. Sci. 
·; 82 Soc. Sci. 32 06 .10 104 Soc. Sci. 
II 
I 83 Science 35 12 .20 105 Humanities 
84 Humanities 10 -08 .14 106 Science 
-==- p - ::;:....=___ -=----=-- --- __;;- -=---=---=-~~ -----=---
Dif. 
Ind. 
31 
16 
15 
28 
08 
19 
25 
24 
20 
58 
18 
36 
22 
33 
23 
36 
42 
48 
42 
28 
14 
28 
Dis . 
Ind. 
04 
18 
-01 
10 
23 
13 
18 
23 
09 
12 
22 
18 
14 
31 
05 
28 
32 
22 
28 
04 
12 
38 
1/ 
93 
- -- _._..,._.._ ~ - --
Bi _r 
.07 
.29 
.02 
.17 
-36 
.22 
.29 
·36 
.15 
.20 
·35 
.29 
.23 
.47 
.08 
.43 
.48 
·35 
.43 
.07 
.20 
-56 
- --=-- -=--- - ~ 
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TABLE 21 (Continued) 
ITE.M ANALYSIS FORN: B 
Dif. Di.s. Dif. Dis . 
' Item Area Ind. Ind. Bi £ Item Area Ind. Ind. Bi r 
:l io7 Science 08 22 
·35 122 Humanities 17 12 .20 
;1 108 Humanities 13 06 • 10 123 So c • Sci . 49 22 ·35 
I 
1109 Soc. Sci . 11 14 • 23 124 Science 33 21 -34 
110 Soc . Sci . 26 20 ·32 125 Humanities 18 28 .43 
il111 Science 43 25 -39 126 Soc. Sci. 25 32 .48 
.I 
.67 127 38 112 Soc. Sci . 25 49 Science 21 -34 
1113 Soc. Sci. 25 24 · 38 128 Humanities 30 09 .15 
1 114 I Soc . Sci. 26 14 .23 129 Soc. Sci . 15 12 .20 
jl 115 Science 11 10 .17 130 Science 35 -01 .02 
116 Hu manities 17 00 .oo 131 Soc. Sci. 27 11 .18 
.117 Hu manities 31 13 .22 132 Science 34 22 ·35 
I 
1118 Soc. Sci . 08 02 .04 133 Humanities 06 15 .24 
1119 Science 43 36 -54 134 Science 40 12 .20 
1120 Science 13 06 .10 135 Humanities 05 08 .14 
1121 Soc. Sci. 25 22 · 35 
lr 
---=-- -=-
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CHAPTER V 
CONCLUSIONS, LII~TATIONS OF THE STUD[ AND SUGGESTIONS 
FOR . FURTHER RESEARCH 
Predictive Ability of the G.E.V.T. 
It seems evident that the G.E.V.T. with the populations 
I 
consi dered does not substantially improve prediction of academ-
'I i c grades over what can be inferred from the C2T. It should 
' be noted, of course, that the 0. S. U. does little, if any, bet-
II ter. 
I possible explanation for this may be the lOi·v level 
rea ding ability of the Junior College student. The mean raw 
! score for the total reduced population on the C2T is 48.432. 
II 
A raiv score of 48 is at the 15th percentile on National norms. 
!I Entrance requirements in previous years for the Junior Division 
of the College of General Education included a minimum of a 
raw score of 51 on the C2T which is at the 25th percentile on 
11 National norms. It may be reasonable to think that reading 
I ability i<J'OUld play a much larger part in such a population 
1 than it would in a more highly select group. With some cau-
l 
,, tion, one might generalize that up to a certain point, differ-
:! ences in reading ability are paramount in differentiating 
ability to do academic work. 
It would appear that the G.E.V.T. is better adapted for 
the population at the College of General Education than it . is 
--=== - ---~ 
/\~ 
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for the Junior College Population. Granted the size of the 
' sample from the College of General Education is smaller than 
the one available from Junior College, it is interesting to 
1l note that for Form B the relationship between the G. E. V. T . 
il 
1 and grade point quotien t is .6461 for the College of General 
II El:iuca tion population, and • 3480 for the Junior College popula-
~~ tion. In t his comparison one will notice also the great dif-
!1 ferences exhibited by the C2T. With the College of General 
1
j Jillucation population a correlation of . 8 571 is discovered, 
;i while "vvi th the Junior College group taking Form B the correla-
il tion is .5261. It is true, of course, that for both tests 
,I 
11 the variance in the College of General Education group is sub-
I 
stantia lly higher than in the Junior College sample, and may 
11 suggest that both tests are rather difficult for the Jun ior 
College sample. 
Previous investigation with College of General Education 
I populations and with populations from the Junior Division of 
1. the College of General Education have sho-vm lower correlations 
lj between the C2T and grade point averages as well as lower 
1 correlations betvreen the C2T and t he earlier measures 'of tech-
! I nical vocabulary. I t seems reasonable to explain the Jun ior 
I 
j Colleg e population as considerably different from any previous 
' one. The College of General Education population should if 
'\ anything be less variable than before because of more stringent 
'' admission requirements than in t he past. However, there seem 
to be a considerable number of cases on the C2T whose score 
I 
t 
II I! 
ll 
J (}'() 
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' 
, falls belol'l' the minimum score presumably required for entrance. 
Comparison of Forms A and B 
There seems no question that Form B is more difficult 
than Form A, and the former would also appear to be slightly 
less reliable. Generally speaking, Form A is more effective 
1n prediction than Form B, with the exception of Humanities. 
fut with the reduced populations the shrinkage in Form B's 
correla tion coefficient is less than that of Form A, and there 
seems little to choose between their predictive efficiencies. 
It may be of interest to observe that with the reduced 
populations, Form A and the C2T have a correlation of .6729 
and Form B has a correlation with the C2T of .4238. However, 
v•ri th the group vrhich took Form A the relationship beh1een the 
C2T and the o.s.u. is .7452 while with those taking Form B the 
correlation coefficient is .6323. Also the College of General 
Etlucation population relationship between Form B and the C2T 
is • 64.61. In vievJ' of the small numbers involved 
II 
I' 
in the samples 
from these II it is difficult to draw any rigorous conclusions 
data . 
The intercorrelations of the subtests in the two forms 
11 seem quite consistent, and it would appear that the separate 
,I 
:I 
I 
I 
I 
areas measured have some independence. 
Reliabilities of the Tests 
II 
II 
I' 
I 
II 
The estimates of reliability, while not as high as might 1 
be hoped, are relatively satisfactory. The Kuder-Richardson II I 
I 
/D/ 
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I 
:I 
formulas are generally thought to produce conservative estim-
ates of reliability rather than optimistic ones. 
Revision of the Test 
Forms A and B in their present form may have some merit 
!I for predicting areas of strength and weakness for students at 
1\ Junior College. However, because of their difficulty, as well 
1 
as the time necessary for administration, it may seem wise to 
I 
select certain items from the two forms for a short revised 
1\ form for use in the irmnediate future. 
ii Thus those items from both forms which seemed most ef-
1\ fective have been selected and combined to form the Junior 
·I 
:\ College Vocabulary Test shown below, which will be used in 
:\ September for the entire Freshman class. This test con sists 
:I 
of 90 items--30 in each area--arranged in order of difficulty 
:\ from easy to hard. The source of each i tern is shown in the 
Generally speaking, the items have a difficulty index \ rm.rgin. 
1between 30 and 70 and a discrimination index of 20 or greater. 
\ ln some cases items of hi gh discrimination and high difficulty 
II 
11
have been included, in order that there may be better dis-
1 crimination among those students with higher scores. In tvlO 
:\ cases 
II 
I 
:
1
vide 
il ~'bre 
1
jitems 
slight revisions of the item have been made. 
It will be noticed in Table 22 that the two forms pro-
an approximately equal contribution to the revised test. 
Social Science items come from Form A and more Science 
from Form B. 
II 
I, 
I 
I 
il 
I 
I 
II 
II 
II 
II 
II 
II 
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TABLE 22 
SOURCE OF ITEMS FOR THE JUNIOR COLLEGE VOCABULARY TEST 
Humanities 
Social Science 
Science 
Total 
Form A 
15 
19 
12 
46 
Limitations of the Study 
Form B 
15 
11 
18 
44 
Total 
30 
30 
30 
90 
It is unfortunate that test scores on the C2T and the 
o.s.u. were not available for all students taking the G. E.V.T. 
II 11 ~any of the comparisons of interest were made of necessity 
il on the reduced population and results were not strictly com-
lj ps.rable as a consequence. 
I 
I The discovery that the formality of entrance tests is 
11 frequently waived was not made until February. Readministra-
tion of the o.s.u. accomplished in April would appear to 
:1 establish that the time lag would invalidate any attempt to 
il rr.ake up missing entrance tests. Gain s as. high as forty-five 
'I points were regis tered, and there were many increases of more 
1
1 than thirty points. Of the 193 cases where pre and post 
~ ooores were available 123 improved their scores by rive or 
II nnre points, forty- six had changes of four or fewer points, 
11 and tw·enty-four dropped by five points or more. 
I 
Table 23 shm-ts the summary statistics on the group for 
II 
1 \<Thi ch scores are available. Although it is a truncated group 
II 
I 
II 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
l 
I 
I 
'I 
lj 
'I 
I 
II 
II 
I 
II 
I 
I' I 
I 
J 
I 
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(first semester transfers, drops a.nd withdrawals are not 
included), the entrance scores vlould seem to be representative 
11 of the group taking entrance tests. 
M 
COMB~~TIVE RESULTS OF TWO ADMINISTRATIONS 
OF THE 0 • S • U. 
Entrance Prior to Sept., 1952 
50 . 689 
13.859 
-998 
193 
.April, 1953-
59.342 
15.076 
1.085 
193 
Actually it is reasonable to expect that bad the first 
1 semester transfer group been included that the gains would 
I
ii I bave been greater . Table 24 shm·1s the categorization of the 
I 193 according to their sophomore year program. It will be 
I 
noted that the gain of the second semester transfer group 
~ greater than either of the groups remaining at the Junior 
1 College. 
It would have been desirable to have had each student 
!I take both Forms A. and B. Because of lack of testing time, 
1 this '\Alas not feasible. More valid comparison of the respec-
1 
tive merits of the two forms would then have been possible. 
The virtual restriction of the study to the Junior Col-
.. lege group allows no chance to see if the test bas usefulness 
when g iven to other populations. 
/Dtj' 
!I 1.0'0 
I 
I 
I 
T.;WLE 24 
o.s.u. PRE AND POST RESULTS CATEGORIZED BY SOPHOMORE STATUS 
I-1 tr ~~ N 
Transfer Pre 55.62 14.37 2.67 29 
Students Post 68.31 12.63 2 . 34 29 
General 
Education Pre 51.42 13. 89 1-39 100 
Jun ior Post 59.41 6.46 .65 100 
College 
Bu s iness 
Program Pre 47.21 13.07 1.63 64 
Junior Post 55.17 14.60 1-83 64 
College 
I 
A further limitation to the study is the lack of advance .I 
k:r1owledge of the character of the population to \vhich t hi s : 
test was given. Since this was the first year of existen ce of I 
the Junior College, it would appear that there was no solution 
to t his problem. 
I 
Desirable Fur ther Research '! I 
The suggestion s for research are grouped not so much in 
:1 order of importance but by the order in which they can f eas-
'1 
II 
II 
II 
ibly be accompli shed. Among i mmediate projects contemplated 
are the revision of certain i terns wh ich show promise but ltlh ich 
are not completely satisfactory at t his time. Also it is 
planned to write question s for terms not previously used and 
build up a larger pool of useful items. 
Boston Unive~sity 
School of Educati on 
1ibrary 
:lO:t 
It vro'uld seem desirable to ascertain the approximate 
number of new technical terms in each area which are necessary 
for successful achievement. A comparison of the respective 
b.Jrdens among areas might also be illuminating . 
1-Another avenue of exploration which may prove fruitful 
1 is to investigate the relationship of scores on the vocabulary 
section of the C2T and Total Scores on the G.E .V. T. 
Further investigation of t he value of the G.E.V.T. in 
1 the College of General Education is certainly indicated. I t 
would also be interesting to try the test with other popula-
tions. 
The G. E.V.T . might also have possibilities as an 
ac hievement test to be g iven at t he end of the two year General 
Eiucation course at either the Jun ior College or the College 
of General Education . 
Another investigation possibly deserving of study is 
the relationship of scores on the G.E.V.T. upon entrance with 
l final grades either in the Freshman or Sophomore year at both 
ij colleges. 
I 7! 
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APPENDICES 
. GENERAL TERMS IN SOCIAL SCIENCE 
Anthropology 
Abbevillean 19. Azilian 
2 . Acheulian 20. Babylon 
3. Adapidae 21. · basic invention 
.4. Ainu 22 . brachycephalic 
5. alignment 23e Cs.mpignian 
6. Alpine sub-race 2~ Capsian 
7. alternatives 25. Caucasoid stock 
8. American Hongo~ (Indian) 26. Celt 
sub-race 
9. anthropogeography 27. cephalic index 
10. anthropology 28. chalcolithio 
11. anthropometry 29. chamaeprosopic 
12.. Apes 30. Chatelperronian 
13. Arctic Hongol sub-race 31., Chellean ' 
,. 
37. Cro-Hagnon 
38e cultural lag 
39. cymotrichous 
40. diffusion 
41. Dinaric sub-race 
42 • discovery 
43. dolichocephalic 
44. Dolmen 
45. Dryopithecus 
46. ecology 
47. ecological interaction 
48. Eoanthropus Dawsoni 
49. eoliths 
14. Armenoid sub-race 32. Classic Mongol sub-race 50. epicanthic fold of the 
eye ., 
15. Aurignacian 33. composite stocks (races) 51. Epipaleolithic 
16. AustraLian 34. coup de poign 52. fertile crescent 
17. Australopithecus Africanus 35. cranial capacity 53o Forest Negro sub-race 
18. Austrian 36. Cromlech 54. gnathic index 
G-ravett ian 73 0 leucodermi 91. nasal index 
G:rinia.ldi 74. Levallosian 92. Negroid stock 
57. Hallcist 75. Magdalenian 93. neolithic 
58. Hallstatt 76. Maglemosian 94. New World Monkeys 
59. Homo Heidelbergensis ~-- -~lanodermi 95. Nilotic sub-race 
60. Homo Neanderthalensis 78. Nediterranean sub-race 96. Nordic sub-race 
61. Homo Soloensis 79. megalithic 97. .Northarctidae 
62. human ecology 80. Heganthropus Palaeojavanicus 98. Oceanic Negro sub-
t ·. 
63. ideology En. Menhirs 
64. improving invention 82 ...- mesocephalic 
65. Indonesian Mongol sub-race 83. mesognathous 
~~ . 
66. 
67. 
integration 
invention 
.. , 
La Tene 
leiotrichous 
70;; ·· Lemurs 
71. lep~oprosopic 
72. leptorrhine 
. ,. 
84. mesolithic 
85. Mesopotamia 
mesoprosopic 
87. mesorrhine 
· 88. Hodjokerto 
89. Mongoloid race 
90. Mousterian 
-2-
race 
99. Old \'Jorid Monkeys 
100. orthognathous 
lOL . paleolithic 
102. 
103. 
104. 
105. 
Pithecanthropus 
erect us 
Pithecanthropus 
robust us 
platyrrhine 
prognathous 
106. Propliopithecus 
-107. Pygmy Negrit.o sub-
race 
10g. Sinanthropus 
Pekinensis 
109 . So1utrean ·112 . s~rviva1s 115. universals 
:_ 10 o specialties 113 o Tar!iers ll6~ . Wadjak type 
111. Sumer 114. ulotrichous 117. xanthodermi 
-3-
GENERAL TERMS IN SOCIAL SCIENCE 
Economics 
..Lo ability to pay 17 ~ capi talism ·, . 33~ contract 
2 ~ acceptance 18 . capitalization 34. control 
3. a cceleration effect 19. cartel 35. cooperative 
4. ad valorem 20. circulating media 36. corporation 
5. agricultural economy 21. closed shop 37. cost of living index 
6. agricultural revolution 22. collect i ve bargaining 3EL credit 
7. anarchism 23. combi nation 39. credit control 
8. arbitration 24. competition 40. credit money 
9 . bank credit 25. commodity dollar 41. crisis 
10 . bears and bulls 26 . commodity market 42 . currency 
11. bimetallism 27. comparative costs 
(law of) 
43. cyclical movement 
12. boycott 28. conciliation, 44. deflation 
13. bulkline cost 29. conspiracy 45. demand 
14. bureaucr acy 30. consumer goods 46. depression 
15. · business cycles 31. consumer expendit ures 47. devaluat ion 
16. capital 32. consumption · 48. diminisning return 
i;.c! . c.istribution 67 o government 85. labor 
dol lar 68. guild system 86. laisse!.•faire 
51 . dumping 69. hedging 87. legal tender 
52. economi cs 70. holding company 88. level of living 
53. economic value 71. income 89. liquid savings 
54. en~repreneur 72 . income tax 90. ¥~lthusian 
55. equilibrium 73. index number 91. managed currency 
56. exchange 74. individualism 92. margin 
57 . exhange value 75. industrial economy 93. marginal costs 
-58. exports 76. industrial revolution 94. marginal lahd 
59. Fabian 77. industrial unions 95. marginal productivity 
60. fiat money 78 ~ industrialism 96. marginal revenue 
61 . fiduciary money 79. inflation 97. marginal utility 
62. free competition 80. instailment buying 98. market 
63 . free enterprise 81. institutional deter- 99. marketing 
minants 
64 ~ fixed i ncome 82 . int erdependence 100. market price 
65. gold standard 83. interest 101. market value 
S6. goods 84. investment 102. Marxian socialism 
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F'3, mediation 121. planned economy 139. restraint of trade 
·'~- • medium of exchange 122 . political democracy 140. savings 
105 ~ medium of measurement 123. pools 141. scarcity 
106 . mercantilism 124 . price 142. single tax 
107. merger 125. price fixing 143. socialism 
108. mobility 126. production 144. sole proprietorship 
109 . money 127. productivity 145. solvency 
110. money wages 128. profit 146. speculation 
111. monopoly 129. property 147. stabilization 
112. monosopy 130 . proportionality 148. standard money 
113 . national income 131 . proprietorship 149. stock splitups 
114. natural right s t heory 132. protectionism 150. stock watering 
115. oligopoly 133 . public domain 151. subjective prices 
116. oligopsony 134. quantity theory 152. sun spot theory 
117. open market operations 135 . real wages 153. supply 
118 . parity 136 . recession 154. syndicalism 
119 $ partnership 137 . rediscount 155. tariff 
120. per capita 138. repr~sentative money 156. taxation 
-3-
157 ~ technology 161. under consumption 165. wages 
~ . 5ES . t r ade agreement 162. usury 166. wealth 
159G trade association 163. valuation 167. yellow-dog contracts 
160 . trusts 164. value 
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0 '. oliti onism 
2. amendment 
3. anarchism 
arbitration 
5. aristocracy 
6. authority 
7. autocracy 
8. balance of power 
9. bureaucracy 
10. capitalism 
ll. caste 
12. caucus 
13. city state 
14. civil liberties 
15. class structure 
16. coercive powers 
GENERAL TERMS IN SOCIAL SCIENCE 
Political Science 
17. 
18. 
19. 
20. 
21. 
22. 
24. 
25. 
26. 
28. 
29. 
30. 
31. 
collectivism 33. economic mechanism 
combines .34. elite 
communism 35. emancipation 
community 36. embargo 
competition (free) 37. entail 
confederate distribution 38. evolution 
of authority 
conservation 39. exploitation 
' 
constitutionalism 40. Facism 
cooperate enterprise 41. faction 
counter revoiution 42. federal distribution 
of authority 
demagogue 43. federalism 
democracy 44. feudalism 
depression 45. foreign policy 
dictatorship 46. free silver 
economic democracy 47. free trade 
economic 1iberalism 48. frontier 
~'adicali sm 108. socio-capitalism 116. theocracy 
·eprese11tation l09o sovereignty 117 . totalitarianism 
102, revolution 110 . state llS e trade unions 
103 o right llL status 119 . trusts 
104. secession 112 . subordination 120. two-party system 
105. sectionalism 113 ~ suffrage 121. unitary distribution 
of power 
106. social contract 114 . syndicate 122. unitary government 
107 . socialism 115 . tariff 123 . value 
GENERAL TER~~ I N SOCIAL SCIENCE 
Psychology 
L abnor mal psychology 18. athletic type .35. compensation 
2. accomodat::i..on 19 . ·attention .36. competition 
.3. acquisitiveness 20. attitude .37. condit.ioped reflex theory 
4. adequate sample 21. aut ism .38. conditioned response 
5. adience 22. autokinetic effect .39. confabulation 
6. adrenin 23 0 autonomic nervous 40. configuration 
system 
7. affect 24 . binocular 41. conflict 
8. aggression 25. binocular fixation 42. context 
9. aleatory 26. canalization 4.3. contra-suggestion 
10. alienist 21. Cannon emergency theory 44. controlled variable 
of emotion 
11. alternative 28. catatonic schizophrenia . 45. cooperation 
12. ambiguous figure 29 . catharsis 46. co-twin control 
13. ambivalence .30. cerebral cortex 47 • cretinism 
14. amentia 31. chance 48. crowd 
15 . anxiety 32. clinical psychology 49. cue 
16. assimilation .3.3. closure 50 • culture 
17. asthenic type 34. communication 51. culture area 
52o culture complexes 
cul ture pattern 
culture trait 
55. cycloramic illusion 
56. deduction 
57. delusion 
58 . dementia 
59 . dementia praecox 
60. depth perception 
61. depression 
62. displacement 
63. divided self 
64. dizygotic t'dns 
65. drive 
66 o dynamogenesis 
67. ectomorphy 
68. ego 
69. ego-involvement 
70~ electrocardiographic 
recording machine 
71 . electroencephalography 
72. electroshock 
?3 . emotion 
?h. emotional immaturity 
75 . encephalitis 
?6. endomorphy 
??. environment 
?8 . epilepsy 
79. ethos 
80. etiology 
. 81. eugenics 
82 . euthenics 
83. evidence 
84 . expanded personality 
85. experiment 
86. extra-sensory percep-
tion 
8?o Fallopian t ube 
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88. feeblemindedness 
89. feeling 
90. fever therapy 
91. figure 
92. folkways 
93. form 
94. frame of reference 
95 . free-associatioh 
96. frustration 
97. function 
98. functional autonomy 
99. functional psychosis 
100. galvanic skin reflex 
101. glandular system 
102. gregariousness 
103. ground 
104. group therapy 
105. habit hierarchy 
I 
l or, . habit interference 124. id 142. intuition 
Lnllucination 125. idealism 143. involutional melancholi~ 
108 . hebephrenic schizophrenia 126. identification 144. James-Lange Theory of 
emotion 
109 . hedonic tone 127. idiot 145. Jukes 
110. heredity 1286 illusion 146. Kallikak 
111. holism 129. image 147. knowledge 
112 . homeostasia 130 . imbecile 148. learning 
113 . human nature 131. imitation 149. libido 
114 . Human Relati ons 132. induction 150. lunacy 
115 . Huntington's chorea 133. inhibition 151. macrocephaly 
116 . . hydrocephaly 134. insanity 152. mania 
117. hydrotherapy 135. instinct 153. manic-depressive 
psychosis 
118 . hypnoanalysis 136. institution 154. masking 
119. hypothalamotomy 137. insulin shock therapy 155. mass observation tech-
nique 
120 . hypothalamus 138. i ntelligence 156. maturation 
• I .• 
121. hypothesis 139 . Intelligence Quotient 157. "me" 
1;22. hysteria 140 . interest 158. meaning 
123. 
"''' 
141. introjection 159. mental hygiene 
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6 - 0 L'!e somorphy 178. neurosis 196. plateau 
··L t razol t herapy 179o non-directive therapy 197. play therapy 
162. microcephaly 180. objectivity 198. pneumograph 
163. mob 181. obsession 199 .• polarization 
16h. mongolism 182 . Oedipus Complex 200. positive adaptation 
165 . monocular 183. open-ended interview 201. pre-frontal lobotomy 
technique 
166. monozygotic twins 184. organic psychoses 202. primary groups 
167 . mood 185. parallax 203. principLe 
168. mores 186. paranoia 204. projection 
169. moron 187. paranoid schizophrenia. 205. projective techniques 
170. motivation 188. parasympathetic nervous 206. pseudo-amentia 
system 
171. motive 189 . paresis 207. psychasthenia 
172. Huller-Lyer illusion 190. partial identity 208. psychiatrist I 
,_ 
l 
' 
173 . myxedema 191. perception 209. psychiatry 
174. narcoanalysis 192 . personality 210. psychodrama 
175 . negative adaptation 193. phi-phenomenon 211. psychogalvanometer 
176. nervous system 194. phobia 212. psychology 
177. neurasthenia 195. physiological liniit 213. psychopathia 
-4-
~.~ :'.4 0 psychosis 232 . schizophrenia 250. stereotype 
psychosomat ic medicine 233. schizophrenia simplex 251. stereotypy 
216. public 234. secondary groups 252. sub Jectivity 
217. pugnacity 235. secular society 253. sublimation 
218 . punishment 236 . self 254. substitution 
219 . pyknic type 237. self-assertiveness 255. suggestibility 
220. rat ionalization 238 . sentiment 256. suggestion 
221. redintegration 239 . senile dementia 257. super-ego 
222 . ref lex 240 . sensation 258. sympathetic nervous 
system 
223 . regression 241. set 259. syndrome 
224. reinforcement 242. social group 260. temperament 
225 . representative sample 243. society 261. temporaL contiguity 
226. repression 244. spatial contiguity 262. testimonial method 
227 . retroact i ve inhibition 245. specialties 263. T,A.T. 
228. reword 246. sphygmomanometer 264. theory 
229. role 247. startle pattern 265. tic 
230 . Ro rschach test 248. stateways 266. toxic psychoses 
231. sacred society 249 . status 267. transfer ruse 
-5-
2i 3o t r·auma 272o uncontrolled variable 276. visual convergence 
so 0 tropism 273. universals 277. visual divergence 
270 . unconditioned response 274 . vas deferns 278. Weber's law 
271. unconscious 275. viscera 279. wish 
-6~ 
GENEML TERHS IN SOCIAL SCIENCE 
Sociology 
1. academy 18. card-stacking stratagem 35. consanguinoue family 
2. alcohol addict 19. charisma 36. contagious magic 
3. aleatory 20. chronic alcoholic 37. core curriculum 
4. amusement 21. cirrhosis of the liver 38. courtship 
5. animism 22. clan 39o couvade 
6. antipathy 23. classical high school 40. crime 
7. Aryan 24. classificatory system 41. cult 
8. atomistic family 25. coemptio 42. daimon 
9. Auburn system 26. common-law marriage 43, delinquency 
10. audience behavior 27. commutation of sentence 44. delirium tremens 
11. augUry 28. companionate marriage 45. demography 
12 , autistic thinking 29. conditional pardon 46. denomination 
13. avunculate 30. confarreatic 47. desertion 
14. bandwagon device 31. congenial behavior 48. . dipsomania 
15 ~ bigamy 32 ~ conjugal 49. discrimination 
16. Brahmanism 33. conjugal ·fainily 50 ~ divination 
17. Buddhism 34. consanguinity 51. divorce 
52o doctrine of signature 70. fertility 88. immaturity 
)3 . domestic family 7L fetish 89. incantation 
54. double standard 72. free schools 90 .. incest 
55o dowry 73o functionalism 91. indeterminate sentence 
56. ecclesia 74. gambling 92. institutional fiction 
57. ecology 75 .• general education 93. Islam 
5EL ego-involvement 76. gens 94. jail 
59. elective system 77. Geopolitics 95. Jainism 
60. endogamy 78. glittering generality 96. Jewish 
method 
61. entertainment 79. gossip 97. juvenile court 
62. ethhocentrism so. grammar schools 98. kangaroo court 
63. eutheriasia 81. group marriage 99. Korsakoff's psychosis 
. 64. excessive drinker 82. habitual social drinker 100. leisure 
65. exogama 83. Hebrew 101. leveling 
66. exorcism 84. Hinduism 102. Levirate 
67. The Family 85. holism 103. magic 
68. fecundity 86. homoeopathic magic 104. Jl.fahabharata 
69. felony 87. ideology 105 .. mana 
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106. man-land rat io 124 . nationality 142. plain-folks gag 
"-')? 0 mantic art 125. necromancy 143. play 
lOB. manus 126. Nirvana 144. polyandry 
109. marginal-ms:n 127 ~ opinion 145. polygamy 
110. marriage 128. opinion determinant 146. polygyny 
111. mating 129. orni thoman cy 147. praxis 
112. matriarchale 130. pair marriage 148. predilection 
113. matrilineal 131. panel method 149. prejudice 
114. matrilocal 132. pardon 150. prison 
115. misdemeanor 133 . parole 151. probation 
116. moderate drinker 134. parole board 152. progress 
117. monism 135 . pathos 153. progressive education 
118. monogamy 136. pat riarchal family 154. promiscuity 
119. monandry 137. patria potestas 155. propaganda 
120. Hoslem 138 . Pennsylvania system 156. propitiation 
121. mother-right 139. people 157. race 
122. myth 140. peyote 15B;. ~a 
123. name-calling device 141. philosophy of history 159. recidivism 
-3-
160. r ecreation 174. sib 188. Thaumaturgy 
· ·~ . 51 Ct . reda 175. socia1 change 189. tolerance 
162~ reformatory 176. Sociology 190. trial marriage 
163. religion 177. sorcery 191. trustee family 
164. rumor 178. sororate 192. Upanishades 
165 . St. John's plan 179. sortilege 193. value 
166. scapegoat 180. spell 194. vertical mobility 
167. scapegoating 181. split ballot technique 195. war 
168. scapulimancy 182. stereotype 196s werewolf 
169. scrying 183. sterilization 197. white collar criminal 
170. sect 184. stock 198. witch 
171. Semetic 185. suspended sentence 199. work 
172 . S}'l.aman 186., taboo 200. Yin & Yan~ 
173. sharpening 187. r aoism 
-4-
GENERAL TERr1S IN SCIENCE 
Astronomy 
1. absorption 18. bolometer 35o declination 
2. aerolite 19o celestial equator 36. deferent 
3o albedo 20. celestial sphere 37. descernding node 
4. almucantar 21. center of gravity .;a·. diurnal 
5o altitude 22o centripetal acceleration 39. eccentricity 
6. anomalistic year 23. cepheid variable 40. echelon spectroscope 
7o Antarctic Circle 24 . circumpolar 41. eclipse 
8. aphelion point 25. cluster 42. ecliptic ' (pole >of) · 
9. apogee 26 . comet 43. ellipse 
' 
lOo Arctic Circle 27. constellation 44. elongatiorn 
11. ascending node 28. contraction of sun 45. epicycle 
12o atmosphere 29 . coordinate 46o equinoetal eolure 
13 0 autumnal equinox 30. Copernican system 47o equinox 
14. azimuth 31.. corona 48. faculae 
l5 0 base line 32e coronium 49o flocculi 
L6 o binary eclipsing 33. corpuscles 50. Fraunhofer linea 
.7 0 binary star 34 . cycle · 51. galaxy 
. ! 
2. cycad 70. extrusive 88. glaciation 
·3 0 cystoid 71. fan 89. glacier 
4. deflation 72. fault scarp 90. gneiss 
5. delta 73. feldspar 91. graptolite 
6. detritus 74 . flora 92. ground moraine 
7. dipnoid 75. fold 93. gumbo til 
8. divide 76. folded strata 94. gypsum 
drift 77. foraminifer 95. halite 
drun,lin 78. fore set 96. hematite 
elastic rebound theory 79. fossil 97. hogback 
• 
em bayed (coasts) 80. fumarole 98. hoablend 
Eocene 81. gangue 99. humus 
Eohippus 82. ganoid 100. hydroid 
• 
epicenter (earthquake) 83. geoanticline 101. hydrosphere 
tl erosion 84. geode 102. ichthyosaur 
• erratic boulder 85. geomorphology 103. igneous 
0 esker 86. geosyncline 104. incised meander 
exfoliation 87. ginkgo 105. insectivore 
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.06. interglacial 124. magma 142. ·. Oligocene 
.07. intertonguing 12.5. magnetite 143 . . oolite 
.08. intrusive 126. mantle 144 • . Ordovicia:A 
.09. isostasy 127. marsupial 145. orogeny-
.10. joint 128. meander 146. ostracoderm 
.11. Jurassic 129. mesa 147. outwash 
.12. kame 130., Mesozoic 148. Paleocene 
.13. kettle 131. metamorphism 149. paleogeography 
.14. laccolith 132o mica 150. paleontology 
. 15 0 laminated sediment 133 • :tviiocene 151. paleozoic 
16 0 lava 134. miring 152. peat 
17. lignite 135.- :V.d. ssissippian 153. pegmatite 
18. limestone 136. mold 154. peneplane 
19. limonite 137. momadnock 155. Permian 
20. Llano ria 138. monocline 156. petrification 
21. loess 139. moraine 157. petrology-
22. lopolith 140. neolith 158. phy-tosaur 
23. luster 141. obsidian 159. playa 
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60. Pleistocene. 178. sill 196. transverse streams 
Plesiosaur 179. silt 197. Triassic 
0 Pliocene 180. Silurian 198. tributary 
6.3 0 pteridophyte 181. sink 199 .. trilobite 
pterodactyl 182. sinter 200. tyrannosaurus 
65. pumice 18.3 0 sl ickensides 201. uncoitformity 
• 
quartz 184. spit 202 0 undertow 
67. quartzite 185. stalactiie 203 .. uniformitarianism 
rift 186 .. stalagmite 204. varved elay 
0 rill 18-7 e stegocephalian 205. ventifact 
sauropod 188. stock 206. vesicle 
71. scarp 189. stratification 207 .. vishu schist 
schist 190. submergence 208. volcanic breccia 
scoria 191. syncline 209. volcano 
sediment 192. till 210o volcanology 
seismology 19.3 0 tillit e 
.. shale 194. topography 
• 
shield 195. topset 
=4-
GENERAL TERHS IN SCIENCE 
Physics 
1. aberration 18. amplitude 35. beta raya 
2. absolute humidity 19. aneroid 36. black body 
3. absolute pressure 20. angle 37. Bohr atom 
4. absolute temperature 21. .angstrom unit 38. boiling point 
5. absorptiol'l. 22. angular momentum 39. British thermal unit 
6. acceleration 23. area 40. Brownian movement 
7. ' acoustics 24. armature 41. buoyancy 
8. ~ action 25. astigmatism 42. calorimeter 
9. adhesion 26. atmosphere (unit) 43. calory · ' 
o. adiabatic 27. atom 44. candle power 
1. adsorption 28. atomic number 45. capacitance 
2. alpha ray 29. atomic weight 46. capacity' 
3. alternator 30. attraction 47. capillarity 
4. altimeter 31. audio-frequency 4S. carburetor 
5. ammeter 32. Avogadro's number 49. Camot cycle 
, 
), ampere 33. barometer 50. cathode raya 
7. ampli.f'icatioR 34. beat 51. Cavendish . balance 
• 
centrifugal 70. conjugate foci as. diffraction 
centripetal 71. conservation of energy S9. dittusion 
charge 72 . conservation of momentum 90. direct current 
chromatic (aberration) 73. convection 91. dispersion 
6. circuit 74. corpuscular theory 92. displacement 
Classical Physics 75. cosmic ray 93. distance 
coefficient of expansion 7 6 , coulomb 94. distillation 
cohesion 77. critical angle 95. Doppler effect 
collision 78. critical point 96. d1ft8lllics 
color 79. current 97. dyne 
• 
combustion 80. cyclotron 98. eddy current 
• 
commutator 81. damp 99. efficienc7 
• 
component 82. decibel 100. elasticity 
• 
composition of forces 83. densit7 101. electric field 
• 
compressor 84. dew point 102. electricity 
condensation 85. diaphragm 103. electolyai s . 
• 
conduction 86. dielectric 104. electromagnetic 
• 
conductor S7. differential expansion 105. electromotive force 
-2-
)6. electron 124. foot-pound 142. grating 
)7. electrophorus 125. .force 143. gravitation 
)B. electrosc9pe 126. frequency 144. gravity 
)9. electrostatic 127. friction 145. ground 
LO. elongation 128. fulcrum . 146. halt lite 
Ll. energy 129. fundamental 147. harmonic 
L2. equilibrium 130. fusion 148. heat 
L3. erg 131. gauge pressure 149. heat of combuatioa 
L4 •• evaporation 132. galvanometer 150. heat of tueion 
-5 •. expansion 133. gamma rays 151. heat of vaporization 
. 6. faraday 134 • gas 152. henry 
.7 0 .fathometer 135. gauss 153. horse: potter 
.B. .flow 136. Geiger counter 154. humidity 
.9. .fluorescence 137. generator 155. hydrometer 
.o. flux 13B. gilbert 156. hydrostatics 
,, : 
., 
1 •. focal length 139. gradient 157. image 
2. focus 140. gram-centimeter 158. impedance 
3. foot-candle 141. gram molecular ~i;ght 159. index or retraction 
-3-
• 
induction 178. lens 196. millibar 
inertia 179. light 197. miri"'I' 
• 
infra red 180. linear expansion 198. Model'ft ~-
6.3. insulation 181. liquid 199. Mdulq 
• 
insulator 182. longitudinal 200. molecule 
i nternal · combustion 18.3. lumen 201, monaent 
engine 
• 
interference 184. magnet 202. 1110•ntua 
67. inverse 185. magnetic declination 203, 111M. ion 
68~ inverse proportion 186. magnetic dip 204. aegat1ve 
•I inverse square law ; 187. magnetic field 205, Reutroa 
70. io:s 188. magnetism 206, ROde 
71. ionization 189. manometer 207. North 
72. ionosppere 190. mass 208, nuc1eua 
isobar 191. mechanical advantage 209. aUMrle 
isoclinic 192. mechanics 210. object 
isotope 19.3. melting point 211, oent.• 
joule 194. mesotron 212, oha 
kinetic energy 195. microfarad 213. optic a 
-4-
~ll~. overtone 2)2. pole 250. rari!aetion 
~15. parallel 233. positive 251. ratio 
~16. parabola 234. positron 252. rays 
!17. parabolic 235. poundal 25). reaction 
18. pendulum 236 . potential 254. real image 
19. period 237 . potential energy 255. rectilinear 
20. periodic motion 238. power 256. reflection .• 
21. periodic t able 239 . precession 257. refraction 
22. permeability 240. pressure 258. relative humidit7 
23 •• phase 24L primary colors 259. relativity 
24. photoeleet ric effect 242. prism 260. reluctance 
25. photon 243. proton 261. repulsioa 
26 0 Physics 244. pure numeric 262. resistance 
~7. pi 245. pyrometer 263. resolution or forcee 
• 
~8. pitch 246. quantum 264. resonance 
~9. pneumatics 247. radiant flux 265. resultant 
.o. polariscope 248. radiation 266. retardation 
1. polarization 249. radioactive 267. reverberation 
-5-
rheostat 286 " standard pressure 304. thermoelectric 
rotor 287. static electricity 305. thermopile 
saturation 288. st:atics 306. thermostat 
scalar 289. stator 307. time 
series 290. stra.il!l 308. toroid 
shunt 291. stratosphere .309. torque 
s-olid 292. stress 310. trajectory 
sound 293. sublimation 311. transfonner 
South 294 .. sum 312. transverse 
specific gravity 295 c supersonics .313. triode 
specific heat 296. surface tension 314. triple point 
specific resistance 297. temperature 315. turbine 
spectrograph 298. tensile strength .316. ultra-violet 
spectrometer 299. terrestrial magnetism .317. vacuum 
spectroscope .300 ~ thermal capacity .318. valence 
spectrum 301. thermal expansion 319. valve 
4o speed 302., thermionic emission .320. vaporization 
• 
spherical aberration .303., thermocouple 321. vector 
-6~ 
GENERAL TER\>lS IN SCIENCE 
Biolog;z: 
1. abductor 18o Addison's ~ .  seas~ 35. ameboid movement 
2D abiogenesi s 19 . adrenal 36. amine 
3. aboral 20. tidrenalin 37. amino acid 
4o · abscess 2L adventitioue 38. amitosis 
5. abscission 22o aerobe 39. ammonia 
6o absor ption 23 o aerobic oxidation 40o ammonite 
7o accelerator nerve 24. aestivation 41. amnion 
0 
Uo accomodation 25. afferent 42. amorphous 
9. accretion 26 o agglutination 43. amphibiam 
10. acetone 27. albinism 44.v amphibious 
lL achromatin 28. algae 45. amphimixis 
12. acidosis 29. alimentary tract 46. ampul a 
13 0 acoelomate 30 . allantoi s 47. amylase 
14o acoustic labyrinth 31 . allelomorph 4$. amylopsin 
15. acromegaly 32 o al.veolua 49. anabolism 
16. adaptation 33 . ambulaer al 5~. al!laerobe 
17 0 adductor 34o ameba 51. anaerobic oxidation 
'. 
' 
52o at:J.aphase 70. anus sad atrophy 
53 0 anastamose 71. aorta 139. auditory 
54o anatomy 72. apical 90. auricle 
55 . anesthesia 73 0 appendix 9L auriculo-ventricular 
56 . angiosperm 7ho apterous 92. autolysis 
57 0 anion 75. archegonium 93. automomic 
58 . annelid 76. archeutero:a 94. autosome 
59. anmual 77. arteries 95. ameba 
60 . anode 78. arterioles 96. axial 
61. antenna 79. asce>spore 97. axis 
62. anther BOo assimilation 913. ax: on 
6)o antheridiophore 131. aster 99. azygous 
64. antheridium 132. astigmatism 100. bacillus 
65. anthropoid 83. asymmetry 10~. bacteria. 
66. anthropology 84. atavism 102. bacteriophage 
67o antibody 85. atlas l03e basal metabolism 
6So antigen 136. atom 104. . beriberi 
69. antitoxin 137 0 atrium 105. biceps 
=2= 
106 o bile 124. blood platelets 142. capillary 
107. bile duct 125. bone marr i'"lW_ 143. carapace 
108. binary fission 126. brachial 144. carbohydrate 
109. binomial ~omenclature 127. brachiopod 145. carbon dioxide 
110 . biochemistry 128. brain 146. cardiae 
111. biogenesis 129. branchial 147. cardio-
112. biology 130 . bronchus 148. carmiverous 
113. biometrics 131. bryophyte 149 . carpal 
114. bisexual 132. bryozoa 150. cartilage 
115. bladder 133. buccal 151. caste . 
116. blastocoele 134. bud 152. castration 
117. blastoderm 135. caecum 153 0 catabolism 
118. blastomere 136. calcareous 154. catalyst 
119. blastopore 137. calorie 155~ cathode 
120 . blastostyle 138. ealyptra 156. catiom 
121. blastula 139 . calyx 157. caudal 
122 . blood 140 . cambium 158. cell 
123 . blood plasma 141. ca111aliculus 159. cell membrame 
-3~ 

214-. Cowper ' s gland 232a dendrite 250. diploid 
215 0 coxa 233. dentate 251. disaccharide 
216. cranium 234. dentine 252. distal 
217. ·crenate 235. dermal 253. ductless gland 
218. cretin 236. dermis 254. duodenum 
219. crinoid 237 0 diabetes 255. ecdysis 
220o crustacean 238. diaphragm 256. echinoderm 
221. cutaneous 239. diastase 257. ecology 
222. cutin 240. diastole 258. ect.Gderm 
223 0 cyclosis 241. diatom 259. ectoplasm 
224. cyst 242. dichotomous 260. edema 
225. cysticercus 243. dicotyledon 261. effector 
226. cytology 244. diffraction 262. efferent 
227. cytolysin 245 0 diffusion 263. egestiol!l 
228. cytoplasm 246. digestion 264. elater 
229. deciduous 247 •. dilat ion 265. electrolyte 
230. deltoid 248. dioecius 266. electroJl 
231. deliquescent 249. diploblastic 267. element 
-5-
26S. embr yo 2g6o epiglottis 304. eyes pot 
269 . embryo~ogy 2g7 . epinephr i ne 305. .re.ctor 
270 . emulsion 2gg o epiphyte 306 . Fall opian tube 
271. emulsoid 289 . epithelium . 307. f auna 
272. encyst 290 . erepsin 30g. Faunal successioR 
273 . endocardium 291. erythrocyte 309. feces 
274 . endocrine 292 • . evgenics 310 . femur 
275 . .endoderm 293. esophagus 311. ferment ation 
276. endomixis 294 . estrus 312. fertilizat ion 
277. endoplasm 295 . Eustachiar:1 tube 313. fetus 
27g. endoskelet on 296. evagi nat ion 314. fib ria 
279 . endosperm 297. evolution 315. fibrinogen 
2go. endothelium 298. excretion 316. fibula 
2gl. enteric 299. excurrent 317 . filial 
2g2. entomology 300. exopodit e 3lg. fissio!l 
283. enzyme 30L exoskeleton 319. flagellum 
284 . epidermis 302. expiratiol'l 320. flame cell 
285. epigenesis 303 . extensor 321. flexor 
=6-
322. .flora 340 • germ 35S. heliotropism 
323. follicle 341. germ layer 359. helminthology 
324. foramen 342. gestatio~ 360. hemocoel 
325. gamete 343. gill book 361. hemoglobia 
326. game to ger:J.c!3i!! 344. gill slit 362. hemophilia 
327. gametophyte 345. gland 363. hemorrhage 
328. ganglion 346. glomerulus 364. hepatic 
329. gastric 347. glottis 365. herbaceous 
330. gastro-intestinal 
·ract 348. glucose 366. herbivorous 
331. gastropod ' 349. glycogen 367. heredi:ty 
332. gastrula 350. goiter 368. hermaphrodite 
333. gel 351. Golgi bodies 369. heteroga.JDy" 
334. gene 352. gonad 370. heterozygote 
335. genetic 353. groin 371. hibernate 
336. genital 354. guttation 372. histology 
337. genotype 355. gyre 373. holophytic 
338. genus 356 • . haploid 374. holozoic 
339. geotropism 357. Haversian CB.Ral 375. homologous 
-7-
376. homozygote 394. implantation 412. isotonic solutioB 
377. hormone 395. i ncubation 413. jejunum 
378. hyaline 396. infectioR 414. jugular 
379 . hybrid 397. infundibulum 415. karyokinesis 
380. hydroid 398. ingestion 416. karyolymph 
381. hydrol;rsis 399. inhibition 417. karyosome 
382. hydrophyte 400. inspiratioJCl 418. keratill 
383. hydrostatic organ 401. i nstinct 419. kidney 
384 . hydrotropism 402. i nsulin 420. labium 
385. hypertonic 403. i ntegument . 421. lactase 
386. hyphae 404 • . i nternode 422. lacteal 
387. hypnosis 405. intestine 423 .. lact ic acid 
388. hypocotyl 406 . i ntracellular 424. lactose 
389. hypodermis 407. invaginate 425. lamella 
390 . hypophysis 408. invertebrate 426. lanceolate 
391. hypotonic 409. ion 427. larva 
392. ilium 410. iris 428. larynx 
393 . i mmunity 411. isogamete 429. lePUS 
-8-
430o lev:cocyte 448. malleus 466. metabolism 
431. ligament 449. mammary gland 467. metagenesis 
432. lignin 450 . mandible 468. metamere 
433 0 linkage 451. man.ometer 469. metamorphosis 
434. lipase 452. mechanism 470. metaphase 
435. lipoid 453. medulla 471. meta plasm 
436. liver 454. megaspore 472 0 microgamete 
437. lumbar 455. meiQsis 473 0 microa 
438. lumen 456 •. melanin 474. micronucleus 
439. lung 457. melanophore 475. microorganism 
440. lymph 458. membrane 476. micropyle 
441. lymphatic 459. meninges 477. microspore 
442. lysil'l 460. meristem 478. mitochondria 
443. macrogB.Juete 461. mesentery 479. mitosis 
444. macromere 462. mesoderm 480. molecule 
445. macronucleus 463. mesoglea. 481. molt 
446. macroscopic 464. mesophyll 482. monoecious 
447 0 macrospore 465. mesophyte 483o monosaccharide 
=9= 
484. monozygoti c 502. notochord 520. osmoti c pressure 
485 . morphogen.esis 503. nucleolue 521. ost ium 
486 . morphology 504. nucleopl asm 522. otolith 
487. morula 505. nucleus 523 0 ovary 
488. mucous 506. nutrition 524. oviduct 
489. muscle 507. nymph 525. oviparous 
490. mut ation 508. oculomotor 526. ovipositor 
491. mycelium 509. olfactory 527. ovoviviparous 
492. myopic 510. omniverous 528. ovulation 
493. myotome 511. ontogeny 529. ovule 
494. narcotic 512. .. oocyte 530. ovum 
495. 513. .. 531. oxidation nares oogenesis 
496. nephridium 514. oogonium 532. oxyhemoglobin 
497. nephrostome 515 . operculum 533. paleontology 
498. nerves 516. opsoniR 534 . palmat e 
499. neuron 517~ optic chiasma 535. pancreas 
500. rdcotine 518. orthogenesis 536. papi lla 
501. nitrogen 519. osmosis 537. paramecium 
=10= 
53g. para podium 556. pericardium 574. plankton 
539 D parasit e 557. periosteum 575. plasma 
540. parathyroid 55go peristalsis 576~ plasmolysis 
54L parenchyma 559. peritoneum 577. plastid 
542 . parotid 560. permeability 57g. pleura 
543. parthenogenesis 56L phagocyte 579. plexus 
544 . pasteurization 562. phagocytosis sgo. polymorphism 
545o pathogenic 563o pharynx 5gL porifera 
546 0 pathology 564. phenotype 5g2. precipitia 
547. pecten 565 0 phloem 5g3. predaceous 
54g . pectoral 566. phosphates 5g4. primate 
549. pedal 567 0 photosynthesis 5g5. progestia 
550. pelagic 56g. phototropism 5g6. proglottid 
55L pellicle 569. phylogen;r 5g7 0 pronephros 
552 . pelvis 570. phylum 5gg. prophase 
553. pentadactyl 571. pimea.l 5g9. proprio-ception 
554 . pepsin 572 . pituitary 590. prosecretil!l 
555. peptone 573 0 placenta 591. prostate 
~11= 
592 . protein 610 . renal 62S. soma 
593 0 protista 611. rennin 629. sperm 
594. proton 612. respiration 630. spermatogenesis 
595. protoplasm 613. retina 631. spermatophyte 
596. protozoa 614. rhizoid 632. spinal cord 
597 . pro:;d mal 615. rods 633. spindle 
598. pseudopodium 616. rudiment 634. spiracles 
599. ptyalin 617 0 saccharose 635. spireme 
600 . pubis 618 . sacculus 636. spleen 
601. pulmonary 619. saprophyte 637. spontaneous generatioR 
602. pulse 620. sebaceous glands 638. spore 
603. pyloric caecum 621. secretin 639. sporophyte 
604 . pylorus 622. secreti on 640. sporulation 
605. recapitulation 623 0 segmenta.tio:a 641. statocysts 
606 . receptor 624 . semicircular canals 642 . stomach 
607 . rectal 625. sessile 643. stomata 
60S. reflexes 626. shoot 644. suprarenal 
609. regeneration 627. sodium 645. symbiosie 
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DIRECTIONS FOR THE GENERAL 
EDUCATION VOCABULARY TEST 
This is a test of vocabulary terms drawn from those 
which you are likely to encounter in a General Education 
program. It is not expected that you will oe familiar 
with all or even a majority of these terms. This is a 
test of technical terms, not of general vocabulary. 
You are allowed an hour to finish the test, which should 
give you time to complete all 135 items. Intelligent 
guessing will improve your score, but wild guessing may 
penalize you. The results will aid you, your counsellors 
and instructors to assess your background in the several 
areas in which you will study. 
(Now read the directions on the test) 
GENERAL EDUCATION 
Vocabulary Test 
Form A 
By Edward S. Underwood 
Boston University 
JUNIOR COLLEGE 
NAME--------------------------------------------~AGE ______ S.ECTION ________ _ 
COLLEGE __________________________________________ YEAR ________ DATE ________ _ 
DIRECTIONS: Read carefully the definition or description of a word or term. 
Choose the best answer from among the possibl~ answers given. 
Place the number of this best answer in the appropriate space 
as given at the right of each page. 
The following sample is answered correctly: 
0. A letter, syllable, or word added at the end of a word to modify 
its meaning : 
1 ) prefix 2) ending 3) modifier 4) suffix 5) derivative • • • • •. ( 4 ) 
* 
1. The organ in which the egg cells multiply and are nourished: 
1) opericulum 2) ovary 3) placenta 4) osculum 5) ovule . • ( ) 
2. The quality of tone which distinguishes voices or instruments: 
1) timbre 2) tonality 3) minor 4) major 5) canon • • • • . ( ) 
3. A body of scientific knowledge about human relationships: 
1) sociology 2) ecology 3) principia 4) metaphysics 5) logic ( ) 
4. A phase of post impressionism which stressed abstract form at the 
expense of other pictorial elements: 
1) expressionism 2) realism 3) surrealism 4) cubism 5) baroaue • ( ) 
5. The t ext of any extended choral composition: 
1) l i bretto 2) score 3) transcript 4) choreography 5) chorography ( ) 
6. The l i ghtest and most ornate of the three Greek orders characterized 
by a bell-shaped capital draped with acanthus leaves: 
1) Ionic 2) Corinthian 3) Tuscan 4) composite 5) Doric ••.••••• ( ) 
7. Stat ement which explains the specified relationship among phenomena 
under given condi tions : 
1) set 2) genotype 3) principle 4) hypothesis 5) identification ••• ( ) 
8. The organizati on of cult ural traits into a system: 
1 ) coenesthesis 2) integration 3) orthodoxy 4) complexity 
5) infusion . . . .,. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ( ) 
9. The outer l ayer of the cytoplasm of a cell: 
1 ) prot oplasm 2) endoplasm 3) ectoplasm 4) epidermis 5) epithelium , ( ) 
10 , A genetic character determined by the visibl e characteristics common to 
a gr oup as distingui shed from their hereditary characteristics: 
1) bryophyte 2) phenotype 3) chordate 4) congenital 5) genotype •• , ( ) 
(Cont-Vocab Test) Page 2 
11. 
12. 
13 . 
14. 
15 . 
16. 
17. 
18. 
19. 
20. 
21. 
22. 
23. 
24. 
25. 
26. 
27. 
28. 
A prohibition resting on magico-religious sanction resulting in 
an automatic penalty: 
l) restriction 2) regulation 3) revelation 4) ecclesiasticism 
5) taboo . ................................ ( 
Classification according to natural relationships: 
l) dichotomy 2) agronomy 3) podiatry 4) misogamy 
A mass of nerve tissue containing nerve cells: 
5) taxonomy . 
l) ganglion 2) fibroid 3) hormone 4) trypsin 5) synapse .•. 
Individualism in expression in revolt against restrictive formalities: 
l) Romanticism 2) naturalism 3) impressionism 4) surrealism 
( 
. ( 
5) classicism. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ( 
A marked melodic phrase associated with a certain idea or situation 
and accompanying its reappearance: 
l) counterpoint 2) leitmotiv 3) aria 4) crescendo 5) theme . 
A doctrine advocating freedom of thought and speech in politics: · 
l) liberalism 2) socialism 3) free enterprise 4) free competition 
. ( 
5) nihilism. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ....... ( 
A metrical verse of five feet: 
l) hexameter 2) trochee 3) pentameter 4) metronome 5) metritis •• ( 
Emphasizing the economic evils of capitalistic management and the 
necessity for the proletariat to achieve political power to cure that . 
evil: 
l) Malthusian 2) Marxian 3) Sunspot Theory 4) open market opera-
tions 5) Hachiavellan •••••••••••••••••••••••••• ( 
A learned motive of socio-cultural origin to want and acouire anything 
the individual places value on for immediate or future use: 
l) acquisitiveness 2) aggression 3) gregariousness 4) substitution 
5) obsession . . . . . . . . . . . . . .... 
Pertaining to the kidneys: 
l) pulmonary 2) hepatic 3) pyloric 4) renal 5) vestigial • 
A theory maintaining that individual initiative and action should not 
be subject to governmental control: 
l) individualism 2) syndicalism 3) anarchism 4) collectivism 
5) progressivism ........................ . 
A social form of learning involving the repetition of one individual's 
response by another individual: 
l) deflation 2) imitation 3) recidivism 4) competition 
( 
( 
. . ( 
5) substitution. • • . • • • • ·• • • • . • . • . . • • • • . . . . . . . ( 
Loss of blood from a broken blood vessel: 
l) hemophilia 2) metaphase 3) hemorrhage 4) erythrocyte 
5) prophase. .- . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ( 
Value of the assets of an enterprise divided into shares: · 
l) capitalization 2) capital 3) distribution 4) investment 
5) economic value • • •••••••••••• . . . . . ( 
An extension in space of cultural traits: 
l) recidivism 2) integration 3) cultural lag 4) diffusion 
5) culture pattern • • . • • • • • • • • • • • •....•••..• ( 
An agreement between independent producers with a view to limiting 
competition: 
l) collectivism 2) mediation 3) pool 4) conciliation 5) embargo. ( 
Flints which · are so crude in character as to make it difficult to 
distinguish them from stones shaped by natural processes: 
l) magnetites 2) flinders 3) litharge 4) oxazines 5) eoliths .• ( 
The science dealing with abnormal structure of functional conditions 
of an organism: 
l) pathology 2) podiatry 3) pediatrics 4) peristalsis 5) cytology. ( 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
. ·: 
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29 . 
30. 
31. 
32 . 
33. 
34. 
35. 
36. 
37. 
38. 
39. 
40. 
41. 
42. 
43 . 
44. 
45. 
46. 
47. 
48. 
49. 
' • : •• ,. _; , • > ~ • 
A spiral struct ure in the inner ear which contains th~{~~q~ep:t9rs: 
.· ' :-.•· .·· . . for hearing: · · ·· . . · 
( 1) cortex 2) axon 3) cochlea 4) retina 5) nqtoc.h~:fij::,. : · .• 
A group-accepted image or idea, usually charged with eniot;tor{: . i · 
1) ideal · 2) ideation 3) idiopathy 4) stereotY,Pe :>~/$Y '.st€m6sis •.•. ( 
Most elementary charge of negative electr:i-city: ' · · · ~· . • . 
1) proton 2) neutron 3) deuteron 4) electron i s}:alnpei'e,; · •• . 
A print made from designs put on stone or other sub~t.;l.'*p~~-;#~.11 a 
. ( 
greasy material: · · .. ,. · ::;\{~< .'>·> · .:•. , ·. 
1) lithograph 2) etching J) engraving 4) imbr~g.itO. ''- .:;· <5) intaglio. • • · ( 
The hardened remains or trace of an animal or pla.nt'f ;_ ~ - · <: · ·· .·· ·.- · ·. . 
1) fossil 2) anther 3) fault 4) mineral . 5) artif~ct _. . · .• ' •.•• 
A composition in which the principal theme is repe<}:t.~;;.:;a:(Teast ' . twice in . 
the same key with contrasting themes in between: · ·· · ·· :·;·.1· •. '·>"_ : .. · 
( 
1) madrigal 2) scherzo 3) cadenza 4) rondo · • 5)- ·e:m:top::.<'('< '> · ~ .. 
The front part of , the brain: · . ·, . :<• :_., :<: ~ ·. ~:.-'· . , . 
1) cerebrum 2) cerebellum 3) cambium 4) medl).J.,la ·'J ~ :$.):'>tJiyrm~s • • 
A transitional movement between the medieval and thE,l )~to§~rn ~ which : was 
characterized by the revival of classicism: . ,, .. ::.:·: ·: :· , · 
1) Age of Enlightenment 2) Sturm und Drang ·. 3) r .e.nai~'S,ari(}e . 
4) Golden Age 5) surrealism •.•...•.•.. . ~ ;. )L. ·> . ~ . · • • 
Pertaining to the method of teaching by questio!)s; .. . . . . 
1) Socratic 2) questionable 3) skeptic 4) d.o~t:Lo .~ ,5) aesthetic 
A system of social organization involving connnon ownersl)l,p :: or the agents 
of production and some approach to equal dist:r:i,but~<?n: .. ; ~l : ·t.l}e pro?ucts of 
industry: · . · . '< ,, .i::::' · · i " ... ·• . 
( 
. ( 
. . ( 
1) democracy 2) theocracy 3) determinism .. 4) · to~~Xi:t~:i'i~n~sm 
5) corrununism • ••• o •••••••••••• o -_ • .. · • ~.- ~ - ~ -:~>:-~-: - ~. - ·.!·-.•.. ~---· .. . . ... ( 
An experience resulting from the stimulation of a SE:n·se -organ! 
1) motivation 2) sentiment 3) sensation 4) a_c.cornod~tion . 5) function ( 
Statistical analysis and description of population: aggi':ega>tE?s: · · 
1) histology 2) numerology 3) anthropometries . . xra.hth:h)ponomy . 
5) demography o • o ••• o ••••••• o ••.. , _ . • . - ~ . .... .. ~ ·>.~ : · · .· 4? ~·-.= . . • · ~ · •••• o ( 
A penal institution undertaking to rehabilitate the yo\mke~ _ adult 
first-offender or the post-juvenile delinquent: · . · · · , . 
1) prison 2) jail 3) penitentiary 4) workhouse .5) reformatory 
The practice, cultivation or acceptance of certain .heliefs .orrituals 
on the part of an individual: · · . 
1) sect 2) cult 3) cumshaw 4) Shamanism 5) .· porism ·• ~ • . . • . • 
The union of an egg and sperm in sexual reproduction: . · .. 
1) gestation 2) budding 3) fertilization 4) fission · 
5) gametogenesis . ... o o •••••••• o ••. • ." ~ :·~ 
A great circle passing through the poles of the earth . aridt~e zenith 
of a given place: 
1) parallel 2) horizon 3) meridian 4) umbra 5.) : P~~igee •• 
The science that deals with the life of past geological. periods: 
1) histology 2) petrology 3) paleontology 4) pathology 
( 
( 
( 
. . . ( 
5) embryology e 0 e o o o e o 0 G 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 .Q. ' 0 , fi ·. q_ .. 0 . . 0 . 0 0 • e o o e o ( 
Measured by the revolutions of the moon: 
1) lunate 2) lunarian 3) monodic 4) monandr()~S "-5) lunar • 
A fat-splitting enzyme: ·· 
1) micron 2) lipase 3) phagocyte 4) olScyte 5) bry<)phyte •• 
. ( 
( 
Preparation of a sex cell for fertilization: .·. · .. 
1) mitosis 2) osmosis 3) meiosis 4) amitosis . 5) metamorphosis • • • ( 
Of limy composition: 
1) coelomate 2) crustacean 3) calcareous 4) te~eost 5) hepatic . ( 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
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50, 
5L 
52. 
53 . 
54. 
55. 
56 . 
57. 
58 . 
59. 
60. 
6L 
62. 
64. 
65. 
66. 
67. 
Repr esentation of an inanimate obj~ct 
personal attributes: 
.· ' . . . 
or abstract id~-~ a~ ·having 
l) metaphor 2) satire 3) allergy 4) tergiversatt~n . . 
~~~~?::~~:~~:~~0~atn~r' than . ;~;i~11; ' 6h~f~ct~~ '~i~J~~~.iJ.i ha~ ~ 
l) operetta 2) sat:lre 3) epigram· , 4) :,~p;itom~ . ·, 5f·c·omedy •••• 
An organism not requirip,g free o~ygen or . qir to ma_inta±n life: 
l) ameba 2) anaerobe . 3} phago~y:t_e ,.· ,:: 4)· 'mtr~s:itf! ~· · :: ~) : p,~6phyte. 
A transparent body bo:y_nqe9, in Part by ·:c~o plare : ·\t~pes :W:h}ch: are not . 
( 
. ( 
. ( 
parallel: · · · ·' · . . . · ··• · · · · 
1) nebulium 2) solstice · 3) prism 4) ~-PE?gttb,s~op_~ ,;:,:· _: 5l Iceland Spar . ( 
Vocal or instrumental music -adapted forper.f6rtttafl96:!:by ·a ~rri~ll group 
of musicians: . . , . . 
1) chorale 2) modulation 3) · art song · 4}' cha.IT).oer : n1Usic · 5) concerto. ( 
A cluster of grqup~made rules of behavio~ ·th4t _centei- a:round .the achieve-
ment of some human pu;rpose: .. . · · · · · · · · ; ·. · _. ·'·'· · · 
1) culture trait 2) institution ... 3) mqres · 4) ~bivaJerice . 
5) culture complex .••••••• ·• " •" ~ · •. ; · >· •'· ~ • -;.•-:.< ~- • • •• , ( 
A structural member which is .usually curyed' cor;tat~tin~ o{ ::separate 
wedge solids with t_h~ir joints perpefldic~la;~ tcf -hl;ie c:\;lrve: . · 
1) cantilever 2) buttress 3) arch · 4) fre·sco 5) p~c;ltment. • ( 
A portion of time determined by some rectirri~g ph~no~e,h~;m .. $uch as the 
completion of the revolution of . a heavenly body: · ,. · _,. · _.·· ·.. . .· 
1) sidereal time 2) solar tilp.e · 3) perio£1· ' A)>q~~~r.a~~re, 5) nutation ( 
Economic goods and that portion of properly rights wh~¢11 ,dc>e~ not 
merely represent or duplicate econolllic. goodsi · · · · ·· > -, ·. 
l) productivity 2) 'savings 3) wealth 4} moneY.' ' s), : ~·redit . . • ( 
Portraying essent:i,.als witl:lout imitating app~a.rari.ces ( , · · 
1) abstract 2) concrete 3) subjective . 4) :Ln~~g~l;>.le· · 5) heliacal. . ( 
The force with which a body is attracted to~_rd th$ ' ~!:J..~h.r ·, 
l) attraction 2) gravitation 3) cohesion 4) ll1ass ., 5) weight • . ( 
One who takes the leading part in a drama. or e~tcrey·: Oi: , .· 
1) villain 2) protagonist 3) lazzarone 4) p~r~onage 5) herpes .•• ( 
A company the principal bus~ness of whi.ch is o'wning the· stock of other 
companies: 
l) oligopoly 2) oligopsony 3) open market operu,ttiop. ··. ·4) holding 
company 5) trade agreement • • • • • • • • • • • . • . • · • • • • • • , • 
A place of confinement for offenders whose ·sentences. e?CC..7e<l; ope year 
in duration: 
l) jail 2) reformatory 3) work house 4) prison .· J) ,custos • 
A state of readiness for response: · 
l) temperament 2) set 3) learning 4) i:pt.er~st .· :: 5), syndrome. 
A supporting pillar. : . ,,;, _: 
1) portal 2) column 3) ·volute 4) portico • . . 5) 'pediment . -. . 
The process of using economic goods and services · in the d3 .. J:.ect 
satisfactio!f of hl,lman wants: ·.·· . 
1) productivity ·. 2) consumption 3) econonlic value .. · 4) ·IW.'/inaminity 
5) recidivism e .• 0 o- 0 0 0 - · 0 • ' " • . : 0 - ~ .. . ~ -> .. .. .. . __ ~-- -::: _~ ,.'- " ~- ~ - - ·- ::'• . o. 0 •• 
A speech of some length delivered by a char~cter :'id a; : .q,1;.,~ wh~n alone 
on the stage and intended to be heard anly. by the. aUd,i¢i}d:l,:. 
( 
( 
( 
. . ( 
( 
1) dramaturgy 2) aside 3) soliloquy 4) oratorio · 5}'rhapsody •.•• ( 
68., The process of changi ng from one key to anoth~r': ·., : , · ... ·. · 
1) discord 2) harmony 3) variation 4) syncopation ·5) modulation •• ( 
ecythr,oqyte . . 5) nephridium ( 
69 . A red blood corpuscle: 
1) chromoplast 2) leucocyte 3) lipase 4} 
. .·.·· . .., '· 
. . . ~ . 
f" .. 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
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70. 
71. 
72. 
73. 
74. 
75. 
76. 
77. 
78. 
79. 
80. 
81. 
82. 
83. 
85. 
86. 
87. 
88. 
Pertaining t o the earliest period of human development: 
1) Neolithic 2) Miocene 3) Paleocene 4) Paleolithic 5) Eocene ( 
A luminous body often with a long nebulous trail which follows an 
orbit around the sun: 
1) planetoid 2) comet 3) meteor 4) meteorite 5) asteroid ••••• ( 
Process of applying a principle or law to a particular problem in 
order to solve it : 
1) deduction 2) induction 3) rationalization 4) legalism 
5) hypo the sis • . 0 0 e 0 • • 0 0 0 • 0 0 0 • • • • • • 0 • • • • • • • • ( 
The study of relations between plants or animals and their habitats: 
1) ecology 2) botany 3) zoology 4) paleontology 5) plangency ••• ( 
The tendency to push one 1 s own interests forward despite the opposition 
of others: 
1) aggression 2) introjection 3) regression 4) repression 
5) project ion a 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 Q 0 0 • 0 0 0 • 0 0 • 0 0 0 • 0 • • • • ( 
State of being blocked in all attempts to solve a problem: 
1) repression 2) regression 3) neurosis 4) frustration 
5) depression o o o o a o o a o o a Q o o o • • o o o o o • • ( 
A substance opposing the action of another substance: 
1) anion 2) antibody 3) serum 4) lysin 5) precipitin. • ••• ( 
A system of values centered on man rather than on God: 
1) scholasticism 2) dogmatism ·3) pantheism 4) mysticism 
5 ) humani Slil • o o c o a a a o o o o a o • ·• o • • • • • ~ • • • ( 
A gland in which insulin is secreted: 
1) adrenal gland 2) thyroid 3) aorta 4) pituitary gland 
5) pancreas o o a o o o o a a • o o o o o • • • • • ( 
Painting done on freshly spread plaster not yet dried: 
1) high-key 2) low-key 3) fresco 4) patina 5) Ben-Day process •• ( 
The process of altering one's behavior in such a way that it will be 
brought within the boundaries of social approval: 
1) induction 2) sublimation 3) rationalization 4) reluctivity 
5) social change. o o o o • o o a o • " o • • • • • • • • o • • • • • ( 
Verse which is rhythmical or cadenced as distinguished from metrical 
and rhymed: 
1) dissonance 2) assonance 3) poetic license 4) free verse 
5) synchronism. • o o o o o o o • • • • o • • • • . . . . ( 
Constructive metabolism: 
1) agglutination 2) amylopsin 3) catabolism 4) digestion 
5) anabolismo 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 • 0 0 0 0 • • 0 
The resistance which opposes the effort to slide or roll a body over 
another: 
( 
1) friction 2) reaction 3) strain 4) stress 5) surface tension •• ( 
The protoplasm of a cell exclusive of nuclear material: 
1) plasmolysis 2) cytoplasm 3) phagocytosis 4) protozoa 
5) peri t onetll11 0 0 0 0 0 0 . 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 • • 0 • • • • . ( 
The science dealing with the form and structure of plants and animals: 
1) cacophony 2) algology 3) morphology 4) photosynthesis 
5) paleontology o • o o a o o o o a o a a o o . • • • • o • • • • • • • ( 
Offspring of the union of the male of one variety with the female 
of another: 
1) hyperbole 2) prodigy 3 ) hybrid 4) mutant 5) variant •• 
A graduated series of tones which ascend or descend in order of pitch: 
. ( 
1) melody 2) rhythm 3) recitative 4) theme 5) scale ••••• ( 
A misinterpretation of the sensory impressions upon which a perception 
is based: 
1) repression 2) hallucination 3) delusion 4) illusion 
5) misanthropy o o • a • o a a • o • • . • • • o • • • • • o • • • o o o • • ( 
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GENERAL EDUCATION 
Vocabulary Test 
Form B 
By Edward S. Underwood 
Boston University 
JUNIOR COLLEGE 
AGE NAME----------------------------------~----~--- SECTION 
YEAR COLLEGE __________________________________ ~--- DATE 
DIRECTIONS: Read carefully the definition or description of a word or term. 
Choose the best answer from among the possible answers given. 
Place the number of this best answer in the appropriate space 
as given at the right of each page. 
The following sample is answered correctly: 
0. A letter, syllable, or word added at the end of a word to modify 
its meaning: 
1) prefix 2) ending 3) modifier 4) suffix 5) derivative •.•. ( 4 ) · 
* * * * 
1. The process of increasing the strength of conditioning as a consequence 
of following the conditioned stimulus and response by reward or punish-
ment: 
1) reinforcement 2) stimulation 3) sensation 4) suggestion 
5) coercion . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ( ) 
2. The final revelation or event which clarifies the nat~re and outcome 
of a plot: 
1) climax 2) denouement 3) culmination 4) exodus 5) exordium ••• ( ) 
3. The study of cells: 
1) cytology 2) ovulation 3) cyclosis 4) biology 5) heterogamy ( ) 
4. A body cavity of most metazoans above the coelenterates: 
1) abdomen 2) duodenum 3) colon 4) coelom 5) thorax •••.••• ( ) 
5. An abstract explanation of a problem supported by reasonably adequate 
data: 
l) principle 2) syndrome 3) theorem 4) theory 5) hypothesis ( ) 
6. Destructive phase of metabolism: 
1) Catabolism 2 ) anabolism 3) ingestion 4) peristalsis 
5) assimilation . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ( ) 
7. A feeling containing elements of sympathy which prevents one from 
looking at a situation objectively and critically: 
1) ethos 2) ineptitude 3) pathos 4) patulousness 5) empathy ( ) 
8. A melody which is added to a given melody as accompaniment: 
l) syncopation 2) addendum 3) development 4) counterpoint 
5 ) aria . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . · . . . . . . . . ( ) 
9. The absence of any system of law or government: 
1) plutocracy 2) despotism 3) anarchism 4) martial law 
5) oligarchy. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ( ) 
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10. A hollow sphere of cells res~lting from the cleav9-ge ofthe egg: 
1) cochlea 2) coelom 3) spore 4) blastula . 5) ilium •• 
11. A orojecting .peam which is supported at only one end: 
1) joist 2) mullion 3) lintel 4) jamb 5) cantilever. 
12. The doctrine th.;tt theaim ot moral acti,on is the greatest good for 
the greatest number: 
13. 
14. 
15. 
16. 
17. 
18. 
19. 
1) moralism 2) utilit~rianism 3) materialism 4) naturalism 
5) pantheism. • • • • • • • • . • • • • 
Time-rate of doing work: 
1) work 2) energy 3) power 4) ohm 5) speed. 
An emotional attitude which holds one's own group, race or society, 
to be superior to .all oth~rs: 
1) altruism . 2) ethnocentrism 3) egocentrism 4) genocentrism 
5) ~thnarchy. . . . . "I • _ • • • • • o • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 
The product of the force exerted by the distance through which that 
force moves: · 
1) energy 2) work 3) power 4) kilowatt 5) movement •••.•• 
The process py which a heavy liquid spreads upward into a lighter one: 
1) distill9-tion 2) cohesion 3) displacement 4) induction 
5) diffusion . o . • • . . . . . . . . 
A white blood corpuscJ,.e: 
1) leuocyte . . 2) lip,ase 3} hemoglobin 4) serum 5) amylopsin. 
The principles governing .the structure of drama derived by writers 
of the French classical school frorn Aristotle: 
1) classicism 2) dramatu~gy 3) Aristotelianism 4) unities 
5) melodramatiCs ~ · . · · . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . 
Perception of previously unnoticed relations existing between aspects 
of nature and of their significance for hliman life: 
1) basic invention . · 2) invention 3) discovery 4) naturalism 
. ( 
( 
( 
( 
( 
. ( 
( 
( 
. ( 
5) · syr1gene sis.· . . . • • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ( 
20. 
21. 
22. 
Development which occurs in most members of a species and which is 
independent of learning: 
1) unconditioned reflex 2) conditioned reflex 3) maturation 
4) sublimation 5) perception • o • • • • • • • • • • • • 
An outgrowth which develops into a replica of the structure from which 
it originates: 
1) glomerulus 2) bacillus · 3) cloroplast 4) soma 5) bud • 
A composition for one or two instruments usually in four or five 
movements contrasted in mood and rhythm but related in tonality 
and with a unity of sentiment and style: 
1) cantata 2) chamber music 3) oratorio 4) fugue 5) sonata 
23. Belief in the existence of a god or gods ever present in the universe: 
1) deism 2) pantheism 3.) hedonism · 4) theism 5) determinism 
24. Revenue which proceeds froni labor, business or property: 
1) income 2) credit money 3) interest 4) margin 5) repre-
. ( 
. ( 
. ( 
. ( 
sentative money. o · • ~ o •••••••••••••• o ••••••••• ( 
25. 
26. 
27. 
A small cavity or pit, such as a compartment of a honeycomb: 
1) aster · 2) anther 3) alveolus 4) annelid 5) anaerobe. 
The period between the f~ll of the Roman Empire and the revival 
of letters: 
1) Renaissance 2) Middle Ages 3) Age of Enlightenment 
4) Byzantine Age 5) Alexandrian Age. • • • • • . • • • . 
The presentation of . a rpusica·l ' ·'idea: . in new and different aspects 
while still keeping the essential features of the original: 
1) modulation 2) 9issonance 3) polyphony 4) assonance 
. ( 
. . . . ( 
5 ) variation. . . . . o • • ~ • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • ( 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
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28. A reduction in the volume of purchasing power: 
1) devaluation 2) boycott 3) deflation 4) hedging 
5) stabilization. • • • • • • • • • • • • • • o • • o o • • ( ) 
29o Simultaneous attraction toward and repulsion from an object, person 
or action : 
1) tergiversation 2) ambivalence 3) empathy 4) empery 
5) frustration o o • • • • o • o • • • o o • • o • • • • ( ' ) 
30. 
3L 
32. 
33o 
34o 
35o 
36. 
37o 
38o 
39o 
40. 
41. 
42. 
43o 
44. 
45. 
46. 
Deflection of rays of light passing obliquely fro~ one medium to 
another where their velocities change: 
1) reflection 2) declination 3) prism 4) refraction 5) focus 
A strain or movement which usually introduces the chief subject of a 
musical '.·:ork: 
. . ( 
1) overture 2) postlude 3) prelude 4) orchestration 5) lull ••• ( 
An imitation which makes a travesty of the thing it represents: 
1) mimicry 2) reproduction 3) counterfeit 4) burlesque 
5) prosody 0 0 0 0 0 0 e 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 • 0 0 0 • • • • • 
A religious body holding to a particular creed or practice: 
1) sect 2) congregation 3) order 4) chrism 5) religiosity. 
State of being arranged in layers : 
. ( 
( 
1) ossification 2) coenesthesis 3) stratification 4) trifurcation 
5) trichinosis o o o o o o o o. o o o o o o o o o o • • • • • o • • • ( 
Tendency of all objects and matter in the universe to stay still, 
if still ; or if moving, to go on moving in the s~e direction, unless 
acted upon by some outside force: 
1) centrifugal 2) velocity 3) inertia 4) kinetic energy 
5) static o o o o o o o o o o o o o o o o. o ~ o . o • o • • • • • • ( 
Capacity to adjust to new situations by making use of previously 
learned material~ 
1) intelligence 2) gregariousness 3) accomodation . 4) attitude -
J 5) mat urationo • o o o o • • • o • • • • o • • • • ( 
Purification of the emotions by art: 
1) cauterization 2) causerie 3) cayalla 4) catharsis 5) rubric '• ( 
The customary habits common to the members of a socia~ group: 
1) folkways 2) functions 3) culture 4) culture complex 
5) morae ~9 o o • o o o o o o o o o o o o o o o o " o o • . ( 
( 
A matured germ cell : 
1) genotype 2) genus 3) gene 4) gonad 
A wasting away of a part of a living body: 
1) gestation 2) absorption 3) cyclosis 
A type of rock formed deep within the earth 
by fusion: 
5) gamete ••• 
4) atrophy 5) osmosis • • ( 
and usually accompanied 
1) aquifer 2) igneous 3) sedimentary 4) coprolite 5) shale ••• ( 
Conformity to the principles and characteristics of a literature or 
art which has been established as a formal standard: 
1) purulence 2) purity 3) catharsis 4) encyclopaedism 
5) classicism " . o o o o o o o . o o o o o o o o o o o o • o • • •• 
A dramatic poem set to music without employing action, scenery or 
costume : 
( 
1) tone poem 2) art song . 3) oratorio 4) medulla 5) leitmotiv •• ( 
Reaction to experience in terms of pleasantness, unpleasantness,. 
tension, excitement, etc. 
1) compensation 2) ethos 3) feeling 4) ambivalence 5) frustration( 
A periodic movement of the particles of an elastic body in alternately 
opposite directions from the position of equilibrium: 
1) periodicity 2) capillarity 3) flux 4) vibration 
A sexual reproductive organ, either male or female: 
1) gonad 2) fetus 3) embryo 4) o~cyte 5) testis • 
5) reaction • ( 
0 • 0 • 0 • ( 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
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47. The process of organlzlng sensory data by combining them with the 
results of previous experience: 
48. 
49. 
50. 
1) intelligence 2) sensation 3) illusion 4) sentiment 
5) perception • • • • • • • • 
A test generalization to be verified or refuted by further examination 
of facts: 
. ( 
1) experiment 2) hypothesis 3) law 4) principle 5) projection •• ( 
The study of human relationships clustered about man's effort to 
earn a living: 
1) economics 2) ecology 3) ideology 4) materialism 5) populism •• ( 
A false belief resisting all ordinary measures to correct it: 
1) hallucination 2) illusion 3) delusion 4) substitution 
5) obsession. o o •••••••••••••••••••• . . . . . ( 
51. A circular window which is filled ·With~t:racery: 
1) rose window 2) fenestella 3) fenestra 4) stained glass window 
) 
) 
) 
) 
5) facade o • • .• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • ( ) 
52 . 
53. 
54. 
55. 
56. 
57. 
58. 
59. 
60. 
61. 
62 . 
64. 
A theory which affirms the central importance of mind in reality: 
1) realism 2) centralism 3) scholasticism 4) idealism 
5) skepticism ...... · . . . . . . . . ...... . 
A reaction in which cells, suspended in a liquid, collect into clumps: 
1) agglutination 2) assimilation 3) accretion 4) precipitation 
5) emulsion . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
Series of changes in the nucleus and cytoplasm of a cell within the 
more complex process of division: 
1) amitosis 2) mitosis 3) osmosis 
The vehicle by which artistic feeling 
1) medium 2) skill 3) genius 4) 
To fold in: 
4) reduction 
is expressed: 
chiaroscuro 
5) meiosis • 
5) perspective. 
. ( 
. ( 
. ( 
. ( 
1) incubate 2) assimilate 3) stratify 4) calcify 5) invaginate •• ( 
Amount of property owned at a certain time as distinguished from 
the income received during a· given period: 
1) capital 2) surplus 3) liquid assets 4) net worth 5) parity •• ( 
An organ for containing the young during the development period before 
birth: 
1) vagina 2) vacuole 3) atrium 4) coelom 5) uterus •••••••• ( 
A form of reasoning which draws a specific conclusion from a general 
principle: 
1) a priori 2) post hoc 3) apostacy 4) intuition 5) deductive 
method . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
A doctrine that what appears to be free choice of the human will 
is actually caused by forces outside the mind: 
. . ( 
1) materialism 2) determinism 3) realism 4) sophistry 5) nihilism ( 
An institutional organization of marriage partners and their offspring 
exclusive of other relatives: 
1) polyandry 2) clan 3) conjugal family 4) consanguinous family 
5) polyg:ytly . " . . . • • . . . • . . . . . • . • . . . . . . .. 
A substance secreted by certain organisms which induces chemical 
changes like fermentation and digestion: 
1) enzyme 2) diastole 3) gel 4) glucose 
A tube which connects the lungs to the trachea: 
5) glycogen • 
1) epididymis 2) urethra 3) l!l:Ustachian tube 4) cochlea 
( 
. . . . ( 
5) bronchus ~ o • • • • • • • o • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • ( 
The free expression by objective means of the subjective feeling of an 
individual: 
1) objectivity 2) rococo 
5) subjectivity 
3) expressionism 4) exhibitionism 
. . . . ( 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
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66. 
67. 
68. 
70. 
71. 
73 . 
74. 
75. 
76. 
77. 
78. 
79. 
80. 
81. 
82. 
A process of reacting to external events, persons or things as though 
they were "''ithin one's self: 
1) pro jection 2) introjection . 3) neurosis 4) i nhi bition 
5) suggestion . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . e • • • • . • • • • • • • • • • ( 
A connected set of facts and axioms in r e.fe rence .to which a group 
does its thinking, defining of situat:j,ons and communication of thoughts 
and attitudes: · 
1) idealism 2) culture trait 3) alternative 
reference 5) attitude • • • • • • • • • • 
Extravagant exagger ation : 
4) ' frame of 
. . . . . . . . . . . . ( 
1) hyperbole 2) invective 3) inversion 4) alliteration 
5) egocentrism. · . ; . . · . . . · & • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • ( 
Rock formed by the consolid.ation of . cl~y or m11d which has · a stratified 
structure: 
1) basalt 2) granite .. 3) conglomerate 4) ~hale 5) sandstone. 
An ornate and extrava,gant style of art .and qecoration ·appearing in 
the late Renaissance' peri6d: · · 
( 
1) archaic 2) pristine 3) neo-cl assic 4) trecents 5) barooue •• ( 
Complexes of a given culture famili ar t o and practiced by every 
normal adult member of the society: 
1) lares 2 ) penates 3) credenda 4) moras 5) universals. . . . ( 
A person or thing introduced artificially into a story to solve a 
difficulty: · .. : · ·. 
1) artifact 2) arthromere 3) Deus ex l'-1achina 4)E3llipsis 
5) anachronism. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . , . . . . . . . ( 
A membrane which envelops the fetus of mammals: 
1) chromatin 2) chorion · 3) placenta 4 -) peritoneum 
5) pericarctiu.m. . · . . . ·· ·. . • . • • . • . . . "' • • . . . . . . . . . 
A branch of phi losophy de'aling with the definition of the beautiful: 
l) beatitudes 2) .aes.t hetic s 3) beaux-a.rts 4) ethics 
5) hedonism . " . . . · . .· . " . · . . . . . . . " . • . . . . . . • . 
A rhythmic · flov-r of .sound : 
5) cactus 1) stance 2 ) cadence 3) . cacophony 4) caduceus 
A strong aversi on or repugriance: 
1 ) antipathy 2) stibstitl.J.tion 3) discoraancy 4) avocet 
. ( 
( 
I 
. \ 
5) discomposure • . . . . · o . • • o • o • • o • • • • • • • • • • • • • • ( 
A person who assumes the r isks of prod,uction: 
l) nabob 2) proauction engineer 3) manager 4) producer 
5) entrepreneur .,· ' e • • 0 • 0 • • . 0 0 • • • • • 0 . • • • • • • • 
An opening in the pharynx leading to the .trachea: 
l ) hapl oid 2). diploid 3 ) glottis 4) phylum 5) vacuole •• 
The pressure of the air at sealevel used as . a unit: 
( 
( 
1) henry 2) atmosphere ·3) hydrosphere 4) standard pressure 
5) gauge pressure . . . . ."' e 0 0 • 0 e • 0 • 0 e 0 • • • • • • • • • 0 ( 
An instrument used to measure changes and relationships respecting 
prices, value of money etc. over a periqd of time: 
1) institutional determinant 2) index number 3) monosopy 
4) proportionality 5) harmonic mean ••••••.•••••••••• ( 
A literary work which holds up human weaknesses to ridicule: 
1) sat i re 2) epigram 3 )'-· parody 4) parochialism 5) prosody 
Pertaining to the interpretation of dreams and other mental products 
based upon a psychology of the unconscious: 
( 
1) Frisian 2) Freudian 3) Phrygian 4) neurotic 5) psychotic •• ( 
The field of effective stimulat~on and interaction for any unit of 
living matter: 
1) frame of reference 2) emotion .. 3) urbanity 4) function 
5) environment. . • · • · . • 
. :· • . . 
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g3 , A substance the atoms of which are all the same: 
1) entity 2) enzyme · 3) electron 4) element 5) estrus .. 
84, The theory that all human knowledge is derived from experience: 
1) empiricism 2) realism 3) pantheism 4) dualism 
. . . ( 
5) utilitarianism • . • • • • • • •••••.•. . . . ( 
85. Single tones in succession with the relationship of a given mode 
and of a rhythmical structure: 
1) lyric 2) melody ·3) verse 4) recitative 5) chord •.• . . . ( 
g6, The repetition or recurrence of delinquent or criminal conduct: 
87. 
8g . 
89. 
90. 
91. 
92. 
93. 
95. 
96. 
97. 
98. 
99. 
100. 
1) deliquescence 2) demission 3) recidivism 4) felony 
5) misdemeanor . . • ., . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . • • . . 
Differenca in direction of a star as seen from some point on the 
earth's surface and as seen from some other conventional point such 
as the earth's center: 
1) declination 2) elongation 3) eccentricity 4) parallas 
. ( 
5) refraction. 0 0 0 0 • 0 • 0 0 0 0 • 0 0 • a 0 0 . • • • • 0 • • ,; ( 
One of the Greek orders of architecture characterized by the spiral 
volutes of its capital: 
1) Doric 2) Corinthian 3) Tuscan 4) Ionic 5) composite •.•• ( 
A polyphonic composition developed under strict contrapuntal rules 
from a given theme: 
1) opera 2) symphony 3) fugue 4) Gregorian chant 5) rondo .. . ( 
The power of producing offspring: 
1) fecundity 2) antinomy 3) autonomasia 4) erubescence 
5) eroticism . . . . .. , . . . . . . . .. . . . ( 
Philosophic movement of the lgth century stressing the empirical 
method with much questioning of authority: 
1) Renaissance 2) Age of Enlightenment 3) Byzantine Age 
4) Golden Age 5) Middle Ages • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • ( 
The members of the working class not possessed of capital: 
1) unions 2) guilds 3) socialists 4) communists 5) proletariat ( 
An incorporated group of people possessing sovereignty with 
independence from outside groups and supreme auth9rity within its 
own limits: 
1) ethnic group 2) state 3) cartel 4) bureaucracy 
5) political democracy ••••••••.•.••. : .. 
The branch of knowledge treating of living organisms: 
1) paleantology 2) biology 3) conchology 4) anthropology 
. . . . ( 
5) ontology. . . · . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ~~ . . . ( 
The doctrine that the universe conceived of as a whole is God: 
1) naturalism 2) universalism 3) empiricism 4) pantheism 
5) agnostiCism . . . " . • . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ( 
Asexual division of protozoa into two or more. parts: . 
1) heterogamy 2) hypophysis 3) regeneration 4) fission 
5) photosynthesis . ....•.............. .. c • • • • ( 
A ritual plain song used in the Roman Catholic church: 
1) benediction 2) anthem 3) Gregorian chant 4) litany 
5 ) hYJIID 0 0 • • • • • 0 0 0 • • • 0 • • 0 0 • • 0 Cl 0 • 0 • 0 0 .. • • • ( 
The process of keeping out of or rejecting from one's con'sciousness 
those ideas or desires which are unacceptable to it: 
1) repression 2) projection 3) illusion 4) delusion 
5) substitution. . . . . . . . .. · . . . . . . . o • • o • • • 
A slow graceful dance with a shift, high step and balance: 
1) gavotte 2) ballet 3) waltz 4) pas 5) minuet •• 
Pertaining to the skin: 
1) thermal 2) efferent 3) corpuscular 
5 ) de !"'Ilal • • " • • • • G • • • • • • • • • 
4) monosaccharide 
( 
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101. Referring to an earlier and more primitive time: 
1 ) Sist ine 2) archaic 3) neoteric 4) esoteric 5) ultimate • . ( 
102. The time when the sun's center crosses the equator: 
1) equinox 2) equilibrium 3) epopee 4) apogee 5) perigee. ( 
103. An action which seeks to make amends for some real or fancied lack: 
1) repression 2) sublimation 3) compensation 4) substitution 
5) institution . ....................... · ....... ( 
104. The process of creating w~alth: 
1) materiAlism 2) production 3) distribution 4) credit control 
5) industrialism. • • • • • • ••••• . . . . . . . ( 
105. An opposition or a contrast of ideas: 
1) appositive 2) paradox 3) antithesis 4) antipathy 5) paradigm • ( 
106. That point of the heavens directly above one: . 
1) nadir 2) zenith 3) zodiac 4) solstice 
107 . Pertaining to the liver: 
5) meridian. . . . . ( 
1) gastric 2) genital 3) mucous 4) hepatic 5) buccal. • . . . . . ( 
108. A 5 or 6 part unaccompanied setting of a poem: 
1) rondo · 2) lay 3) fugue 4) madrigal 5) scherzo ••• 
109. An unconscious process whereby one views one's self as one with another 
person and acts accordingly: 
1) ambivalence 2) tolerance 3) obsession 4) substitution 
. ( 
5) identification • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • ( 
110. A form of mental or behavioral divergence tending to make the 
individual less efficient than the normal person but which does not 
necessarily incapacitate him to the degree that he needs institution-
alization: 
1) para~oia 2) imbecility 3) obsession 4) neurosis 5) . deviance. ( 
111. Change in speed per unit of time .: 
1) horse power 2) kinetic energy 3) mechanical advantage 
4) acceleration 5) flux • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • .• • ( 
112. An emotional process in which a person reverts to patterns of behavior 
analogous to those of an earlier stage of one's life: 
1) motivation 2) repression 3) obsession 4) imitation 
5) regression . . . . . ............ r • • • • • • • • • • • • ( 
113. The sum _total of all the -culture traits of a society which serves to 
114. 
115. 
117. 
118. 
119. 
129. 
130 , 
131. 
132 . 
133 . 
distinguish it from other groups: ;'; · 
1) culture area 2) culture pattern 3) ethnocentrism 4) environment 
5) ethos . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ( 
The study of human and cultural origins: 
1) archaeology 2) anthropology 3) gerontology 4) anthropometry 
5) neurology. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ( 
Transference of heat by moving masses of matter: 
1) conduction 2) radiation 3) convection 4) diffusion 
5) themal expansion. • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 
Fidelity to nature or to life: 
. . . . . ( 
1) impressionism 2) realism 3) pointillism 4) romanticism 
5) functionalism. . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . .... 
A composition in which one instrument stands out signally against the 
orchestra: 
( 
1) cadenza 2) sonata J) symphony 4) cantata 5) concerto ••• 
Moral habits common to the members of a social group thought to be 
. . ( 
essential to the welfare and survival of the society: 
1) lares 2) folkways 3) mores 4) culture traits 
Feeding on animals: 
5) etiquette. 
1) omniverous 2) herbiverous 3) viviparous 4) carniverous 
( 
5) oviparous. . . . . . . 0 • • • • • • • • • • . . . •· . . . . . . . ( 
.I. U .\J.L.L..LV!o.4V \'' .I. .I._......,...,. · • . 
1 ) reproduction 2) restoration 3) quintessence 4) composition 
5) liquidation. , • • • . • • , • • • • • • • • , • • • • • . . ( 
A set of intellectual expressions developed in man's efforts at 
social adjustment : .. 
1) ideology 2) intellection 3) integument 4) theosophy 
5) theophanyo • . . . . .. . . . . . . &l • • • • , .. • • • , • • • • • • ( 
The energy which a body has because of its position or- state of strain: 
1) kinetic energy 2) potential energy 3) joule 4) ampere 
5) momentum • • • • • • • .. • • • • • • • . • • • • • • • • . • 
Sudden increase in the quantity of money or credit o:r both: 
1) installment buying 2) speculation 3) inflation 4) mobility 
5) devaluation . • • • • • • • • • • • • , • , 
The point in a body about whi ch all parts of the body exactly 
balance each other: 
1) centrosphere 2) centiore 3) geocentric system 4) centriole 
( 
. . ( 
5) center of gravity. • • • • • • • • • • • • • • . • • • • • • • ( 
The doctrine that moral duty is fulfilled in the gratification of the 
desire for plea~ure: 
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I
N.Aiv1E AGE:....._ __ SECTION __ _ 
COLLEGE YEAR DATE ·----------------------------------~ ~------
., DIRECTIONS: Read carefully the definition or description of a 
vlOrd or term. Choose the best anm1er from among 
the po s si bl e answers given. Place the number of 
this best answer in the appropriate space as 
given at the right of each page. 
The follmving sample is ans\vered correctly: 
A letter, syllable, or \'lOrd added at the end of a word 
to modify its meaning : 
1) prefix 2) ending 3) modifier 4) suffix 
5) derivative ••.....••••••. . • . ( 4 ) 
PART A 
HU!-'JANITIES 
1. A 0raduated series of tones which ascend or descend 
in order of ~itch: 
I' 1) melody 2) rhythm 3) recitative 4) theme 
I 
5) seale . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
2. A transitional movement bet"\veen the medieval and the 
modern which was characterized by the revival 
. ( ) 
A87 .. 
11 of classicism: 
1) Ag e of Enlightenment .2) Sturm und Drang 
3) renaissance 4) Golden Age 5) surrealism ..••• 13. A metrical verse of five feet: 
,: 1) hexameter 2) trochee 3) pentameter 4) metronome 
rj 5) metritis • . • • . . . . . . • . • . . . . . . . . . 
4. A speech of some length delivered by a character in a 
drama when alone on the stag e and intended to be 
heard only by the audience: 
1) dramaturgy 2) aside 3) soliloquy 4) oratorio 
-==-ll:- - =-=--=- --- --- - --=--= =--=- - --===- ---=== 
. . ( ) 
A36 
. . ( 
Al7 
===-= -=-- ---
5) rhapsody ••••••••••••••.••••.•• ( ) 
5 • . A. form of reasoning which drm.,rs a specific conclusion A67 
from a general principle: 
1) a priori 2) post hoc 3) spostacy 4) intuition 
5) deductive method •••••••••.•••••.•• ( ) 
6. A. rhy thmic flow of sound: B59 
1) stan ee 2) cadence 3) cacophony 4) caduceus 
I 7 • 
5) cactus .. ~ .. · . . . . ............ ( ) 
The presentation of a musical thought in new and 
different aspects \vhile still keeping the essential 
features of the original: 
B74· 
1) modulation 2) dissonance 3) polyphony L~) assonance 
5) variation .••.•••••• .•.•••••••.•• ( ) 
8. A. system of social organization involving common B27 
ownership of the agents of production and so me 
II 
I 9. 
10. 
13. 
14. 
il6. 
II 
'I 
'I 
I jl7. 
approach to equal distribution of the products of 
industry: 
1) democracy 2) theocracy 3) determinism 
4) to tali tariani sm 5) communi sm. • • • • • • • • • • • ( ) 
A-hint of impending action: A38 
1) incipience 2) incontinence 3) foreshadolfling 
4) foreshortening 5) aug er • • • • . • • • . • • . . • ( ) 
Referring to an earlier and more primitive time: 
1) Sistine 2) archaic 3) neoteric 4) esoteric 
5) ultimate . .................... . 
Colors vlhich stand opposite each other on the color 
wheel: 
Al09 
( ) 
BlOl 
1) warm colors 2) cool colors 3) complementary colors 
4) harsh colors 5) soft colors • . • • • • . • . • • • • ( ) 
Painting done on freshly s?read plaster not yet dried: Bl32 
1) high-key 2) low-key 3) fresco 4) patina 
5) Ben-Day process .....•..•.•••..•••. ( ) 
Representation of an inanimate object or abstract A79 
idea as having personal attributes: 
1) metaphor 2) satire 3) allergy 4) tergiversation 
5) personification ..•• . .•.••• .•.••••••• ( ) 
A print made fro m desi gns put . on stone or other A 50 
substance with a greasy material: 
1) lithograph 2) etching 3) engraving 4) imbroglio 
5) intaglio. • • • • • . . . . . . • . . • . • . • • . ( ) 
The quality of tone which distinguishes voices or A32 
instru ments: 
1) timbre 2) tonality 3) minor 4) major 
5) canon. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ( ) 
A structural member which is usually curved consisting A2 
of separate wedge solids v-ri th their joints perpendicular 
to the curve: 
1) cantilever 2) buttress 3) arch 4) fresco 
5) pediment • • • • • . • • • . • . • • . • • • • • . • ( ) 
A dramatic poem set to music I'Ti thout employing action, A 56 
scenery or costume: 
1) tone poem 2) art song 3) oratorio 4) medulla 
5) leit motiv ••.••.•••.. 
--- -~= - - .--= _...::::-_ 
---...;:. --= = ---=======--=== 
18. The period between the fall of the Roman Empire and 
the revival of letters: 
1) Renaissance 2) I~li ddle Ages 3) Age of Enlightenment 
4) Byzantine Age . 5) Alexandrian Age •••.•..••• ( ) 
"19. Extravagant exagg eration: B26 
1) hyperbole 2) invective 3) inversion 
4) alliteration . 5) egocentrism .•••••.•....• ( ) 
120. A. poem which is characterized by nobility of B67 
sentiment, freedom of form, and suited to be 
set to music: 
1) ode 2) saga 3) epic 4) pastoral 5) elegy •• 
'1 21. Philosophic movement of the . l8th century stressing 
1 the empirical method with much questioning of 
I authority: 
. ( ) 
B90 
, 1) Renaissance 2) Age of Enlightenment 3) Byzantine Age 
ill 4) Golden Age 5) . Middle Ages .•...• · •...•••• ( ) 
' 22. A. branch of philosophy dealing -c,d th the definition of B91 
I the beautiful: 
I 1) beatitudes 2) aesthetics 3) beaux-arts 4) ethics 
5) hedonism . . . . . . . . . ....... .. ..... ( ) 
23. Vocal or instrumental music adapted for performance B73 
' by a small g roup of musicians: . 
1! 1) chorale 2) modulati on 3) art song 4) chamber music 
I 5) concerto. . . . . . . . . _ . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ( ) 24. The vehicle by whi ch artistic feeling is expressed: A54 
1) mediu m 2) skill 3) genius 4) chiaroscuro 
5 ) perspective • • • • - . • . . . . . . • . • • . • . . . ( ) , 
1
25. A musical recitation in which the words are delivered B55 
in a declamatory manner : 
' 1) recitative 2) part singing 3) recrement 4) bo mbast 
j 5) recapitulation •••••..••.••.••••..• ( ) 
,26. Th e process of changing fro m one key to another: A99 
1) discord 2) harmony 3) variation 4) syncopation 
~~ 5) modulation. • • . • . . • . . . • . • . . . . . . • • ( ) i 27. A theory \•lhi ch holds that the only reality is that A68 
,, perceptible to the senses: 
·,1 1) naturalism 2) hedonism 3) e mpiricism 
4 ) materialism 5) determinism • • • • • • . • . . • ( ) 
'j 28. The doctrine that . the universe conceived of as a whole Bl25 
I 
is God: 
I 1) naturalism 2) universalism 3) empiricism 
1 4) pantheism 5) agnosticism ••••••••.. 
• 29. An imitation 'ivhich makes a travesty of the thing it 
represents: 
. . ( ) 
B95 
1) mimicry 2) reproduction 3) counterfeit 
1 4) burlesque 5) prosody ••....••..•...•• ( ) I 
\30. Purifica,tion of the e motions by art: I 1) cauterization 2) causerie 3) cavalla 
4) catha rsis 5) rubric .•••••..•...•.•. 
B32 
. ( ) 
B37 
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PART B 
SOCIAL SCIENCE 
31. n experience resultin3 from the stimulation of a 
sense organ: 
1) motivation 2) sentiment 3) sensation 4) sensorium 
5) function ••••••••••••.••••••••• ( ) 
32. The tendency to push one's own interests forward A39-
despite the opposition of others: 
1) aggression 2) introjection 3) regression 
4) repression 5) projection .•• .. ••••••••••• ( ) 
1 
33. A. company the principal business of which is o\-'ming A 74 · 
the stock of other companies: · 
1) oligopoly 2) oligopsony 3) open market operation 
4) holding company 5) trade agreement •.••••..• ( ) 
34. A place of confinement for offenders whose sentences A62 
I exceed one year in duration: 
1) jail 2) reformatory 3) workhouse 4) prisori 
5) custos . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
135· Having the exclusive control of a commodity or 
service in a particular market: 
1) restraint of trade 2) oligopsony 3) oligopoly 
4) monopoly 5) open market operation • . •••••• 
1
36. The process of .using economic goods and services in 
the direct satisfaction of human wants: 
j 1) productivity 2) consumption 3) economic value 
11 4) magnanimity 5) recidivism •.••••..••• 
137. An abstract explanation of a problem supported by 
'I reasonably adequate data: 
1 1) principle 2) absolution 3) theorem 4) theory 
I 5) hypothesis • • • . • • • • • . • . . • • • • . . !
1 
38. State of being blocked in all attempts to solve a 
( ) 
A63 
( ) I 
( ) 
A66 
( ) 
B5 
' problem: 
1) repression 2) reg ression 3) neurosis 4) frustration 
I 5) depression ••••••••• .•••••• • •. · •• ( ) 
39. An inherited and unlearned tendency of an organism to A 75 
respond to a stimulus accordi ng to a regular pattern: 
1) instinct 2) catharsis . 3) conditioned reflex 
1 4) unconscious 5) maturation ••••••••••.•• ( ) 40. Reaction to experience in terms of pleasantness, A89 ' 
I unpleasantness, tension, excitement, etc.: 
1 1) compensation 2) ethos 3) feeling 4) ambivalence 
1 
5) frustration •••••••••.••.•••..••• ( ) 
1 41. A form of marriage made up either of a plurality of B44 
I wives or husbands: 
il 1) exogamy 2) polygamy 3) endogamy 4) polyandry 
5) poly e;:r ny . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
42. A religious body holding to a particular creed or 
practice: 
'I 1) sect 2) congregation 3) order 4) chrism 
=- _ _1_==5=)"----" rel_i_g_i o si ty . • • • • • • • • • • • • • 
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Bl23 
. ( ) 
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43. 
'44. 
I 
I 
U45. I 
'I 
'I 
146. 
·I 
I 
u49. 
,50. 
I 
II 
I 
:j 51. 
II 
I 
I 
•52. 
153· 
II 
·I 
·1 54. 
A doctrine advocating freedom of thought and speech 
in politics: 
1) liberalism 2) socialism 3) free enterprise 
4) free competition 5) nihilism. • • • • • • • . • 
An action l'lhich seeks to mak:e amends for some real 
or fancied lack: 
1) repression 2) sublimation 3) compensation 
4) sub sti tu ti on -5) institution • • • • . • • . 
Emphasizing the economic evils of capitalistic 
management and the necessity for the proletariat to 
achieve political power to cure that evil: 
1) ~~lthusian 2) Farxian 3) Sunspot Theory 
( ) 
Al6 
. . ( ) 
Bl03 
( ) 
Al$ 
4) open market operation 5) I-!achiavellan • • • . • 
Pertaining to a hi ghly centralized government 1vhich 
allows no recognition of other political parties: 
1) desquemate 2) hierarchical 3) totalitarian 
4) encyclopedic . 5) monarchial •• - . • • • . • • • • ( ) 
Agreement between man and woman to enter the marriage All3 
relationship without ecclesiastical or civil ceremony: 
1) incest 2) engagement 3) polygaw; 4) common-law 
marriage 5) .placebo •••• .••••••...••.•• ( ) · 
The process -of keeping out of or rejecting from 
one's consciousness those ideas or desires which 
are -unacceptable to it: 
A9$ 
1) repression 2) projection 3) illusion 4) delusion 
5) substitution. . • • • • • • • • . • • • • • • • . ( ) 
A form of mental or behavioral divergence tending to B9$ 
make the individual less efficient than the normal 
person but which does not necessarily incapacitate 
hi m to the degree that he needs institutionalization: 
1) paranoia 2) imbecility 3) obsession 4) neurosis 
5) deviance. · - · ••••••••.•••••••••• ( ) 
An agreement betvleen independent producers with a view BllO 
to limiting competition: 
1) collectivism 2) mediation 3) pool 4) conciliation 
5) embargo. . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . • . • . ( ) 
A sudden general condition of distrust in financial A26 
and commercial quarters: 
1) crisis 2) embargo 3) deflation 4) panic 
5) inflation •.•••••••••••.•••••• 
An emotional process in which a person reverts to 
patterns of behavior analogous to those of an earlier 
stag e of one's life: 
( ) 
Bl26 
1) motivati on 2) repression 3) obsession 4) imitation 
5) regression •••.••••••.••••••.••• ( ) 
The sum total of all the culture traits of a society Bll2 
which serves to distinguish it from other groups: 
1) culture area 2) culture pattern 3) ethnocentrism 
4) environment 5) ethos. • • • • • . • • • • • . . . • ( ) 
A member of the upper socio-economic class who violates Bll3 
the criminal law in the course of his occupational 
activities: 
to==~"-'~----=========~-=-=---~===-
I 56. 
' 60. 
I 
161. 
I 
I 
,, 62. 
1, 
11 63. 
64. 
!1 66. 
1) gang ster 2) 1-vhi te collar criminal 3) felon 
4) recidivist 5) misdeameanant ••••••.• -. · . 
The members of the working cla,ss not possessed of 
capital: 
1) unions 2) guilds 3) socialists 4) communists 
5) proletariat •••••.••••• · -•..... 
The process by which the organism becomes able to 
respond more adequately to a given situation in 
consequence of past experience in responding to it: 
. ( ) 
Bl21· 
. ( ) 
B92 
1) status 2) regression 3) maturation 
4) introjection 5) learning •.••..•..••.•• ( ) 
A.persistent, recurring idea to which the individual 
constantly attends even though he may intellectually 
regard his behavior and the idea as silly: 
AlOl 
1) introspection 2) delusion 3) illusion 
4) hallucination 5) obsession . .••••••.••••. ( ) 
A strong aversion or repu gnance: Al34 
1) antipathy 2) substitution 3) discordancy 
4) avocet 5) discomposure • . • . • • • • • . • • • . . . ( ) 
The process of assi gning socially acceptable reasons B75 
for one's conduct where giving the real reasons would 
resul t in real or fancied social disapproval: 
1) projection 2) substitution 3) introjection 
4 ) rationalization 5) reinforcement ••• · ••.•••• ( ) 
A. school of thought accepting theories of solialism Al23' 
without approvine; revolutionary policies: · 
1) liberalism 2) anarchism 3) collectivism I 
4) populism 5) nihilism • • • • • . • • • • . • . . • • ( ) ' 
PART C 
SCIENCE 
A substance opposing the action of another substance: 
1) anion 2) antibody 3) serum 4) lysin 
5) precipitin. • • • • • . • . . • . • • • • • • • • • • 
The union of an egg and sperm in sexual reproduction: 
1) gestation 2) budding 3) fertilization 4) fission 
5) gametogenesis .•••••.•••••.••.•.• 
The path of the earth around the sun: 
1) spin 2) rotation 3) perigee 4) course 
5) orbit ...................... . 
A factor concerned 1-vi th the transmission of hereditary 
traits: 
1) gonad 2) gene 3) cencopl a st 4) mitachondria 
5) centriole ••••••••••••••••••• 
A grea t circle passing through the poles of the earth 
and the zenith of a given ~lace: . 
Al2~ 
. ( ) 
A76 
. ( ) 
A43 1 
. ( ) 
All2 
. ( ) 
A96 
1) parallel 2) horizon 3) meridian 4) umbra 
5) perigee . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ( ) 
The resistance which opposes the effort to slide or A44 
--=-=----
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roll a body over another: 
1) friction 2) reaction 3) strain 4) stress 
I 5) surface tension • • • • • • • • • • . • • • • • • • • ( ) 
67. A luminous body often with a long nebulous trail A$3 
v-rhi ch follovrs an orbit around the sun: ,, 
I 1) planetoid 2) comet - 3) meteor 4) meteorite 
5) asteroid .•••••••••••••••••••••• ( ) 
168. An organ for containing the young during the A71 
develop ment ~eriod before birth: 
1) vagina 2) vacuole 3) atrium 4) coelom 
5) uteru a. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
1169. The ti me when the sun's center crosses the equator: 
1) equinox 2) equilibrium 3) epopee 4) apog ee 
1 5) perigee • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • ••• 
11
70. The invasion of the tissues by pathog enic organisms: 
1) incubation 2) ingestion 3) invagination 
I 4) impregnation . 5) infection • . •••••.••• . •• 71. A tube which connects the lung s to the trachea: 
'I 1) epididy rai s 2) urethra. 3) Eustachian tube 
4) cochlea 5) bronchus •••••••.•••.•• 
72. Offspri ng of the union of the male of one variety 
• with the female of another: 
. . ( ) 
B58 
. . ( ) 
Bl02 
. . ( ) 
Al05 
. ( ) 
B63 
lj 1) hyperbole 2) prodigy- 3) hybrid 4) mutant 
5) variant . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ( ) 
A$6 73· Feeding on animals: l 1) omniverous 2) herbiverous 3) viviparous 
4) carniverous 5) oviparous •••••••• 
'j 74. Chang e in speed per unit of time: 
1) horse po\'rer 2) kinetic energy 3) mechanical 
advantag e 4) acceleration 5) flux .••••••• 
l75. The process by which a heavy liquid spreads upward 
I 
• into a lighter one: 
. ( ) 
Bll9 
. ( ) 
Bl ll 
!I 1) distillation · 2) cohesion 3) displacement 
'I 4) induction 5) diffusion •••••••••••.••• ( ) 
1 76. State of being arrang ed in layers: · Bl6 
1 1) ossification 2) coenesthesia 3) stratification 
I · 4) trifurcation 5) trichinosis .•••••••••..• ( ) , 77. Weight per unit of volume: B34 
I 1) d.ensi ty 2) atomic wei ght 3) ato mic number 4) displacement 5) specific gravity - . • • • • • • • • .( ) 
' 78. Th e protoplasm of a cell exclusive of nuclear Bl27 
material: 
1) plasmolysis 2) cytoplasm 3) phag ocytosis 
4) protozoa 5) peritoneum •••••••••••••• . ( ) 
79. Pertaining to the skin: 
1) thermal 2) efferent 3) corpuscular 
, 4) monosaccharide 5) dermal ••••••••••••• 
A84 
. ( ) . 
11 80. Deflection of rays of light passing obliquely from 
II one medium to another where their velocities change: 
I 1) reflection 2) declination 3) prism 4) refraction 
I 5 ) f 0 cu s . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ( ) 81. A- substance secreted by certain ·organisms which B30 
BlOO 
~ 
I 
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I 
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induces chemical changes like fermentation and 
digestion: 
1) enzyme 2) diastole 3) gel 4) glucose 
5 ). g lycogen . . . . . . . . .. . . . .. . . . . . . 
The point in a body about which all parts of the 
body exactly balance each other : 
1) cen trosphere 2) centiore 3) geocentric system 
4). centriole 5) c.enter of gravity . ....•... 
A .substance stimulating chemical action betvreen two 
or more substances without itself combining with 
t hese substances or undergoing any perman ent change: 
1) cateran 2) caul 3) ion 4) inhesion 
5). catalyst . .. . .... . .... . ........ . 
A spiral structure in the inner ear \vhich contains 
the receptors for hearing : 
1) cortex 2) axon 3) cochlea 4 ) retina 
5)· notochord . .• . . . .. . . . . . . ... 
That point of the heavens directly above one: 
1) nadir 2) zenith 3) zodiac 4) solstice 
5 ). me rid i an . . . • . . .. . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . 
The outer layer of the cytoplasm of a cell: 
1) protoplasm 2) endoplasm 3) ectoplasm 
4) ep idermis 5) epithelium •.. •. . • ..... . 
A .reaction i n vThich cells, suspended. in a l iquid, 
collect into clumps: 
1) agglutination 2) assimilation 3) accretion 
4). precipitation 5 )· emulsion •. • .... 
A .sexual reuroductiv.e organ, either male or female : 
1) gonad 2) fetus 3) embryo 4) oocyte 
5)· testis . .. . . . . .. . . . . ....... . . 
The study of cells: 
1) cytology 2) ovulation 3) cyclosis 4 ) biology 
5) heterogamy . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . 
A type of rock fo rmed deep within the earth: 
1) aquifer 2 ) i gneous 3 ) sedimentary 4) coprolite 
5)· shale. . . .. . . . . .. .. ... . ... . 
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